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Volume XL VIT.

DOVER,
of a city like this, suchas the Sun, Herald,
News and Star—comparison is irrelevant
-and of course hopeless.

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER

The publio criticism which the inexcusable

FOR THE FAMILY,
FREEWILL BAPTIST

the New London, and attended by a cluster
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10 threaten the demoralized Sound steamers
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NEWSPAPER

the law that protects them from the competition of people who still pay some attention to character and fitness in steamboats
and their officers. Of course there
must be

instances left of sterling seamanship

rhetorical expedient of its causticity, for
themselves. But the dry rot shows itself
here and there in this business as in every

other at the present day ; and when it does
show itself, it shows itself with a vengeance,
on terrible ‘occasions, in the incapacity of
officers, the, absence of discipline, and the

DECISIONS.

must have been well under way

in

rection, when the

River

the least

is of all
Having

possible excuse.

seen as much as most unnautical persons,
of the Sound and its terrible storms, I must

18, 1872.

confess to an incurable amazement at the
carelessness with which its business is man[-aged; and atthe numbers who still prefer

——

| to commit themselves to the inevitable nau-

There was a soul one eve Autumnal sailing
Beyond the earth’s dark bars,
Towards the land of funsets never paling,
Towards heaven's sea of stars.
Behind there was a wake of billows tossing,

seating swell from the™bcean in the eastern
part of the trip, even in the calmest weather, and to the peculiar dangers of fog and
furious

Before a glory lay.

seas

in

a channel

| times by inpumerable

with all sail set, just crossing

The gloom dud gleam, the calmness and the strife
| hind thee life.

all

bounded

exhibit of disaster, warning people at

sweetly speeding
And as that soul went onwa
Unto his home and light,
Repentance made it sorrowful exceeding,

least

to consult Sir Probabilities with extreme
circumspection before (aking one of the
long water routes to Boston, especially. as
things are now managed. The short trip to
New: Haven or the Connecticut rivér, in
pleasant weather and’ daylight, is not so
unpardonable.
Vn,

Faith made it wondrous bright;
Repentance, dark with shadowy recollections
And longings unsufticed,
Faith, white and pure with sanniest affections,

Full from the face of Christ.
But both across the sun-besiivered tide
Helped to the haven where the heart would ride,
—Selected,

Boston

Correspondence.
lr

—

BosTON, Sept. 7, 1872,
The first days of autumn with their abat-

York Correspondence.
York, Sept.

occupied-at

craft, and

by a rocky coast. The season of storms
(three quarters of the year) has already
commenced its ordinary and extraordinary

Tnto the far away.

ing heat and golden haze are extremely
fine, and a visit to the Public Gardens, to

12, 1872,

It is quite remarkable how evenly the
Fulton Street Daily Noon Prayer Meeting
held on its way through the extreme summer heats. I have never before found myself or acquaintances so cogently expelled
from the city; and so at my comparatively
rare visits I have been prepared to find
in Fulton an attennated and languid assem
bly, and% be surprised by the contrary
fact.
Hardly any difference was to be
noticed in the numbers or the spirit of the
meeting,

the

motive In this most responsible service ; but

Poem.

New

line

while the vulgar show,

for this feeling of security, there
| things

New

Fall

pleaded in apology for the low standard of
officers and men allowed from some low

Che Rlornmg Star.

<

famous

this di-

tinseled officers and dirty sheets remain
cherished mementoes of the great Admiral.
Only a feeling of false security can be

on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
Wo
send no books out to be sold on commis8l - or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.

death before thee, a

the islands of the Harbor or to -Mount Auburn is never more interesting than at the
parting

of summer

and

autumn.

Mount

Auburn never looked more lovely than
now, with its tropical gardens, playing
fountains,

clustering

statmary

and

white

swans. Among the latest embellishments
is a colossal sphinx in gramite, the gift of
Dr. Bigelow, and some silvery fountains
propelled by steam.

MR. SUMNER.

as compared with its usual status.

Questions concerning the power of special

Charles Sumner gées from the solitude of
prayer have been raised there by recent test the city,where scarcely one of his former
propositions; not only that of a prayer friends can extend to him the hand of polithospital, from England, but such as ome ical sympathy, to bury the remembrance of
from the cashier of the Third National his sudden fall amid the art treasures of
Bank in Baltimore (if I don’t miseall it), Europe, the autumnal seenery of the Lakes
who writes to the F. St. P. M. in strong faith of Killarney, the decaying grandeur of
that its prayers will be effectual to bring to Paris, and the triumphal splendors of Berlin.

justice the burglars who lately robbed that

institution of $250,000.
mind” of the savage and

He is a disappointed

The “uatutored
of the savan (as

himself in Boston,

cautiously

on

doubtful requests.
Without in the least
discountenancing the introduction of tem-

which he has had several attacks, and which
excitement may render suddenly fatal.

poralities among the requests for prayer,
the rule is'to avoid giving them prominence

or ‘emphasis.
suggested

One

probably

speaker,
by, the

_ The Coleridge House, his Boston residence, stands before me as I write, and
waving before it in the’ bright afternoon
sun‘is an immense flag, bearing the ‘names
of Grant and Wilson. And so the world

in remarks
bank request,

argued thd we have no authorization to
rely on the fulfillment of our natural desives,

except necessaries, but only on the spiritual
blessings that are promised without qualifi-

cation to all who properly seek them.
er desires

can only

be submitted,

judgment is entirely worthless

as to

goes.
In the Coleridge house over the way,
there is a deserted suit of rooms, and their

former ‘occupant, the brilliant sé¢holar of
Harvard, nurtured in weaith, luxury and in.
the most. cultivated society, leaves them,
perbaps forever, conscious that. he has no

Othas our
what

is best for ourselves or others, and thus in
accord with the goodness of God, in affairs
of this life.
AY
~The hest'answer, by the bye, to Professor
Tyndall's § hospital proposition, that T have
seen was in the N. Y.
article of Dr. M'Cosh,

longer a place in the confidence of the peo-

ple.

from the

pen

glad to say that the

Witness

ranks

fourth

now

in circulation
With
the regular panderers.to the vast wickedness

@mong the decent New York dailies.

those
is

windows,

from

withdrawn, floats

“Of all we loved and honored, nought
Save power remaing—
A fallen angel’s pride of thoughts -

of

Iam

before

the name of the. poor New Hampshire
fasmer boy’ ‘and Natick cobbler, w hom the
people are about to elevate to one of the
highest positions of honor and trust.

Wilness; not the
whose eriticismI

Mr. Dougall.

And

which a familiar face

have usually found ‘more’ eloquent ‘than
searching, but,one of the pithy editorials
that occasionally distinguish
the little
religious daily, I suspect

saying that even the

cover with charity his record during the
last year.
His physical disease is angina pectoris, of

which may be looked (or, there is a general
which touches

actually

as well as body, and that this fact should

undiscriminating © expression

sensé

He

black man had deserted him.- His intimate’
friends say that he has an unhealthy mind

ops queer notions of Borent shades, on
this subject. In Fulton street, spite of an

sober

man.

wept before his departure, when speaking of
thé isolated situation in which he found

represented by Professor Tyndall) and oecasionally of ‘the Christian enthusiast, develoccasional,‘

18,’ 1872.

INF Anrhan: a8

Still strong in¢hains.

|

‘All else has gone! from those great eyes
A soul has fled !
When faith is lost, "when honor dies;
The man is dead,”

river is about 12 ft. higher than that of the
harbor, and at high water the surface of the
harbor is about 5 ft. above that of the river.

Staght to bear

on human

sake of their transformation,

souls,

for

the

is the funda-

mental idea of preaching.”
«*Many minds are in darkness

‘and ask,

It recently purchased the Eliot
on the corner of Tremont and
Eliot streets for the sum of $187,000. Here

Hence the phenomenon of a fall outward

southward, and of the fact that Columbus
avenue and the Providence R. R. travel
must go through Eliot street to connect
with the Old (lolony and Albany Railroads.

sances. Show-sermons are the temptations
King St. is an old bell tower from which
of the Devil.”
are given fire alarms, and in other parts of
“I know men of great learning whose
the city are bells suspended from posts with

countty.

and

inward at every

tide,

When the

waters of the harbor and the river are on a
level, vessels can pass the falls, but this can

'sIs there a God

? .‘Is' there a revelation?’

~and the young man

says, ‘I will ‘not go

upon which the above caloulation is Wi
are mostly official, and will probably not

vary five hundred votes from the official
count. The Republicans have elected every
member of Congress and every state senator, the 5th district,

where

Pike was sure

of winning, giving Hale about 2700 majorare to be the new rooms of the Association:
ity.
Every town in Kennebec county gave
overthrown
before
'long,’—skepticism
is
only
be
effected
during
a
period
of
15
or
20
They are very ample and elegant, with all
a Republican majority, which it never did
the modern improvements. The first floor minutes at each ebb and flow of the tide. prevailing to such an extent.”
“Young gentlemen, true preaching is before, and Blaine is returned with a strong
over the basement contains a library rgem In times of great freshets the tides do not
Knox and Lingoln counties,
yet
to come,- There is one fact that is not indorsement.
34 by 18 feet, and two reading rooms each rise to the level of the river, and navigawhich
have
béen
Democratie for a few
going
to
be
overturned
by
science;
and
40 feet square. The second. floor has the tion over the falls ceases. Above the falls
years
past,
are
now
redeemed, and Maine
that
is
the
necessity
of
human
developbeautiful hall known as Eliot Hall, 40 by 80 is a suspension bridge similar to the one at
ment, and the capability in man of being. is receiving the SengRAIagons of the
feet, and capable of seating 600 persons, Niagara.
4 country.
Above the hall is one of the finest gymnaThe city stands on a declivity with seyer- opened up and improved.”
“Manhood
is
the
best
sermon.”
MASS, LIBERAL CONVENTION.
siums in the country.
al of its streets inconyeniently steep.
It
The rooms have been newly painted and can not boast of many new nor imposing & “Religion is’ harmonized human nature.
The Liberal Republicans and Democrats decorated, and are to be ornamented by buildings, though it has, its complement of It is wholesomeness of soul. It is man- met in convention in Worcester
last Wedneschoice and elegant pictures. The location fine. churches and hotels. Some, of the heod on a higher plane.”
day. It is amusing vo notice what a buryof the building is very central, in view of private residences out of town are in beau- “Great ‘sermons, young gentlemen, nine- ing of differences there was, and how old
the march of the population of the city tiful situations and built with taste. On ty-nine times in a hundred, are great nui- enemies clasped hands across the chasm of

the ropes

hanging free for
One would
might be either many false
strict police
discipline.

Itis but a few steps from the Common, | in case of fire.

in Tremont Temple, where the

The prevalent business corruption

* undisturbed,

Were

This is the oldest, and still one’ of the
most influential Y. M, C. Associations inthe

seamen.

and Fisk and his satellites officered its boats
and appropriated them to their coarse displays and revelries ; when too in spite of the
Erie revolution in New York, Fisk's master
in iniquity, Jay Gould, still presides here

Sa When Agents receive
ve premums no percentage

O happy soul!

THE B. Y. M, C. ASSOCIATION.

men who serve on most of the boats instead of

of the ’longshore-

itself became an appanage of the Erie Ring,

=:

SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

Public Library, and is near some of the
working churches.
The farewell meeting of the Association’

blundering awkwardness

3. The courts have d dad that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals
from the
post-oflice, or
removing
and leaving ichls uncalled for, is prima
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud,

WEDNESDAY,

and

discipline, and of careful responsibility,
even in the Sound, which disurm the World's

1. Any person who takes A newspaper rigaatly
from the post-office—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
2. Ifa person orders his Sup discontinued, he
e publisher may conmust py all arrearages, or
nd collect the
tinue to send it until pAylantis mad
whole amount, whether the paper i tyken from the
eflice or not.

unfortunate icollisions—has

One leading journal, indeed, goes so far as

mooey, &c., shouldId be sent.
AlN ’ communications
designed for publication should be addressed to the

VANCE, $2.50

only less

drawn upon the management: of the coast
steamers between New York and New
England generally, is not a whit too severe.

Offios,
39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,
To ia

HL.

catastrophe of the Metis—following that ‘of building

THE

PRINTING

N.

T

THE MORNING STAR.
ISSUED BY

hc Tm

Association

any one to pull
suppose there
alarms or very
On Carleton

Hights is a large stone tower said to have

into a profession which

seems likely to be

ministry has not been fruitful.

The reason

of it often was that their sympathyjran almost
exclusively to God. They were on God's
side altogether. They were always vindicating God, and upholding the Divine
Government. They produced, if I may say
80, the feeling that they were God's attorneys, and special pleaders on that side.
They all the time produced the impression,

their hitherto bitter hate. Speeches were:
made and resolutions passed by each party
mutually complimentary, and there was
quite a contest to see which side would say
the handsomest thing about the other. We
think the palm rather belongs to the Liber-als. The convention crowned its work by
nominating Charles Sumner for Governor
and one Geo. M. Stearns of Chicopee for
Lieut: Governor. We doubt if Mr. Sumner will relish this liberty thai is taken
with his name during his absence.
No
wonder that he sheds tears over his condi-

been built by the French, but as we found
bas been established for some seventeen only a little girl at home who persistently
years, was very affecting, many people, informed us that strangers could not be
young and old, coming hack to testify once admitted, our information in regard to it
move that here was the place of their spirit- was limited to the mot very lucid remark | God, God, God,—and, if you will not misual birth. .. The good that the Association that * it was to defend anything that might understand me, I will say they failed from tion.
POLITICAL ITEMS.
has done while here can never be estimated, come aroupd.” St. John has its horse-cars, a too exclusive sympathy with God.”
“Some one asked me yesterday what was
Eternity will tell,
'| purely provincial, with rounded corners,
Many of the states have held electoral
to be regarded ag a proper call to the minWe hope all Christians visiting Boston,
conventions during the past week, and
the only entrance being past the driver. .
istry. [I reply, the possession of those qualand all young men coming to the city from
quite a number of the Presidential electors
Of course we went, shopping, for where
ities which make a good minister—good
the country will drop into the new Associa- is the American so loyal as to yisit Canada
are already chosen.’ There is an enthusition rooms. The Association take especial or the Provinces without suddenly discover- sense, good nature, good health and down-. asm for the Administration and an evident
interest in young men from the country, ing the need of several pairs of kid gloves right moral earnestness.”
waning of the .Greeley interest wherever
‘Be sure it is you that are called. When
helping them 10 good situations, proper and a few yards of linen and ribbon?
these
conventions
are held.
The sober
God calls very loud at the time you are
boarding places, seats in church, &e. ' It is
There are many pleasant excursions from born, standing at the door of life, and says thought of the people is teaching them the
said that nine-tenths of the original found- the city. ‘Steamers are constantly plying to
folly of trusting the old enemies of equal
‘Quarter of a man, come forth; he is not
ers of the Association were country born.
rights. Also various gatherings of a conFrederickton, a distance of 80 miles, and
for the ministry.
‘Half @ man,
come
THE FIRST FREE BAPTIST CHURCH
gratulatory nature, probably suggested by
to Woodstock 65 miles beyond, while exforth!” he will not do. for a preacher.
the Maine election, have been held in sevis situated on North Bennet St. near the cursions pwice a week are advertised to “Whole man, come "that is you.”
eral states. That in Western Mass. was
Boston and Maine depot, and but a short cross the Bay to Annapolis and thence by
“A sympathetic study of human life is a
particularly enthusiastic, rousing speeches
distance from Father Taylor's Bethel and rail to Halifax.
remedy for uniform theology.”
being made by Gov. Washburn, Gen. Butthe Sailors’ Home. This part of the city
St. John was settled at the clase of the
I have known men who would be excelneeds evangelical labor, and the church
Revolution by royalists from the United lent ministers if it were not, first, for their ler and others. They are holding a peace
has
a large field in which to work. The States, and. the
4#w00~inhabitants to-day lives; secondly, for their theology; and festival down invLouisvillle, meant to celebrate the fraternal union between Republibuilding i¥ & plain structure. ~The attend- have not lost gheir loyalty to the Mother- thirdly, for their style.”
ance is good, and the members Seem to he land, if we mgy judge by the. sprinkling
Question.—*“What is the occasion of the cans and Democrats, both nosth and south.
earnest in their efforts to advance the cause
of regimentald which we saw on the streets. tendency toward short pastorates now-a- A great dinner, consisting of 30 bullocks,
150 sheep and 50 hogs was prepared last
of Christ.
’
It was just at sunset that we walked along days?”
Wednesday
for 50,000 people.
Buf only
the
shore
of
the
Bay
to
the
soldiers’
barPOOR CHIL DREN'S EXCURSIONS,
Beecher.—“Largely, I think, the divine
0
racks on Cove. Point, "The buildings are mercy toward the parish. If a man has only about 10,000 attended,and so a good deal of
“These have been among the charities of
in poor repair, but the white tents on the a little in him, and is ‘not likely to have roast meat was left to spoil. ‘The pot is
the season. They have taken place under
grass looked too beautiful to be suggestive more, his removal is a great mercy to his beginning to boil, not particularlyat Louisthe direction of Collector Russell, bis wife
ville but all over the country, and Novemof the cruel mission they Helped fulfill. parish.”
and their friends.
Collector Russell, it will
ber will find the people in readiness for
“It Is said that ministers ought not to
be remembered, married the daughter of The sentinel in his red coat and gilt butthe great feast.
tons freely admitted us, though scowling
know anything but Jesus Christ and him|Father Taylor, who seems to inherit the
defiance at some little ragged blue-noses
good man’s sympathies for the poor.
crucified. But Paul did not say ‘I preach
MASS TEMPERANCE CONVENTION.
who stood at the gate deriding him and his
We recently went on one of these excurbut the historical Christ and him crucified.’ - The New England Mass Temperance
uniform by calling out at every
sions to Maolis Gardens,
Nahant. There majesty’s
He mednt that he relied on the force gener- Convention was held Wednesday ‘at Rocky
turn,
‘Hallo’,
Lobster-back.”
Several
were about-650 children on board the steamated from Christ, and- not on -his own perhundred red-coats were drilling on -the sonal power. You have a right to preach Point, Rhode Island. The attendance was
er, ragged, shoeless, hatless, not one in
large, including people from Massachusetts
twenty having on a whole suit of clothes. parade-ground. Their uniform is certainly from everything,”
and
Connecticut.
Governor
Padelford
The hoat went down the harbor gaily, the showy and imposing, though it seems as if
“It is also said, ‘Are we wiser than the presided and made a speech. Gov. Washit
could
hardly
be
chosen
with
a
view
to
band playing, the people cheering, and the
apostles are? I hope so. I should be burn of Massachusetts sent his regrets at
boys singing ‘“Sherman’s March to the Sea.” safety in battle, for nothing could furnish a ashamed if we were not.”
not being able to attend, and it was stated
better mark than their red coats nor be
On entering the Gardens, the children were
Question.—*Is it not true that Spurgeon that Gov. Perham of Maine would have been
harder
to
conceal
in
case
of
retreat
or
amprovided with a lunch, at noon. they wére
is a follower of Calvin, and is he not an present but for an official
engagement.
buscade. - The men were not very well eminent example of success?”
treated to a regular picnicé, and on leaving
Among
the
speakers
were
Hon.
E. 8, Co«
the place were given fruit. It was the drilled, and the words of the commanding
Beecher .—¢‘In spite of it—yes; but Ido nant of Randolph, Mase, Rev. C..L. McCurofficer
were
more
pointed
than
flattering
pleasantest excursion we ever enjoyed, all
not know that a camel travels any better dy of Wakefield, Mass., Rev. David Boyd
seemed to be so happy in the happiness to English pride as he impatiently called for the hump on its back.”
of Rockland, Me., Rev V. A. Cooper of New
out, ‘ Easy there in the center, you bug-|
diffused around them.
Show Sermons.—**Sermons adapted to Hampshire and Col. E. M. Jenckes of Provgers,”
The red cross of St. George floated
“It was a lovely sunset as we left, the sky
create surprise, admiration, praise ; sermons idence. The meeting was quite enthusiasover the quarters, but it could not be merewas unclouded, the water calm, and veiled
as full of curiosities as a peddler’s pack, tic, and resolutions were passed expressing
in rosy light, Lynn lay low, gleaming in the ly natural taste which made us turn to the which the proud
owners are
acecus- a purpose to adhere to temperance princifading beams. The band played popular Stars and Stripes waving over Victoria tomed to take in all their exchanges and 4 Ples and tactics, and to labor to promote a
| airs, the children singing merrily to the Hotel; feeling that oars was by far the more travelings as their especial delight ard] healthier public Sentimentin regard to the
beautiful emblem.
:
{ playing of the band.
reliance. There is' the ‘Dew upon the
:
The
sea
mist
came
creeping
in from the Grass’ sermon, and the: ‘Trumpet’ sermon, great question. ‘Half of these boys will be sentenced to
PHILLIPS FOR GRANT.
Deer Island before they are twenty-one,” Bay with the shadow of night. The tide and the ‘Dove and Eagle,’ and so on.
was rushing out of the St. John'river as Such discourses are relied on to give men
At a recent political gathering in Lynn,
said a policeman in our hearing.
Would they, if the world “were ever as we crossed again the Ferry and, tired with their reputation. Men labor on them night Mass., Wendell Phillips was invited to the
kind to them as on this occasion, or if the our long rides and walk, found our couch and day, and gatherinto them all the scraps stand and made an eloquent, speech in bein the Pullman car and unconsciously were and ingenuities and glittering illustrations half of the Republican party. He said it
church did her duty ?
borne by the iron horse out of the Queen's of a life-time. They bear the same rela- was something new for him to stand upon a
HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH.
dominions.
Unobserving we passed the tion to a true sermon asa kaleidoscope, full political platform and advise people how to
picturesque views along the river, the loye- of glittering bits of glass, bears to the tel- vote. But now he. saw the country in peril,
Special Correspondence.
ly picnic grounds at Blissville, the cran- escope, which unveils the wonders of the and he believed its safety lay with the Reberry swamp and dense forest and the universe.”
publican party. Moreover, he came to
St. Jonx, N.B,, Sept. 8, 1872.
miles of burned trees,the towering summit
“A sermon is a weapon of war. Not speak for this party at a time when its oldA year ago the taveler would have of Katahdin, the primitive Indian village at the tracery enameled on the blade, not the est and best tried friend had left it, simply
reached St. John only after a sea-voyage Oldtown, till the call of the porter bade us jewelry set within its hilt, not the name because the abiding conviction of his heart
F.
intensified by a passage across the treacher- make ready for Bangor.
He urged
stamped on it, but its power on the day of would not let him keep silent.
ous Bay of Fundy. But our country isa
men to pour out their hearts like water and
battle, must be the test of its merits.
No
wonderful land, developing new facilities
matter how unbalanced, irregular, rude— hold up their hands for Gen. Grant. Not
Lectures on Preaching.
with almost every day, and while our attenthat is a great sermon which does great because he represented perfection. He
—
O—
tion has been turned to the Great West and
things with the hearts of men.”
knew the President's. faults, But because
This is the title of a book containing the.
the gigantic project of shaking hands with
“The true way to shorten a sermon is to he was. tle-cangidate of the only party with:
Sdn Francisco, busy brains and hands have Tectures lately delivered by Henry Ward make it more interesting.”
whom ‘he beficyed it safe to trust the counbeen at work in the East till the European Beecher to. the students of Yale Divinity
try. It was a strong speech, was received
and North-American railroad has linked school. We can not do beter than to give
with enthusiasm, and will doubtless have a
Events of the Week.
New Brunswick to the iron band which. our readers some extracts from it, Which
good effect.
Sint
mes,
spans the continent. The road was opened we here do:
THE MAINE ELECTION.
THE GENEVA ARBITRATION.
lustration of preaching without an aim.
last’ November, and the question whether
The
Board
of Arbitration at Geneva ap“What
should
you
think
of
a
physician
The
great
*
tidal
wave”
did
not
seem
to
it pays will not be asked by amy one who
The Liberals pear to have virtually concluded their latravels in its crowded trains. Fer a num- who has been called to minister to a sick affect the Maine election.
ber of miles between Mattawamkeag and member of some family, and who says, made an exceeding small appearance, and bors; nothing now remaining to be done ex‘Well, I will leave. something or other; I the regular Republican majority is larger cept some official dining and. congratulathe boundary line it passes through woods,
where the only business is lumbering; but don’t know ; what shall Ileave? He looks than it has been before for several years. tion, and the final signing of papers. We
in his saddle-bags to see what he has got Returns have now been received from 852 do not pretend to know what they have
the monotony of the spruce and. hackmadone. All that has been announced is mere
the
most of, and prescribes it—the father, towns, casting a vote of 118,304, of which
tack forest is more than compensated by
The last rumor is that they
the beautiful views along Magaguad: wv ic mother and children may all take a little, ‘Perham has 64,744, and Kimball 48,560, guesswork.
showing a majority for Perham of 16,184 hgve awarded to the United States Damages
and the servants may have the rest.”
Lake and St. John river.
“The preacher is one who is aiming di- votes. The same towns in 1871 gave Per- to the amount of Thirty Millions. But any
"The tide was out as we crossed the Ferry
ham 53,084 and Kimball 42,312, a majority one has a right to select any other sum as
to the city, and we hardly knew what to rectly at the ennobling of his hearer.”
for
Perham of 10,772, showing a net repub- the coirect one. Whatever we may think
““The sermon is only a tool. No man is
think of the steep descent to the boat till
lican
gain this year of 5462. The towns to of the way in which our Government preto
preach
for
the
sake
of
the
sermon,
nor
we remembered we were on the shore of the
Bay of Fundy where are the highest tides for the sake of ‘the truth,’ nor for the saké hear from are about sixty in number, most- pared for the arbitration, there can be no
in the world; At Cumberland, the head of of ‘the system of truth,’ but. for the sake of ly small and unimportant. ,They cast last question of the eminent discretion and digthe Bay, the tide rises 70 ft,, while at Bos- the hearts and lives of the men who listen.” year 10.501 ‘votes and gave 99 democratic nity with which the Arbitrators have done
One signal proof of this
is
“ “There are flo’ perfect preachers in the majority ; this year they will probably in- their work,
ton it rises 11 ft., and at New York city oncrease’
their
vote
to
eleven
thousand,
and
that,
although
the
sessions
are
ending,
noworld.
The
only
perfect
men
in
this
world
ly 6 ft. The river St. John flows into the
Bay thtpugh a rocky gorge 80 yards wide are Doctors of Divinity who teach Systeni; the same ratio of gain for Perham will add body knows as yet the result of their laand 400 yards long, forming very remarka- matic, theology. They know everything.” about five hundred to his majority, so that bors. Let them at least have credit dor this.
:
“The living force of the himan Soul, it will probably reach 16,500. The returns in a blabbing world.
ble falls, . At low water the surface of the
Pra
"
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A hymn

whether

At

the proper time the, congregation rise and
turn round. In this progess of turning,
there is a general rustle and bustle. A
child tips a cricket over here. A lady
catches her overskirt in a book-rack there.

1am

, There is a general arranging of twisted ap-

pointof view this question

and Grace, but let us consider

and makes haste to right about face.”
Of course, this takes less time than it
has taken me to tell of it, but it is multum

When fairly around, an entirely

inparvo!

audience,

the

to

presented

is

scene

namely, the choir and another part of the
congregation, As a natural, consequence,
the attention of the majority of the people
is directed, not to the hymn, but to the
choir, the members of which are carefully
singer, his voice

his attitude
fixed on

listened to, and

is closely

and movements in singing

are

eyes

are

this

By

criticised.

new

to bea

If there happens

. reviewed.

time,

more

but

a great

the books;

it holds

many go

wandering here and there to see who are in
their pews, what strangers are present, &c.,
in too many cases, how the people are
.dressed. These operations occupy the remaining portion of the standing time.
Next comes another rustle and twisting of
apparel ,and the people are seated.”
“You paint in strong colors, Mrs. Haley.”

under

became

saloons.”

‘the second hymn is intended to be a time of
general recreation and rest, giving change
of scene and entertainment to the audience,

a mistaken

one.

© {Suppose that instead of
ing round, the
congregation should simply rise. Much
bustle would be avoided. The laudable de-

sive to know who are at church would not

be gratified at an inappropriate time; and,
as a natural consequence, many more per-

sons would notice the words

sung and be

impressed with their meaning.

In proof of

$450,-

We

have

that

we

on which he stood and spoke, and

ple were between

would

what

him and the

/

in her mouth,

and sent her on her way rejoicing.
We have not heard from her since,

but

that

her

when we do, we

expect

to

hear

said that, in

It ignores all restriction on the business, as
the following editorial will abundantly show :
“Some time since, we had occasion to

1 |

need

with tears, while with earnestness and pow-

presence,

of action.
Can a mother

but

always

in

the

read

herself in

a better

way than to observe the play of her little
daughter with her doll! In either the case
of the teacher or mother a clear image
without flsttery is represented, the which

in

hardly 58Y soul is sufficiently candid to
show itself.
It is true that the Sabbath-school teacher
has not the full advantages of the teacher
or mother in this re
, but in some degree, even in this Sab ath-school, the same

principle is carried out. The deportment
of the class is an index to the teacher’s
spirit. The teacher may be sure the jmpression his class makes upon him isthe’
same as he makes upon them.

We

do not

say that Amid
4 the motives which
prompt the action upon thé part of the pupils are the same as those possessed by the
teacher, for actions are not always true exponents of motives. For instance, a téacher, nervously anxious to secure perfect orer, loses composure, and becomes restless
and unreasonable.
From a far different
motive the children become restless; the

manner of the

feel

the

more.

develop

1 clothe

teacher

chafes

spirit of confusion,

prevails.
governed

Abundant Entrance.
i

of my

them,

and

they

disorder

chers would be wiser if they
children less and themselves

The

surest,

desired

ourselves

the

speediest

virtues
with

way

to

in our pupils 1s to

them.

beatifully and Fecalilly

The

more

A fearful gale was blowing from the
westward up the English Channel, directly

ex-

Havre harbor is made by two stone

piers

God.”
shoals and sand bars; and inside, between
When Christ commands, the Christian is them, close to the city, is the excavated harnot at liberty to hesitate, even though he “bor, with its fine granite quays, and storemay doubt his own strength, for God has houses, and shipping.
promised him av all-sufficiency of grace.
Upon. these long piers, swarm always at
Christ's command is the veice of the disciple’s “ tide-time,” vagrant old beggars, who are
by. the gospel; ready to lend a hand in towing the coming
conscience, enlightened

when this speaks he can not delay with im- vessels along up the piers and into the harpunity, for two reasons. First, because to bor, thus to earn a few sous now and then.

than
one.

‘Where an effort is made to have the congregation sing with the choir, they will be
far more likely to do so, if there is nothing
to divert the attention. Seo that, looking at.
the singing as an important part of the
‘worship, I, believe the custom of turning
round is entirely

uncalled

for, and

is one

eyes around fo find the cause of this stagna-

tion in business. We discovered that they
had a semi-prohibitory liquor law ; nothing

the more will children be attracted and

saying * Sit u
Semi,” let the teacher
take u chair and sit so himself first, sayin
“ Now let me see who can sit as pes
straight as 1 do.” It is better at all times
in the infant class to make acts of obedience
not mere compliances with requests, but
imitations of a teacher's example.
Children not only imitate their teacher
but they imitate each other, For this reason, and because children imitate that
which is evil more readily than that
which is good, it is not advisable to direct
the attention of the class to any of its members who may be behaving illy, Rather

less than a pint of liquor could be purchased.

The

mystery. was

solved.

Where

liquor is not sold by the «drink, there is a
general dullness in trade. = Our temperance
advocates will not admit this fact, but itis a
fact, notwithstanding any argument to the
meager

Ohio,

witha

population compared with

Salem,

was

I acknowl-

in existence there; and no

greater

amount

edge the justice of what you say. Perhaps
1 should favor a change, if the rest thought

of intoxication exists than

in the ~old-fogy,

instead of assisting the

which diverts from

worship.”

“Well,

:

Mrs.

Haley,

thought

I néver

much upon the subject before.

hy

it best to make one.”

“There is one other point, that I think is

worth considering.

At

this time,

when

‘ there is a growing tendency among denom-

. {nations to draw closer’ together, it seems
. especially appropriate that, if we continue
choir singing at all, we drop this distinctive
. custom, and by so deing get one degree

nearer our

names, + If

Clristian

friends of other

there} were any principle

in-

Letonia,

contrary.

all

life and bustle ; eight saloons, or more, are
Facts are
avti-whiskey town of Salem.
.
stronger than fiction.”
, There are some very queer inferences to
If the
be drawn from this paragraph.

di

~4But, Sister Haley, what ‘a stir it would

gospel to man’s condition, that in strict obe-

eame on before the gale

with

their

storm-

dience to its spirit all his real wants are sails set, like great white gulls. Now came
met. - And Christ becomes to him all and a French merchantman, now a New York

in all; and to this wise and benevolent ar- packet ship, and now a full-rigged man-ofrangement the gospel owes much of its sta- war, all bearing on and bounding over the
bility. This feature of Christianity as a waves as though full of free life. One. by
system of religion becomes a sur2 rock to one they came down, skillfully guided by
which we may anchor our belief in and ex- pilot and helmsman. As they neared the
po
pectation of its ultimate triumph.
.| port they reduced even their little canvas,
‘| and riding gracefully on the top ef the huge
There, are two things, each of which he billows, swept in by the pier-head, and then
will seldom fail to discover who seeks for into the smooth and safe waters of the inner
them in earnest—the one, the knowledge of harbor.: ‘Ond might go the world over, and,

a capital to start business on. Or does he
mean fg say that it was not the drinking of
yout the selling by the drink that
the whiskey,
made it so “lively” ? Then of course the

make business ‘‘all life and bustle.” And
that at Letonia there is more liquor sold and

might find in any set of precepts that could
have beén framed ; the former the spiritualIy-minded will not fail to obtainin the Gos-

pled collier, most of her sails torn to shreds,
and her masts bending under the gale.

then out come
his hand

Once upon a sand-bank and her day was
over. She fought gallantly for her life.
¢ She can't weather the shoals! She can

‘*“ ‘Boys,

He alone is worthy to be called a’ friend, never fetch the pier-head,” cried the men,
to whom we dare show ourselves as we are. turning their eyes from the well-equipped
* Apostasy begins with littles; it is called
drawing back, not running back; beware

windward

of ‘“ an evil heart of unbelief,”

waves,

vessels

to this

forlorn

craft,

struggling at such odds with the winds and
V
PD
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study

“Oh, but,teacher,what's the useof a man

retendin’ pious when he can’t leave
erbahker, and them

1 did see.

midst of

NK

3
Ee

C—O

A

LL i

f

more

needed to be said.

evil

example. had proved that

they Sul see the point and point the moral.—Era.
—

, ‘Mieur Tas THiNG BE? A careful reader of the Bible was assailed by an infidel
with such expressions as these: ** That the

blood of Christ can ; wash away sin is fool:

ists]

e

1 don't understand

Bible student

or

believe it.”

remarked, ¢“ You

and

Paul agree exactly.”
«* How

¢ Turn to the first chapter of Corinthians
and read the eighteenth verse: ** ‘ For the

reaching of the Cross is to them that persh, foolishness; but unto us which are

saved, it is the

power of God.'”

, and ever after studied

He hung bis
the

Bible,

found it to be God's power

and

unto salvation,

;

SuArRING WITH

4
then

it with’ the help of commentaries, |

3
So.

No

The SoSH, shrewdwboys, brought up in the

To the

fous
Scripture,

‘Drill yourself first.

alone

cried two or

OTHERS.

A little girl

and her younger brother were on their way

and then talk it over alone in your room,
just as though you had your class before

you.

things?

thrde of the lads. *¢ Deceivin', too, he was,
or trying to. And ‘twas the cigar did it,
don’t ye see?”

commentaries, #4if-~any-.

the

Sunday-

i:

“Very poor fun, 1 should say,” was my
humiliated remark.

the reach of the scholars, consider Sapefil
ly, how to make it clear to them by illu:
Use

to

I tell ye.”

is likelyto be beyond

thing seems obscure.
After prayer, read

.

going

“Yes, sir,” we answered.
‘We go to,
Clarendon-street school every Sunday.”
© “That's
right, boys’— with a nasal
drawl —'that’s right, boys; never give up
the Sunday-school,’
** Then he turned a corner. We heeled
it across and looked after him to see what
he'd do, now he thought he was out of
sight. And there he was, going on, puffing
away
at his cigar again. Oh, ‘twas fun,

ods by which a variety of teachers endeavor to achieve the same great result, a wise
and forcible presentation of God’s Word :
1. Realize that all true spiritual light
comes from God, and pray for the Spirit's
the passage itelf,
help. 2. Read carefully
without helps, to get out of it what you
can. What is thus gotten is your own,
awakens you, and will awaken otheys.’ 3.
Then consult commentaries—a ood, brief,’
suggestive one, if possible; and. thus get
the light of other minds to aid your own.
4, Sperd what time is possible in searching
for, and laying up illustrations and apt an<
ecdotes, to illuminate aud fix the truth in
the mind,
Study every word, Slowly and carefully,
endeavoring to grasp the idea of the pas-

tration, ‘ete.

.

you

are

school?"

brief, but illustrate well the different meth-

sage.

the cigar, andhe bid it in

on the further side” —imitating—

“and called,

uestion, ‘‘How to prepare a Bible Lesson,
the following answers were given at a recent Sunday-school Convention. They are

If anything

from .the

al spokesman of the class, with a gesture

p

the

business

but as it-is simply a that where men can buy liquor by the drink,
, I consider the point well ‘they will buy and drink more, and that will

sworth considering. "

are

what he ought to do; and the other, a live a life-time, and never see a fairer sight.
But presently, away to leeward, almost
«all life and bustle,” they need not lack at plausible pretext for doing what he likes.
among
the sand-banks, came a poor, cripcarnally-minded
the
these
of
latter
The
Salem, for every man could get his ‘‘pint” as

drinking of whiskey would make

its “Jife and bustle” must have been confined to
volved, or any good reason. existed forhave
the “eight saloons,” The plain inference is,
continuance, this argument would not

a fers
matter

Such

which,

of contempt.
“We knew he was a fraud ;
Ill tell yon how. Wé was coming to Sun-.
day-school and we see Mr.—— on the other
side of the street, smoking
a cigar as he
walked along—this way,” and Jacob put
up his hand with the manner of a swell
holding a cigar
between his fingers. ‘We
didn’t look right at him, but peaked out the
corner of our eyes, till by-'n’-by he sees us,

place the little offenders Ld themselves, out
of temptation's way, for the moment, and

shifting circumstances, and frailty of human life, that all beyond ‘this is uncertain.

narrative,

How Tuey Viewep Ir. ¢ Teacher, do
yon know Mr.——7" was the excited salutation of my class one Sunday. “ He's arrested for for
, and he was Assistant
Superintendent of the Mission School at the
head of S—— Street, where we used to go
before we came here.”
“Dreadful!” I said. ‘‘ Do you think he
s guhy >
“Oh,he was no good," continued the usu-

im-

In the various exercises of the class the
teacher will secure more cheerful obedience
if he does with the children what he wants
them to do—for instance, if a motion song
is sung, let the teacher make the motions

cver- their feet, and of the spray that in the fury g S. Teacher,”
of the storm broke quite over the piers,
Such of the Havre-bound ships as were well |
PREPARATION OF THE LpssoN.
The truth is, God has so nicely adjusted the to windward were in no great danger, but
ved opportunities.

and

ious services. Jesus was to her the gearest
and dearest of friends, to whom she went
with every interest and anxiety, as if he
was a dweller in the house, as once he was
in Béthany. She and her mother are now
members of the church.

defer duty is to slight the Holy Spirit which
But on this day a multitude had come administer the reproof privately; by this
this, I state, as the result of my observation, yisit the town of Salem, Ohio. Everything will not always strive with man. Secondly, down and stood looking seaward, in spite course the majority of the class will be
our
cast
that during the singing of the first hymn, looked dull and uninviting. We
d the influence of a bad example.—
because no soul has the assurance of contin- of the wind that threatened to blow them off 8

more persons look upon their books
during the singing of the second

opportunity,

necessary, carried her in-his arms to relig- .

we wear them,

pressed by them.

—

one

her to an implicit faith, she went. home to
tell her father and friends of what she had
heard. No audience could resist such a
Poacher. The father no longer objected to
er attendance at Sunday-school, but when

role of an apparently disin
auditor,
closely observing and yet seeming not to
do so, lest I should check the naturalness

er he told the people they were reprobates.
if Jesus Christ was not formed within them
the hope of glory.
*

“On the 30th day of April last, being

Fr)

but my tones and gestures also. ‘Whenever,
there was ** play school,” I felt there was

the

of

moment of hearing it, seemed to have won

in any other way. Ihave obsérved that at
such times, not only were my words copied,

Runnells said, this was the first preaching
that reached his heart. He felt the inward
working of the spirit and was troubled. The
sermon was an hour and a half or more in

most

new of it; and why don't you tell every-

We propose now to consider the fifth and

yourselves whether ye be in the faith,” &s.

the

body of it?”
Full of the

last named characteristic Ay
i. ¢., ** Imitativeness.”
Doubtless, every one
has come in
contact with children in either the capacity
of mother or teacher has beheld a vision of
self through acts done in imitation of
them. The errors of my teaching have
been more clearly shown me by the *‘ play
school” conducted by my little
ils than

pose the health #nd life of the disciple, when stretching out, one a mile and .the other
A New Paper.
the Apostle Paul declares that ** All things something less, westward into the sea.
them that love Along the shore outside these piers are
paper has just been started in work together for good to

toxicating liquors, It claims legal protection for the entire trafficin the fullest sense.

make

1 Ba

baptism proved a blessing physically” as into the unsheltered port of Havre, and
well as spiritoally. Tt sounds strangely to hundreds of people had come down on the asking the little ones to look at him and do
just as he does. At any time instead of
us to hear professed Christians arguing that long pier to watch the ships come in.

‘to obey this commandment of God will

A new
Pittsburgh, Pa. It is called the “American
Liquor Men's Advocate ; and it goes square
into the advocacy of the free and unrestricted manufacture and sale of all kinds of in-

yielded to her request to go for once to the
sunday-school,
The teacher resolved to

Teachers,

—YO—

these services. He was then a young man,
and was present, The text was, ‘Examine

An

to

church, fill-

latter part of it, Whitefield's eyes flowed

gospel in the ordinance of baptism. She had

had indeed put a new song

Words

the peo-.

late Samuel Runnells, Esq., of New Durham, I obtained an account of the spirit of

length, and Mr. Runuells

——
Last Sabbath, a lady of very poor health
rode three miles to church, through the heat
of unusually sultry weather, to obey the

so im-

Fur

reading and instruction, but had at length

SS. Departuent,

street, and for some distance up-and down
to the right and left.
Some years ago, in an interview with the

Safe To Obey Jesus.

of sin

laying aside the usual lesson, went over the
life of Jesus.
The child listened more
eagerly than to a romance, and when, at
the close, the teacher asked if
people ought
not to love such a Saviour as that, the little
pupil answered, ‘‘Yes; they would it they

ing not only the door-yard but much of the

A. DEERING.

i

musical

ship, a singing of praises to-God, I believe
custom to be

out

Saviour Jesus Christ.

But the sun shining full in his face, he
was advised to cross the street and speak
‘in front of a dwelling,
still standing.
A platform on barrels was hastily erected

made by them, and taxes too.

New School Thegplogy was only corrective,
not original and substantive.
1 should like to say more about this at
another time.
. CHARLES C.'STARBUCK,

‘treat simply, it is certainly right then.
Bat, if it is to be a continuation of the worour present

all

Exeter, I sought the place where Whitefield
portant in the divergence between the Old been told by some of her neighbors that to delivered this last discourse. It is on Front
School and the New School Theology.
be baptized by immersion would be to has- street, which leads south-west from the
It may be pretty safely assumed that a ten the decline of ber health. But there court-house towards Kingston. The sectheology, like a frame of government, will were others of a different opinion who en- ond church was farther up than the present
remain undisturbed, at all events will be couraged herto go forward according to ove.
The dwelling of Mrs. Cobb is now
impugned to little purpose, so long as it her sense of duty, trusting to God for health near the place.
Standing near the spot
answers its appointed end. The old rigor- and strength. In response to ‘the inquiry, where Whitefield speke, the whole scene
ous doctrines of predestination and the whether she had anything to say in relation seemed to be presented to the mind. The
passivity of man in conversion, had not, in
to her experience, she said to the large man of God in tones of melting love was
the old time, stood in the way of many audience assembled, that it was by long speaking the last time for Christ, and trying
glorious awakenings in this country. But and severe affliction that she had been led to persuade sinners to be reconciled to him.
when a more active age dawned, men felt to seek the pardon of her sins. And she The throng mostly stood listening with
that in the ancient form, of these doctrines pow desired to follow his example in the upturned eyes and fixed attention. The
due honor was not done to his proper per- ordinance of baptism.
rural population in ‘all the region round
sonality. The old preaching began partly
We repaired to the creek, close by, and about had come, many in rustic garb and
to alienate and partly to discourage. as she descended into the pleasant waters, the more part on foot, some on hcrseback,
Hence
grew
up
the
New
School she uttered, in a feeble voice, this simple, to hear him of world-wide fame: proclaim.
a
had
But that theology
Theology.
>
trusting prayer,—* O Lord Jesus, help me! the salvation of God.
practical end, and a practical test, not a se- Lord Jesus, help me now!" ‘She had no
On the 29th of the present month, 102
cluded and speculative one. It maintain- sooner emerged from the water than her years will have passed since that last dised, and rightly, that anything in doctrine prayer was changed from of praise, ex- course of Whitefield. But, “being dead he
which dishonors God or discourages man,
claiming—** I feel stronger already; praise yet speaketh.”
cap not be true. . But it does not follow from the name of Jesus.” The blessed Master

‘true in a majority of cases, I think you will
not question. Now, if the time devoted to

Or, ifitisto bes

that

whose father was a well-kn8wn infidel. He
had carefully kept her from all religious

field appeared, and was abont to commence

willingly spare, and all the “life and bustle”

this, that the ancient doctrines had been un. («¢Of course, this description does not rr e, but that they had been exaggerated
ply to every individual case ; but that it
into untruth. And it does follow that the

‘this is all right.

manifest

A child came into her class for a Sabbath,

but if he perseveres to the end he..will find
the waiting muititude ready with outstretched hands and songs of victory.: For so an
entrance shall be ministered abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and

pthe service fn front of the house of worship.

to arrest and punish the criminals
made by the liquors sold. What beautiful
thrift! Will not the editor just tell us how
rum selling. and drink make thrift, business, and increase the wealth of any community ? Poor Salem,
failed in business
and énterprise, and a Yr lack of ‘eight

tory of all the great religious controversies

acquainted with our customs, finds himself
standing face to face with the eongregation

new

licenses to sell liquors, and paid

not competent to enter into the his-

that have turned upon the question

was

could not hear, and the purpose of occupyMr. White-

from which it 000

parel among the ladies. Them occasionally
a stranger, frem another denomination, not

It

A teacher, now

says the Sunday School Times, had years
ago the following interesting experience :

may be overthrown and scarred and stained,

the poor, the assessing and collecting of taxes ing the ehurch was changed.

is in the very nature of its being unable to
free itself or not, are question’s which may
be resolved one way or another without injuring in the least the honor of God as the
All-good. They are properly scientific
rather than in the highest sense religious
questions, and the manner in which they
are answered ought no more to disturb the
Christian world than the question how the
imagination is related to the understanding.
Why has this composure not been maintained?
hh

is the

isread.

or

the fallen will in a bondage

trouble with too much of our worship.
Half of our mind on God and half on the
world.”
“Now let me tell you how the whole

thing seems to me.

may

overflowing.

ReAcHiNG THE HEART.

in the First Presbyterian church of Elmira,

get there ever so hardly, he

One may

The time for the meeting was

appointed at 10, A. M. But there was some
delay. The streets leading to the church
were thronged, and still crowds were coming. The church was large, and was filled
to

scholars.

come,
+ There was more rejoicing over the collier than over all the others,” said the captain. And just so I expect it will be when
we reach the port of heaven.

wm

opment of the world,

I have some idea

my dear friend, that

Vineland pays about $100 per annum

gives me fresh biblical thoughts
for my

ad

“1 am afraid,

Sayurday.

har-

UR

Co,

what they are singing all the time.”
PD

as

saved from all evil. Now, if sin is impos- must be *‘all life and bustle,” more so “‘than
ed upon the creature by the will of God, ‘in the old-fogy,anti-whiskey town” of Vinethen God wills evil; therefore, is not per- land. And then in Vineland they had in ia
but one indictable offense committed, while
fectly good; therefore, is not God. The
And this)
Trenton they had hundreds.
in
only logical result of this doctrine is atheagain makes “all life and bustle” around
ism.
;
But, allowing sin to have originated from the lock-ups, police courts, and jails. .The
the creature, in opposition to the will of people had to be more industrious to raise
and pay taxes.
God, then the question how it originated,
Chicago, in 1867, received $100,000 for
whether it is a moral necessity in the devel-

who were at Church, if we did not turn
round once.”
‘But does not that divert your mind entirely from a part of the hymn ?”
not, entirely.

half

fonfisuDe bills, and Trenton some $14,000.
Vineland has no rum shops, Trenton has.
Here the Trenton ‘‘saloons” make the pauper busmess *‘all life and bustle.” The
building of pauper houses,and the support of

be sure of receiving all good, and of being

+] don’t know as 1 do, unless it is that,
as we sit so far forward, I should not know

“I think

herself,

one

lows: Persons, Places, Dates,, Doings,
Doctrines, Duties.
Study
the lesson faithfully from the Bible and then apply to commentators after I
have exha
my own
powers.
This

to the store one windy, frosty morning.
ressed,

They were both poorl

but the lit-

tle girl had a sort of cloak over her. As
they walked briskly along she drew the boy

closer to her and said :

:
« Come under my cloak, Johnny,”
« It isn’t big enough for both,” said he.
¢ Then I will try to stretch it a little.”

And ‘they

were

soon

nestled

closely

to-

gether,

What a lesson! How many shivering
bodies and sad hearts there are, Just because
people do not stretch their com orts beyond
j
themselves.

Waar
when

Makes

dying,

was

Heaven.
asked

A

little girl,

whither

she was

oing.
5
«To heaven, said the child.
makes you wish to be there?"
«And what
:
said one.
EL
+ Because Christ is there.”

«But what,” said a friefd, «if Christ

should leave heaven ?"
«'Chen,” said the child,

«I will go with

him.”

Som e time before her departure she...
wished to have a golden crown when she

died.

«And

oP

other reason for facing the choir ?”

into

11,000,

same, 4. Collect and arrange best thoughts.
5. Consult authorities, 6. Arrangeas fol-

wh

the fullness of his being

“Probably not, Sister Haley, as I can not
help thinking some about how the choir
look, and I presume I notice more particularly how the different voices sound, than
when not looking at them.”
“Well, Mrs. Earle, do you think of any

many.

Vineland

1. Commit the lesson to memory.
2.
Pray for light. 3. Note thoughts upon the

ol

when we do not rise at all?”

and

ar en-

Ph

ants,

in the soul.
=
The one great religious interest: of the
soul is to apprehend in God all possible per“Do you think, Sister Earle, that, in listfection and an utter absence of all imperening in that way, you are as much im“fection, so that the soul, in submitting’ herpressed by the hymn, as by the first hymn,
self unreservedly to him, and in receiving

from human

the

a

ing free will and the Divine Spirit's activity

4. Remember

Ee

by just

looking at the singers and listening to them?”
“No; Ilook at a line of the hymn, then
at the singers.”
:

of

iba

of

mind

3, Study the lesson

GP

the words,

seope

inquiry. Let us consider, now, out of what
religious interest the question arose respect-

:

“Can you understand

with a different

« 2. Seek the

full of the subject—Dbrimful, ranning over.

voices shouted a wel-

bor, five hundred

oa nn

tal habits and modes of my class, that I
may’ follow the 1aw of Adaptation, “6. Get

‘drew

and

illumination.

sources.

the

the poor tempest-worn vessel into the

2.

anew to God, and ask dj-

with all helps 1 can command

pier-head. When she reached it, both men
and ship seemed exhausted, But ropes
were thrown from the pier, and were secured by the sailors, and then, as five hun-

dred pairs of hands seized them

iy aboutit.r

God on the passage.

and as she approached the most dangerous
point of the shoals the eyes of every lookeron followed each jmotion eagerly. One
Whelmed in the breakmoment she seemed

fights,

of the

abl

;

church.

vine

Then

slowly she drew along toward the port;

the people in his

knowledge

lesson and context.

7%

ferent ends, and

Slt is pleasant to see them "as they

ging.”

a semblance . of

1. Give myself

were two churches,” both
The pastor of the second
Rogers, a descendant of
Rogers. He was a son
Whitefield, and his warm
field had preached there

pocket to throw at him. As the
preacher named his text, the opposer took
have to build more pauper houses, jails,
the stone from bis pocket, but just then an
court houses, insane asylums,
houses of
arrow of conviction reached his heart.
correction, &c. The people have to be taxed more to pay constables, sheriffs, police After meeting, he said to Mr. Whitefield,
“I came here with the intention of breaking
men, judges, jurors, witnesses and lawyers,
your head, but God has given me a broken
and for the support of the rum poor. Take
heart.” This man afterwards gave evidence
for instance the cities of Trenton and Vineof being ‘‘a new creature in Christ Jesus.”
land, N. J. Trenton has 22,000 inhabitThe day of Whitefield's last sermon was

But though truth is one, there may be different methods of investigating it, for dif-

it is dif-

rows,

ob

:

what

Ton

ferent.

choir are there

as

CET

th

of

turning to face the choir, at any tirhe ?”
“Oh, when the

with

respect for the authority of the

shops,—such

Commrniatos

By and by the turpof the tide began to help

took a stone

’

Compare all parallel passages.
8. Stud
all Rubions to places, pecple. | nd yhanhery
or customs, 4. After thorough thinking of
the whole subject alone, ascertain what

tained but about -1600 inhabitants. There

sion, and a man full of wrath

that my own

impressed with it,

1. Get a" thorough

But

ers, but the mext she passed toward

|

scope of the’whole

ed the breakers, and had to tack once more.

Congregational.
was Rev. Daniel
the martyr, John
in the faith of
friend. Whiteon a former ocea-

5. Pray

un

use

intellectual freedom

grog

standing,

again the wind sent her back, gain she near-

the desperate will of the sailors.

others.

sa ! i) speak with Spirit and the under-

harbor,

stood off.

other light I can from commen-

and

mind may be properly

she ‘seemed blown down into the very edge
of the breakers. Then, by skillful evolution,
her course was changed; or, as the sailors

say, she** wore ship” and

what

tof

the

amid

gambling, and licentiousnesa;

osophers who wished to conciliate their own

the sentiments of the hymn we were trying
to sing.”
is

to re-

the

taries

fy

some of us were hot very deeply affected by
what

wanted

her efforts ‘to gain

tain

2

tained by theologians who

tain quiet possession of tenets whieh would
not endure the light of reason, or by phil-

again

2%

who stood, some squarely

Earle,

Now in

been devising some plan to start up busi:
votion and almost unsurpassed elojuence
ness and give them. thrift, and are talking
and suceess, He died in Newburyport,
about railroads to accomplish this desirable
object ; bul here is presented a much cheap- Mass., Sept. 80, 1770, aged 55.
His last sermon was preached the day beer and easier process. Just open ‘‘eight
fore his death, in Exeter, N. H.
The vilsaloons ” and then business is ‘‘all life and
lage was not large thén, and the town conbustle.”
$
;
We have known nen in all kinds of profession who have failed in business because
they drank; but never knew one man to
fail in business because he did not drink.
We would like to find such a man. Does
he live in Salem? We know that some
kinds
of business flourish much better

away

iE

stood facing

and

aa

I should like to express some thoughts
that are in my mind respecting the customary handling of the question hew free will.
stands related to the action of God in the soul
‘Aud, first, we ought to protest against the
so common confusion of the theological and
the philosophical methods of investigating
this question. It is true, a thing can not
be’ philosophically false and theologically
true, or philosophically true and theologically falsé, as used sometimes to be maiu-

facing ‘the rest of the congregation, and
some ina half-turned-round position, thus
effecting a ort of compromise between their
"aversion to facing the people, and the awkwardness of facing the music. 1 am afraid

“But, Sister

at the ageof 21,—~immedi‘A good many towns in New Eng- odatelyat "College
commenced preaching, —continued the
land, located aw ay from railroads, have
work 34 years with warmheartedness, de-

Influence.

away

3

Free Will and Divine

bore her

till she trembled and panted, breathless and
baffled, like a living thing hunted and
brought to bay.

tered.

_ the music.
:
“No, not all, either. There were a few
persons, who probably understood the circumstances, and

Nature

Sa

WHITEFIELD'S LAST SERMON,
Mr. Whitefield was born in 1714, was®a
native of Gloucester, England,—graduat-

designre
Seek fo
4. Ob-

di

there we

ress, and then the great brutewgforces of

BY J, PULLONTON,

I like the tumbling. tessing ocean a great sold and drank, and “no more intoxication!"
deal better.”
STANLEY. | Then the liquor must be more largely wa-

“1f is very seldom «that my appreciation
of the ridiculous is so lively in church as it
was then. You see, we did not know the
It is true our pastor
choir was absent,
gave us all a special invitation to unite in
the singing ; but to me it did not suggest
the absence of the choir. So we all turned
round as usual, and

Early Sketches.—No, 33.

—

ah

Facing the Music.

a

1. Ascertain what the passage is
i oh fol : JhAriange the thon
{
eir
importance. 3.
illustrations rr
hn points.

Now she seems to be making a little prog-

ed

proposed.”
«|
1 suppose it would, but
I'am going to
speak my mind, Tlike a stir sometimes,
1 don't like your still, half-stagnant ponds.

drank than at Salem. Now, he says that
“Letonin has a meager population compar-|
ed with Salem” and that no greater amount
of intoxication exists than in the old-fogy,
anti-whiskey
town of Salem,” more liquors

an. 2

Dommunications.

society, if‘ such a change were :

TY

bh hb

make in our

872.

.

on

PRY

p———

will

you

do,”

said

one,

f
“ with the golden crown ?"
0
~ #] will take and cast it at the feet
Christ.”

a

SEPTE
re

Shai

-

en

STAR,

BA
i

ia

1

£5

1

a

w—

—-

-

is like State rights in government; it is all

that which has not been delegated to the
ministers, Originally the whole worship
was on the part of the assembly ; it belonged to them, and when the preacher ascended to the desk it was to teach in the
name of the people. He was selected by
them, delegated and authorized by them,
and had no control except that which was
thus given him. His business was to superintend and arrange and lead; and to
text

book

was

put into his hands for special searching,
and what he thus received of God he was
to impart to the people.
Like other assumptions, by slow degrees
the, whole worship
has been taken from
the® multitade and is in the hands of the
preacher. The result is absolutely disastrous. It deadens the worship itself, destroying sociability or community of feeling which ought to be prominent

and

cul-

tivated in church. ~ It produces. a torpidity on the part of the heamers, and when
the sermgn is Sopecially heavy, or ‘perhaps
especially light, it ends in sleep rather than
praise.

Besides

the

service

belongs

to

the people. It is their time for praise and
prayer and the cultivation of a Christian
sympathy. They have come to meet their
God, not their minister. More’ than this,
‘the masses have deserted the churches.
They will not come as matters now are;
and we must not allow our {Lr udioes to
hinder us in finding out the difficulty. The
fact is the best preacher cannot
and by the truth hold them.
He

desired, than ordinary church choirs, is inconceivable.
ship.

It

is

It isnot art.

not

useful

The preacher endures it.
sider it better

thana

Its

not wor-

God

or

for

man.

The people contedious

prayer;

and

there is no help in it’ for anybody.
Were
the people allowed to sing—** Bat they
won't
sing." Yes they will
sing if.you
will give them a leader and turn out your

choir.

Give them aplain, earnest Chris-

tian leader who will stand face to face with
them and they will sing. He need not be a
owerful

singer, or

an artistic singer;

on-

set

around

its

rim

with cloudy

sapphires and opals.
:
“He made him to suck honey out of the
rock.” (Deut. 32: 13,) “And when the
people were come into the wood, behold
the honey dropped.” (1 Sam 14: 26.)
In Southern California I have seen the one
and done” the other. Iu the Santa Susana
Mountains, near Los Angeles, a veteran
hunter once pointed out to me a perpen“dicular wall fo rock about thirty feet high,
in which was a large cavity filled with honey; and the bees, for lack of further room,
had built an enormous piece of comb quite
on the outside.
“The desert shall rejoice, and

‘
blossom as

-

prejudice

that sees

karm

in the

repetiton of any other well selected utterance of praise? *‘ But are we not thereby
running into an Episcopal form?” The
question we are discussing is the utilily, necessity and propriety of the act. But even
our prejudices need not be wounded. We do
not need to approximate to a formal liturgy.
One
prayer read or repeated can not have
the

effect of suppressing

extempore prayer.

It would however be likely to chasten and
refine and prune superfluities of the prayer
of both pastor and people. Whatever

will help us to be rid of a melange

tics,

metaphysics, moral reform,

of poli-

and ram-

bling - repetition retailed to the Lord,
ought to be heartily welcomed, We feel
as ministers - our own need of worthier
pulpit prayer. Our subjects for discourse
absorbing us, turn aside our prayers from
a just representation of praise and petition
into the current of our sermon. We should
certainly not like to see our. prayers in
print. Especially deliver us from the roar-

ing of conceit and the vapidity

with which

we are, on state occasions, afflicted.

The sum of it is, we must give a fair proportion of the service tothe pgopleif we
wish them to take interest in the church.
A judicious manual not overloaded with
routine, full of

life and full of honest wor-

ship,’ will help the preacher and draw the
peoplé. Suppose we allow fora responsively

read

psalm;

a short

prayer

closing

with the 0
prayer; two or three brief
chants, like the Gloria Patri; two hymns
and

that

about

—

On the majestic

Gn

river

Hudson,

prayer of the people.

Let him learn to

+ fore the

benediction

there

be, when

it is

possible, a brief social
ting, a welcome
word to strangers, a kindly
hand for all,
a cultivation of that fellowship which is so

apparent in the epistles and gospels, Let
this be positively limited to a few minutes,

and let'it be led by the pastor and older
members, black and white, rich and poor,
and know no one as a stranger in our
father’s house. - Then close with the doxology and benediction. But if this startles any as a too bold innovation, let them
at least nsider the general question, How

shall we in’ terestthe masses in our church8 P— Advance.
:
\

California and Palestine.
In reading
the Bible through lately, I
was much interested In marking the de scriptive passages which would apply equal-

y well to California.

The

notable

sim-

ilarity between
the climates of the two
countries has produced a resemblance, in

>

some

social

customs—-very

few, however,

on account of the world-wide difference
between the ancient Israelites and the modern Americans; but in the agricultural
espe» usages
there is ftnore likeness
cially as between those of the Israelites and
the early Spaniards, which prevail yet
largely in Southern California.
“Isaac sowed in that land, and received
in'the same year an hugdred fold.” (Gen.

When 1 joined the church,

I triedto do the Lord’s

workas well

asI

tempted to

Sabbath-school,

or

did my own ; and often, when I have been
leave the

let a hinderance keep me from the prayer-

meeting, or get discouraged 1m any good.
thing, my grandfather's last words, ‘Do the

best you can,’ have given me, fresh

cour

age, and I would again try.”

Here, then, was the key .tv this mas,
character.
He is considered one
of th
best business men, one of the best citizens,
one of the best officers of the church, one

then, for mirrored

neighbors, fathers, husbands, friends—in a
word, he is universally beloved and respect-

can,” or, as the Bible has it, ‘“Whatsoever
thy hand findeth
might;”

or, in

to do, doit

other

with

all thy

words, ‘Whatsoever

you de, do it heartily
Messenger.

as to

the Lord.'—

on

its

A Charge to a Pastor.

where the river seems abruptly to terminate,

being cut off as it were by the towering hill
directly in front, the remark was made:
“We can see no way out—we seem to be
running right into the rocky bank.” Onward went the old steamer with as much
speedas if the course of the river were
straightforward. The passengers had no
fear, for they knew there must be a way
out, though we seemed to be shut in by the

gracefully our boat glided round the curve;

the scene as “we followed the serpentine
windings of the river gaining additional
interest

every

moment.

-Soon

we

found

ourselves again inclosed by the hills and
our way shut up ; but as suddenly as before
we emerged into the open river, and saw its
long expanse of silvery beauty stretching
out before us.

Just so is our journey on life's river.
We come to places where mountains of
difficulty hedge us in and we can see no
way out. Shall we not trust the Captain
of our salvation with as much confidence as
the passengers felt in the captain of the
steamboat ? Shall not every fear be silenced by the Divine words:
“The Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly out of temptation” ; “He maketh a way

in the sea, and a

path in the mighty waters”; “The eyes of
the Lord run to and fro throughout the
whole earth, to show Himself strong in
behalf of them whose heart is perfect toward Him”?
Let us say, I will trust and not. be afraid,

for the Lord Jehovah is my strength and
my song ; He also is become my salvation.
Yes, let us say it though earth and hell

array all their forces against us,and mountaing of trouble inelose us, for the mighty

our way

God will assuredly open

if we
N

love Him.

Let not a ehild of God ever say, even

in

his greatest extremity, THERE IS NO WAY.—
The Christian Woman.

“Do Your

Best.”

“When I was alittle boy,” said a gentleman, one evening, "I paid a visit to

my grandfather, a venerable old man,
whose black, velvet cap and tassel, blue
breeches, and huge silver knee-buckles,
filled me with great awe. When I went to

bid him goodby, he drew me between

knees, and placing

his hand on my

said, ‘*Grandehild, I have one Wig

to you; will you

remember it PI

his

head,

say

stared

into his face, and nodded} for I was afraid
to

promise aloud, + “Well,”

he continued,

Fe atpvar you do, do the best you can.”

“This in fact, was my grandfather's
acy to me} and it has proved better
d, I never forgot his words; and
eve I have tried to act upon them.

legthan
I beAfter

Make up your mind you must work, but
il you consider yourself a fellow-member
don’t work alone, Help your church, but
don’t carry it! If you find meddlesome
busy-bodies give them plenty to do; they
hate real work as a mosquito does smoke,
Be neither a baby nora king.
Your main business

is to

preach,

but to

would

have

this

busy

age

stop

and

listen. If you would pros your best sermons, practice them faithfully beforehand.
When you hit the heart don't forget the

him all you have, and ask him for all you
want.

Work

when

you

can,

retire when

must, and you shal!

have

favor

with

when you will.—Congregationalist.

ou
od

Earnest—for

What.

a

In all our cliurches there are those who
manifest more

more

zeal,

They

things, but the claims
ways

first

with

them,

earnestness, in

of religion
and

their

are al

chiefest

zeal is shown in attending to these, They
do not neglect their appropriate business or
their duty as citizens, but these things are

sation, their prayers, their efforts, all

their

hearts

ment, did not more than half do his work,
and 1 began pretty much like him, until

that

and I determined to follow it . In a word,
when my uncle
hest.’ And,
I ‘did my

Some, we regret to

came out, I shall never forget his look of
approbation, as his eye glanced over my
beds, or the fourpence he slipped into my
hand afterwards as he said my work was

Ah! I wasa glad and thank-

well done.

ful boy, while Marcus was left to drudge
~~
over his beds all the afternoon.
LUA

fifteen

through

the

I was sent fo the academy,

where I had partly to earn
course.

hard at first, for I was

The

my

own

lessons

way

came

not fond of study;

ardor

through

the

The Saviour Near...

the life, and how,

she with her

‘mother, sorts and

shares the viol®s found in the lane;—not
the tulip of vain show, not the poppy of indifference, nor the sun-flower of prosperity
but the -modest violets
of pure thoughts,
humble content, faithful service, constant

affectation, that will

‘My eyes are watching

monoto-

nous toil,—violets growing so near the
earth as to catch all its sweetness, to be exhaled in gratitude to heaven.
But the proverb wisely says ‘he who
goes a-mothering,” forge daughter is alwith

the

mother, and

all she has

manity ; therefore, save for sin,

is

‘mother,’

let not man

there

is

my Father and
your Father; to my God
and your God."
He will add, in the pitiful
tenderness which brought Him down from
the high heaven to take upon Him our pains
and penaltié®;™ and where I am there

THE

are

more

deeply

show

and

thoroughly interested in religion than in any-

thing else. . But while this is the case
say

it is

not

with

so with

others. Their greatest earnestness is~mot
in this direction. They evince a thousandfold more Zeal, nore interest,in other things
than in religion. The pursuits of business,
of politics, of things secular, have

an

ear-

nestness and energy given to them¢ which
are not given to religious duties. They

fintl time to attend concerts, popular lectures, caucuses, political ‘harangues, but no

time to attend to prayer-meetings. They
labor hard, talk earnestly, give freely to
their favorite candidate elected to the chief

BEST

oy
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Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,

Summer

.

teow’

Starlight

125
125
1.25
Series.

Bloomfield,

Glencoe Parsonage.

P.0.B0X1079, PITTSBURGH PA,
BreeolrLoading Shot Guns.

$40 to $300. Double Shot

to $75.

SEND STAMP BOR PRICE:

a5
J5

;

150
150

:

100

Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,

17%
150
1

Sybil’s Way,

125

Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,

Rifles, $3

Ligs, drwy Guns, Revolvers, §e¢., bought or traded for.
eowl2w3:

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

de-

Series.

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,

$3 to $20.

S. S.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing
Establish

Stores,

Trimming

‘

Single Guns,

Do-

TERMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20:
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance. .
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and no more, on 10 copies or any

Twist.

manufacturers, 42

Revolvers,$6 to $26.

else-

will Baptist Printing Establishment, for the
use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged

|

Guns, $8 to |

N.

THE*MYRTLE.

10 yard Spools, ALL of which are warranted in every
respect.

Lands,

Ruthie Shaw ; or,

This semi-monthly, published by the Free--

500 and 100 yard Spools for hand or machine use; 1
0z. snd } ounce Spools for manufacturing purposes,
And the

1|
HB.
DB
90+
55

Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,
Child Life,
"Any of which will be sent

»90
290°
100
by mail, free of postage

on receipt of the price.

.

Parties designingto’ get new Sabbath School Li.
| braries, or to replenish old ones, can send us theix
orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publioations,or will be filled with the books of other publishers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools
din Libraries,at wholesale prices,
[4
L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.,

TREATISE.
The New Treatise, just revised by order"
of the General Conference, can now: be had:
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
4 cents each for two

nor how

of their diviner life and trust
into our hearts.
We know not how these things are. And
it becomes us not to pry too curiously into
the secrets which God for wise purposes has

Books

Child Life in Many

ular price of the

‘Bureka Machine Twist,

meet, nor how they recognize one

the sweetness

the-

where, is $2.50.

6teow36

scenes, and whose joy it is to welcome them
to their .heavenly home. We know not

tendethess to us, and infusing

"3.

in advance, $7.50, we will send, post

state a=

have become familiar with* those brighter

of love

20

Minutes by

paid, the (Critica GREEK AND ENGLISH CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW
TesTAMENT,” a work of the highest
value to all careful students. The reg-

SEAVEY, FOSTER & BOWMAN,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

and

down, perhaps, in

2.34

subscribers; with a year’s subscription

erience A
Send $1.00 for prospectus
ook. WM.
MOORE & CO , Publishers, Cinein-

a i—
They have put on immortality. They
have entered the eternal realm of joy and
gladness. They have met dear ones who

and kindness;—reaching

J9
172

A Fine Premium.

Bxclusive terri-

Our Friends Above.

they fulfill-their celestial ministries

11.76

To any person sending us three new

And the Routes tiéken by the Climbers to
become MEN OF MAREK.”
This is the title
of our splendid new octavo. 700 pages of most instructive reading, bristling with facts and alive with

death; the

bodies,

New

.79

348
29
2.76
20
2.66
1.200

22°
mrs
..02-—
10:
20
7
J2
87
1.44
8.64.

Shining Hours,

OF

Baptist.

another in their spiritual

on the

np

Andy Luttrell,

AGENTS!

HEIGHTS

Jmmaus prayer brings light and life. —Nat.

how they

1.44
.15
1.44

si ngle,

discount

29
2.83
AT
1.7%
1.

2.40

50

2.88
20
2.40
.25
2.10
1.00

Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,.
L.R. BURLINAMGE,Dover,

12meow4

it a blessed departure.”
Every life is a prayer. The world has).
but two prayers in its liturgy,—thut of Gadara and that of Emmaus.
The Gadarene

and

More

1302

Of
AS
02
28
20

Butler’s Commentary,
doVol.1 TheGospels,
single, 2.00
Vol: 2 The Acts, Komans,
& Corinthians,
do
Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
.18
di
do
do
dozen, 2.00
Communionist,
single,
08
do
dozen,
.77
Choralist,
single,
.75
0
dozen, 720
Minutes of Gerreral Conis no

240

1.88
18.62
1.40.

The volume begins with the first number in

HENRY A, YOUNG

the door,
prayer of every heart ought to be,
The
Saviour, abide with me in my lite
“My

darkness

ozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,

shouldbe sent to
ver, N. H.

READY!

VESTRY HYMN AND TUNE BOOK.

how he wishes to get within

business

shall

also my servant be.’

Two Prayers.

brings

ozen

claimed the good news to
the women of old,
and made them his messengers, ‘I go to

some-

Register.

rayer

0

Pos, There
zen.

= 91d

23
3.26
20

dozen, 11

do
do
do
Treatise,
0
Thoughts upon Thought,
do
do
do
TheBook of Worship,

1.26
12.52
08

_ 96

single,
dozen, 2.40
single,
.156
dozen, 1.44
stugle ps0

Church Member's Book, pete

1)

Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Gixl,

ply to the sorrows and necessities of women,
and who appeared on his resurrection first
(first of all—think of that!) to one of .his
Marys,—ghe
wisest, kindest, and best
friend whom woman ever possessed, left
them this assurance. Do not regard Him
as a doctrine, but as a person. Do not fear
Him in that sense of fear which repels and
crushes love, but cling to him, hold Him by
the feet. He will say to you as he pro-

thing to love on the earth which bears ohe
in its arms, it is only when when the parents are gone that one is set down on the
hard ground ! - Now there is no mother on
earth to say ‘child’ to me."—Christian

,

do

818

single, 1.60
ozen, 15.36
single, 1.20

do

bed,

Mary Magdalene, who spoke on the dolorous
way, and hanging on the crgss itself, in re-

nor woman break the marriage tie, heeding
the true words of the good grandmother in
“On the Heights;” ‘‘So long as one can
‘father’ and

by thy

‘The same Saviour had a human mother,
who taught the Samaritan woman, who answered the Canaanitish woman for her devil
possessed daughter,
gave back to Martha
and Mary their dead brother, who pardoned

hers. It is the son, the Frodigel son, who
needs to be urged to gather again the violets faded, yet still alive in memory. And
‘he goes a-mothering” not only in his
childish perplexities, but as a strong man,
in his grief, as an aged man, longing to go
home to rest with her, his first and best
earthly friend.
The bond of home is the religion of hu-

say

dozen,

Christian Baptism, Bound,
do
do
do
do
do PaperCov.
do
do
do
Life i Maths,

My blessing is aronnd thee shed,
My arm is underneath thy head;
‘Tis I, be not afraid.

sweeten not only that

too short hour, but the succeeding

ways

do

1.92.
16
1.96
08

'

judgment. And there is sometking to meet
this extremity, for ‘man’s extremity 4 + For the Sabbath School.
God’s opportunity,’ and this is the extremi
ty of human ill. There is a rod and staff
Price.
Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
$1.25
reserved for the most perilous expedition,
Lute Falconer
1.50
for the last journey of all. “Behold, I am
NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.
with ju always, unto the end of the world.’
‘I will come again and take you to myself,
The Judge’s Son,
Hester’s
Happy Summer,
that where 1 am there ye may be alsa.
One Year of my Life,
Can you hear that and attend to it? = The
Building Stones
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Saviour is near, at your side; the everlastAlice Benson’s Trials,
|
ing arms are underneath you.
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,

clover fragrance, and birds’ song, fitting
heralds of the sacred day, auspicious harbingers of her home welcome.
ome reached, her awkward tongue may
fail to express her heart’s joy, but in‘‘silent
sympathy,”

do

Butler's Theology,
do
do
History,

ers,the howling winds, the awful loneliness,
the still more awful call to meet our God in

lane that has no turning,” and

the life within

wat-

on the same

0.
dozen, 9
0 Emboss’d Morocco,single, , 1.10
do . do
. do
dozen, 10.560
do
32mo.
single,
.83

ence,

We want something for the swelling

week, but

and make it pure;in my
religious pursuits than in any other.. And ‘make
it & holy thing; in my sorrow and
they do this habitually and consistently. help me bear it; in my dying and make
are not indifferent in regard to other

It Christians.

mind,

her

door,” shows

was Wednesday afternoon; and we had
laid our plans for something else. Marcus,
fretted, and, ill-humored at his disappointinto my

**He who goes a-mothering finds violets

in the lane,” methinks I hear some Shropshire lassie singing, trudging home from
service.
ru ging and scolding have

Pe

When either-must give place, the secular
must yield to the religious, Their conver-

came

‘He who goes a-mothering finds violets
in the lane.”
“Going
a-mothering,”—how
comfort~
able! “Gathering
violets”—how sweet ! | be in vain,~and that even here the, peace
and joy and harmony of that higher world
From infancy, till we see the mother’s face
no longer; which never truly happens,
for may create in our hearts some anticipations
it smiles from heaven more tender radiance of what they shall be when we shall see him
he is and know even as we are known.
Jun when we tried her heart of patience —as Religious
Magazine,
ere.

to meet the advancing prophet. They entreated him to leave their country. Their
How many of us, who utter these words,
stop to reflect upon their full import? Or prayer was answered, His coming was
do we consider that it may be by means of the coming of a God, dispelling demoniac
a discipline which shall try us “as by fire,” powers and uplifting humanity. Buf, in
that we shall be taught the lesson we the Gadarene market, swine were higher
ask ?
: than souls. They saw in™iima prophet
A mother once knelt by the bedside of of desolation, a destroyer.
The coming of Jesus means oftentimes
her child, dying, apparently, of malignant
scarlet fever. ‘‘Spare, oh, spare my child!” the drawing of the swordathe upheaving
and desolateness in the soul.
she
pleaded with
streaming
eyes and of society,
breaking heart, ‘I can-not give her up!” But the unrest and disturbance come from
Slowly God sent back the life which he the sin, not from the Saviour. God's law
had almost recalled to himself. Gradualiy crushes the soul that God’s peace may enthe little sufferer recovered health and ter the soul. Paul counted all things but
loss that he might gain Christ. The Gadstrength, but the ear was dulled forever;
the eye had lost its former beauty, and the arenes counted Christ a loss,that they might
mind no longer retaind its vigor and bril- keep their swine.
The Gadarene prayer, to-day, goes up
liancy. Years after, when fearing the approach of insanity, so often worse than from the heart. There comes into the soul
death, that mother said i “I would never the feeling of sin. The law works conagain so
pray
for the life of a child; I viction. The penalty of guilt looms up.
There is no rest in the soul. Many a one
ie be refused.”
:
“Give. me wealth ‘and [ would do so will cry ous, ‘* If all this be the outgrowth
much for thee!” sighs another, whose of the Saviour’s, coming, let him go.” The
depart.
small, but carefully managed earnings help Saviour may hear the cry and
to relieve many of God’s suffering poor. Peace may come into the heart, but it is the
Wealth pours in upgbn thé petitioner,
but peace of deadness, not of life, The comin
with it comes greed .for more; the heart of Jesus will work out the feeling, *O
is fast closed, and the hand never opens wretched man,” only that the soul may sing
with that charity whieh it had deemed such *¢ Thanks be unto God.”
Men who wish to live in sin, say, ¢“ Go.”
a privilege to bestow. God heard the
Men feeling their
lost condition, but not
prayer, but sent ‘‘leauness into the soul.”
wo dear friends are at variance. Sus- willing to be altoge her his, say, ‘‘ Go thy
ts their prayer.
picioh and anger have kept them long way for this time.” He
But
apart. They suffer, but hesitate, and in On one side, man is helpless, impotent.
their pride they ask that the way of recon- there is a power in the human will that can
ciliation may be made easy for them. God drive away a God. He goes, but will he
His feet did not tread that counlays his hand on the idol of both.
As he return?
lies gasping in death, be takes the. hand of try. The hour of opportunity had come.
Gadarene, prayer of
each and folds it over his own still heart If, in answer to the
and breathes no more. The way is made to-day, he go away, will he return?
It was a Sunday evening when two men
easy now, petty grievances are no longer
A stranger
remembered in so awful a presence, and were “ walking to Emmaus.
they are friends once more. Did they joins them. Arriving at théir home, they
“count the cost” of the answer to that said, “Abide with ms.” The Master heard
and entered. He was the Son of God,
prayer? .
:
Let us always ask with more than child- yet he would enter into the humblest mudWe may still
like submission, never limiting God in the walled house in Palestine.
pray
“Abide with us.” The Master stil!
time or ways, taking care that’ (is no
gratification of mere selfish passion that Pl hear and abide. He will fold to a brothwe seek ; and praying to be delivered from er's heart. He will be pardon,peace,and joy.
all evil, especially from that which our own It is a stupendous but blessed thought, that
blind, or shortsighted eagerness may pro- he will come in” unto us. His coming will
make the heart, heaven. Christ outside of
cure.—Advocate and Guardian.
the heart, is Judge; in the heart, he is the
hope of glory. ** Behold I stand at the
—

the sense of grief and the

Postage

pang of earthly partings are dissolved amid
do
Ques. Book)
single,
the heavenly anthems of praise and love. StoryofJesus,(
A
7
SE
Let us strive to enter into their spirit, that WonderfulWorks
of Jesus,single,
do
do
dozen,
their loye for us and ours for them may not |’

But, while a man was saved, two thousand
swine were Jost.
Great crowds assembled

Teach Us How to Pray.

not allowed to interfere with their duties as

grandfather's advice

are lifted up, and

Lane.

IAAL

reaching home, my uncle gave Marcus and

me some weeding to do in the garden,

in the
— OP —

she feels

was

the

Violets

it is “‘a long

Endeavor to be the greatest man in the
parish, and that by being the servant of
all.
Be childish enough to think you never
can be left away from Christ. Run to show

bosom

strongest of all clabms, which
is not only that diviner world. In faith, 8 ihpes =
unjstifiable, but dishonorable and alarm- turn towards it, and see in it the fulfillnsent
ing. Can it be that they are really Christ's of all ‘our beginnings here. From weakdisciples, and loyal to” him at heart? If nesses, and pains, and seM-distrust, and
they were, would not their discipleship and w
3 of body and soul in their unequal
loyalty reveal themselves in some way un- | pa fnership as the body approaches the hour
-equivocally? Would they not evince an of its dissolution; from the lengthening
earnestness of effort to advance the interests shadows, the dread of change, and yet the
of his kingdom, at least equal to that which longing to be free,—let us follow the spirit
they evince iv advancing other. interests P— on till the mortal agony is ended, and morZion's Advocale.,
tal weaknesses are cast aside, and; with the
welcome into higher worlds, the shadows

atso

Postody
sno. n gus, gel 130° 5

their part, in regard to the claims of relig- enough for us that God has given to us as- |.
fon, which by profession they say are the surances and even some distant gli
f

damped

head, and vice versa.

glorious sky with its drapery of crimson,
urple and gold. The sun just retiring,
ad left his mantle of glory behind, and a
golden girdle encircled the waters.
Approaching the bend below West Point,

of men turned to Christ or in having him mortal bodies. Why then should we hope
become king of all the nations, There is to know how we escapg
from them and put
an apathy and indifference manifested on on: our ‘garments of immortality ? 1t is

of the best friends of the poor, one of the best

standing

upon the deck of a steamer bound to New
ork, a erowd of people were gazing at the
magnificent scenery. The grand river, always charming, was surpassingly splendid

as short as the

pray compactly-and
to the point. To most it
will seem inappropriate or even dangerous.
Therefore, I will merely suggest that be-

very desirable.

you

No. Way.

sung by the congségation ; and beside the
sermon--giveto the preacher only one

prayer,

the year was out; and

one from the best merchant of the village,
‘a place’ in whose store waa considered

the
rose.” (Is. 85.)
When
crossing
the great: weary plains of the interior im do this you must. know your people and
summer, the traveler's eyes are gladdened ascertain their wants. Don't visit just to
from time to time by looking far across the please, but to help on your work. Some
six visits to another's
arid waste, and seemg
the green oasis of families will need
some farmer's orchard risnig like an en- one; go where you can. ‘hurt the devil
chantment above the desert, and wimpling most. Be governed by men’s wants, not
in the heat as if it were afire. Though not their edhplaints.
Preach not as others do, but as you and
a desert in fact, it is so in appearance, and
nothing
but human tendance. can preserve God can best arrange it. Fill your hearers
omg. noe 2 *‘blossoming” epots of green- with sound reason, then cork them tightl
with sound application, binding
them wit
ery through the summer.
.
Be sparing if
+] have trodden the wine-press alone.” a “Thus saith the Lord.”
(Is. 93: 8,) In Southern California this not a little, stingy in using old sermons.
rimitive custom is still retained, and a Remember when the stream of study stops
w ofit is mot eminently calculated to flowing, the pulpit pond lowers. Give no
enhance the beholder’s appetite for the re- censures unless there is love enough-to preIt requires
sultant wine ; but in the northern
portion of vent their drowning in hatred.
the State the picturesque spectacle is sup- much love to praise, more to reprove.
planted by prosaic machinery, which ac- Attack measures and *‘hit”’ people only
complishes the work vastly better.— Lake when they stand between you and the evil.
You must begin in time, and not be too
Side Review.
:
”
long in uttering what you have to say—if
|

y be capable of starting the tune and the hills on every side, and no outlet could be
people ; after which they will take care of seen ; but we felt satisfied that the captain
themselves. But more than this, the
peo- knew all about the river's course and knew
ple bave a right to pray as well as sing. just how to bring us ‘out, therefore we were
t shocks no one to hear people repeat In not at all concerned.
Directly as we nearconcert the Lord's prayer. Can it be any- ed the bank an opening appeared, and

Jhing but

three

ed. And what is the secret ofitall? He
‘always fried to do the best he ‘could. Let
every boy and girl take this for their motdow and seen the slumbering
threshers to. Acted upon, it will do wonders for
ou, It will bring out powers and capalying in their blankets all around the ed
ilities which will surprise and delight
of the straw=stack, the whole looking, in
the soft moonlight, like a great yellow yourselves and friends, “Do the best you

touch all,
needs in-

spiration himself. When he reaches his
pulpit dull or weary, or oppressed by
weather or health, he needs inspiration
from the people as much as they do from
him. A smart
gadlopade
performed up in
a loft by hired
hands hinders rather than
helps. ‘A more stupid affair, considerin
the occasion ; a more unfitting for the en

had

Prices of Freewill Baptist ‘Books.
Single and by the dozen;

RIAD

worshi

offers for me before

‘mother

We know nos how we live

here, how our souls live and act in these

-

—

my

straw heap.
More than once, when ¢rossing California, have I looked out of the win-

diamond,

Robbing the People.

not very Strong.

veiled front us.

hearts

S8SSITUASRKES

= Temperance Album.

as dry as at nodntime, . —
“And when Boaz had eaten and drank.
and his heart was merry, he went to lie
down at the end of the heap of corn.”
(Ruth 8 ;7.) In the. rainless summer of
Palestine, even the wealthy Boaa wished
no better couch than a blanket on- his

of this, though I wis small of my age, and

wagistracy of the State-br he natibn, but
' exhibit no zeal in efforts to have the

Fred pt ed ed ek

Be overcast,
I know that He will give His weary one
Sweet peace at last,

be nearly

consequence

*

ens

“The

full of water,

Asa

sggeeeesy

:

And if fierce storms beat round me, and the heav-

Scriptures.

be

while around Ji the dust would

¥ in His furnace He refines my heart,
o
To make it pure,
I only ask for grace to trust His love,
Strength to endure;

The part of the people in public

would

best,

©

on the arid plain

to do my

2h

22 8 bk bRkRRBhpER3Z

in summer, it woifld scarcely be a miracle.
Any such object as'n fleece laid overnight

His meaning clegr.

.

3

quired 4 second one to satisly him of "his
ivine mission. In Southern California,

but grandfather's advice was my motto, and

Itried

:

: 2

«Behold, 1 will. put a fleeceof wool in
the floor; nnd the dew be on the fleece
only, and it Betsy upon all the earth beside.
"(Judges 6 : 87.)
Gideon
.considered this a miracle, though he res

My safe retreat, = o

teach the

refers to“ wheat,

dred foldhas been harvested about Hum.

If He afflicts mé, then, in my distress,
;
Withholds His hand,
If all His wisdom I can not conceive
Or understand,
1 do not think to always know His why
Or wherefore, here;
But sometime He will take my hand and make

rr

evidently

i | boldt Ba

:
ty
thw
M
[ only pray that He WIT het my hand
Throughout the night;
I do not. hope to have the thorns removed
.
. T at pierce
my fut,
f
I only. ask to find His blessed arms

ab

This

known to produce was about eighty-five
fold; bus of oats and barley ‘over a hun-

I do not ask that God shall always make

'

i

The hightest that California has ever been

Trust..

‘

e®
=
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A= Notice CHAPEL EDITION, ot the ¢ Hymns and
Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the * Hymns only.”

S. BARNES

&

;

or, the Biblical account of origin
tested by Scientific Theories of his O;

auity. ‘By Josepn P." THOMPSON,
one vol.,

COMPANY,

NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD
eow2Tt22

Or-

AN : IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET, Address,
A.

or more copies.

ders are solicited.

12mo,
Price, $1. Will be ont
post, on receipt of price, by

STREET, BOSTON.
ast

Creation

2a Ant

Pp id’ by

++ R, BURLINGAME,

4
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The Rlorning Star.

| them.

Scholars had kept aloof from them.

| They toiled on, carrying their load

of care

| and grief till they could carry it no longer,

| and then rolled it off upon their children as
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1872. | an inheritance, and lay down and died.
Their equality of rights and privileges was
practically denied, and they must content
® GEORGE T, DAY, Editor.
themselves as they could with the small
B
we

AH

5

designed

communications

measure “of good which the favored few

publication

for

should be addresséd to the Editor, and all letters on
busmess,

remittances

ad

be

should

of money, &¢.,

dressed to the Publisher.

Fresh Premiums.
———

doled out to them,
The gospel of Christ changes all that, Its
message is for all the people, And itis especially for the poor, the needy, the laborers, the heavy laden. It stoops to the lowly.
It reaches out its hand to sufferers.
It
speaks
its
best
word
to
those
who
crave
it
|
most and are readiest to profit by it. And

Wishing to encourage the friends who
take an interest in the circulation of the
we properly interpret and use that gospel onStar, we make the following offer:
ly so far as we seek to bear its divinest mesTo any person sending the names of two | sage and holiest influenceto the children of
new subscribers

with

a year's

in | want, and to.

payment

the

masses

whose

sing

and

advance, 85.00,and 10 ets. additional to pay | sufferings and perils ery out for help.
postage, &., we will send a copy of the / We can now see other reasons for such
effort.
These masses Have the ballot in
large and elegant steel engraving, 18 by 26 |
this country. On election days the vote of
inches, eatitled ‘*MERCY'S DREAM,” the sub- |
one
of these ignorant, bitter, besotted
ject of which is: taken from Bunyan's Pil- denizens of the attic or the cellar counts as
| much as that of the eminent Christian mergrim’s Progress; or,
chant in his mansion.

If preferred, we will send a copy of ‘Mus. |
Ramsey's Poems, a volume
choicest products of
readers must

containing they

have

made

and

relig-

us, he is an element of peril in the state
and the foe of virtue and good order in |

her pen, and which our |

know, make

Till we

him intelligent, patriotic, fhoral

up a collection of

society. Till we have reached and lifted {
| and saved the masses, government is in |
|
We will also send either of the above prex | danger and religion must fight for its life. |

real beauty and worth.
miums

to

any

present

subscriber

to

the |

We

are glad

to

announce

this

effort

to |

reach by special training and effort these |
neglected classes, It puts only. a proper
emphasis upon a vital part of religious
duty.
Itis a word of both rebuke and encouragement that is well spoken. May the |
House of the Evangelists flourish most
abundantly.
May there be many other
earnest
souls
that
shall join this band of
|
workers. —But every church, every minis|
ter, every Christian should feel that this is
a vital part of the task set by the Master
for each of his followers. Not neglecting
ether portions of this task, not forgetting

Star, who will make pavment for his own
copy one year in advance, and also forward
the name of one new subscriber with $2.50,
and 10 cts. additional for postage, &e.
N. B. No percentage is allowed on money
sent for these premiums.
The number of |

copies of the Steel Engraving

is limited,

and we, can fill orders for it only till the
small lot is exhausted.
Promptness will he
necessary in order to secure this rare work
of art.

what is needed by and due

Reaching the Neglected.
————

</

to the rich, and

learned, and refined, and prosperous, and
influential,—all of whom find great temptations in their peculiar sphere ahd lot and sur-

neglect it. May God enlarge our hearts in
this direction greatly and speedily, help. us
to devise liberal things; give us faith and

of a real

itan character, evidence

school education, and

form to the
institution.

a

work, a common
to con-

readiness

wholesome regulations of the
The full cdwrse of study em-

braces portions of three years,

is

and what

taught is at once vital. and practical. The
pupils mingle work with study. And the
workis of just that sort with which they
are afterward

be

to”

-occupied,—visitation,

preaching, teaching from the Scriptures,
putting themselves in vital contact with
those for whom they are being trained to
labor. Pecuniary aid is furnished to the
really
study.

needy students while prosecuting
Lectures ave given by men of differ-

been

evidently

. ent denominations, both upon the topics
studied and the work to be done. A night
school is opening for the special benefit of
such as can not attend during the day.
And a special department is about to be
established for the training of women who
have a heart for this sort of missionary
labor.
n
The two trial years of the institutioexhibit grounds of encouragement.
A number of earnest students have gathered; and

profited

by

the

advan-

tages afforded.them. The number who will
enter at the opening of the third yer is
considerably larger than heretofore. Some
of the best and noblest Christian men of the
city have become identified in various ways
with the undertaking.
Donations the past
year have been ample enough to pay all
expenses an leave a balance in the treasury. A generous gift of some building lots

“in a good location suggests that the institu-

tion is likely to have a permanent home and
a growing prosperity. - It has reached a
point where it counts itself beyond doubtful
experiments, It believes that it has a real
mission. It thinks that fact is well recognized by the Christian public. Quarreling

with no other Christian ageney,

conceding

the need and value of theological schools as
generally maintained, frankly confessing
that thoronghly educated men were never
so much demanded in the ministry

as now,

it yet sees a great mass of ignorant, vicious,
‘unbelieving and irreligious men, women

and

.children, living mostly beyond the sphere
in which our ordinary s¢hools and churches
operaté, and so by special methods seeks to
reach and save them. This is the end for
which men are trained in the ‘House of the
Evangelists,” Jocated at 622 Sevefith Avenue,

and of which Rev. 8. H. Tyng, jr., is
President, and whose immmediate supetvisor
"is Rev. J. G.: Ames.

«. The work which is thus brought ‘into
prominence is very needful and very vital.
It is pressed upon the attention of Chris-

tians by the plainést
and strongest considerations.

It was one of the. evidences

of his

Messiahship given by Christ to John’s disciples, that he preached the gospel to the
oor. It was common then to treat “the
poor” with little respect. . The masses were.
oppressed by the few. The King proceeded as though he owned the body of the peo-

nearest him i n. guthority: copied
his ; Wht He* Th labia of officials

ed:

14 ted the presumption
and the tyranny
508

sphere and according to

be put upon grand juries.

:

One is both amused and disgusted

.2
Liat

\

and South Bend,
Ind.," embracing
acres, The paper
is an excellent one,
voted strictly to the professed objects,
abounding in plain and practical

We have one in

mind, where it seems almost certain that
party politics largely determined the indictments that were found.
The cases

Dirt-throwing.
a

and accomplished grower of fruits and
flowers, having large grounds both in N. Y.

After some deliberation, we begin to
think that there is but little dependence to

harvest will be both abundant and sure.

Political

Juries.
——

{

while

formation touching the growing of fruits,
flowers and the adornment of the
It is high-toned, varied, interesting

were mostly for liquor selling, and the evi-

observing the political tactics of the day.

200
deand
in-

i”

At Addison, N. Y., 1 spent the next Sab-

bath, and preached twice in the Presbyterian church, the Baptists giving up their

evening service, minister and people, one
and all being present with us. On Monday
night I lectured on temperance. On Tues-

day Ileft to visit your

most lovely state of

home. | Conn., and spent a good forenoon in the
and of Methodist Univgrsity at Middletown, where

It is amusing to notice the zeal displayed in | dence upon which the parties were arraigrnfighting shadows, and disgusting to see ed was said to be quite convincing. But
what cowards men are in dealing with real when this evidence came before the grand
jury, which was of course made up from
and living issues.
It was our fortune to spend a few weeks different political parties, it failed to convince them. That is, in many instances.
in Maine during the exciting time just prior
to the election. The two parties, Republi- A few poor Irish fellows, without money or
cans and Liberals, had all their forces at friends, were brought to trial, but the more
command and were fighting the battle in genteel sellers, who dealt out their poison
advance.
Speakers from abroad were en- over marble counters, and were “plucky felgaged on each side, and home talent was in lows,” and voted straight,—against these the
And
constant demand.
The press did its ut- jury failed to agree on an indictment.
one
of
the
jurymen
has
plainly
hinted
since,
most service, and partisan documents were
sent in from other states by the car-load. that he saved so many votes to his party,
All the machinery known to politicians was and kept so many rascals fro, jail, by

large and permanent value. It will be
sent from Sept. to Dec. inclusive for 25cts.
Thatis as cheap ns the thing is choice,
Subscriptions should he sent to A. M. PurDY, PALMYRA, N. Y.
:

26 years ago they placed me among the
doctorates of that day. The massive stone

Denominational News and Notes.

visit. In N. Y. city, Sept. 8, I preached for
Bro. Cameron and attended the anniversary

brought into use, and what eould not be

“ disagreeing” in the jury rqam. =

changes

What is the result of all this? Why,
that the liquor sellers begin to think that

see our Bro, in a sphere where

ef-

fected by appealing to the ear it was tvied to
accomplish by dazzling the eye.
There
were processions by day, bearing banners

EA.

Bro. Moulton in Cleveland, and rejoiced to
meet him4nd his beloved family, after the

speeches.” To be sure, Horace Greeley
avoided any general back-biting by refusing
to say anything in particnlar, and Senator |
Wilson and Speaker Blaine discussed the |
principles at stake rather than the unfitness
of the men who were put forward to represent them. But the gencral rabble of

rejoice

to

his wisdom

and experiepee would tell effectually on the

there is not so much need of observing the
and mottoes and nraking a great noise, and temperance law, after all. One of the poalso by night, carrying torches and traus-| licemen in the city where this same jury
sat, states that ale was rolled in by the
arencies and making still more noise.
Pp
But notice this.
It was apparently not a | dozen barrels within three days after the |
The efforts of tem. |
battle of principles that was waged, but of jury was discharged..
persocal
~and partisan
prejudices,
The | perance men, to secure the enforcement of |
tife law, are said to have partially failed. |
most of the newspaper articles that we read,
on whichever side they appeared, hardly | These jovial, red faced fellows, who hang |
around grogyeries, whether it be on the |
touched
the real points at
Thy
were mainly devoted to depreciating the street or down a back alley, wink knowing: |
ly and se¢’a * fine opening” hetore them. {
men and ridiculing the measures of the opposite party.
It was so wigh .mbst of the Wives who had hoped despond again, and [

rising ministry of the day.

gable
fond

Dr. Graham
for

If our indefati-

gets all his endowment

Hillsdale

College,

*Morning

delighted with tke

Star

Sunday-school.”

cock’s church next Thursday 1 conclude my
labors on this side the Atlantic. I rejoice

and give God thanks that I have not had
on¢ sickly hour in your. country. My tour
here has extended over 8000 miles. 1 have
preached every Sabbath since I left home.
My admiration for your great and glorious
country has increased a hundred fold, my
love for our churches and ministers about
double that amount.

The hospitable homes,

the cordial welcomes, the cheery greetings
can
never be forgotten. In heait #d spirhonoring |
it, in sympathy and thanksgiving to God, I

1. hope

vet

to

find Bro, Moulton serving and
that Institution.
With Chicago and our friends there I was shall always remain
Yours truly,
delighted.
The church edifice is fine, the |
situation all that
can be desired, with |

Hicarty

and liberal-minded friends devoted |
I was much pressed by Dr.
{@ the cause,
Evarts to

preach

to

his people.

But

our |

own people I felt must have all the service |

children who had begun to:go to school are |
put back to the mill. Right in the midst of |
the excitement of the campaign, and the |
frequent opportunities
and
inducements |
that it will offer to drink, the check is re- |
moved, and the city in question is suffering |
the consequences,
|
But to go further, several of these jury- |
speakers dealt only in personalities.
The
¢¢ Chappaguack” was the theme of one side, | men were repeatedly seen to visit drinking |
and the * Galena Butcher that of the : oth saloons during ‘their session. These may |

edi-

With an address on temperance in Dr. His-

To the Editor of the Morning Star:—
After I left the Eastern States I visited

1 should

and I was extremely

of the

Letter from Dr. Burns.

of 25 years.

houses, churches and the commanding

fices of the University exhibited more of
Old England's appesrance thun of N ew,

J. Burns,

New York, Sept. 9.

A Stata ement Byfy ffffl Appeal
#
.

Dear Brethren
1 cond give, and to.me it was a day of delights, all the more so as 1 met with many | scot Y. M.:—At
Dexter in August
dear friends from my own country.
The
|
on
the part of the
Monday evening reception was igtergsting

and Sisters of the
our

last

session

Penobheld

at

there was a deep feeling
brethren and friends pres-

in a high degree, and my beloved Dr, Gra- | ent that the debt on the Maine Central Inham greatly added to our pleasure by “his | stitute, ,now amounting to about $17,000,
genial presence aid address. I regret that should be immediately canceled, |
A committee of one from each Q. M.
Bro. tiriffin, whose kindness I shall not for- |
get, has been compelled through failing | were chosen to take the matter into considhealth to leave this hopeful field of labor. | eration. Said committee unamimously reOn my return from the far West I again | ported the resolutions which were adopted
er.
And that in a State election, where the have been missionary tours, during which | preached and lectured tothe Chicago F. B. and have been printed in convection with
need of introducing either was quite remote. the evils'of drink and the disgrace of the | church. : The hearly kindness of our friends the minutes of the meeting, on that subject.
We { here will never be effaced from my remem- | The committee were instructed to lay the
Even the inscriptions on the banners, insteac® | trafic weré portrayed to the sellers.
| don’t

|

|
|

|
|
|

know

about

that.

But,

if it be so, { brance.

How

wonderful

the

resurrection

the zeal of the one who required assistance of this city from the ashes of an unparalleled
to-keep his carriage seat had evidently dis- conflagration.
I; believe history furnishes {
turbed his equilibrium if not destroyed his no such extraordinary instance. Chicago |
balance. The public disgrace of such con- | will not only be your Western Metropolis,
duet is also
a public grief, and the com- | but 1 am not sure but it will distance all
ments upon it are neither few nor guarded. our cities in its progress of wealth and |
That the decision of such men as these | grandeur. May it do so, also in moral and
|
should be the last resort of the wronged | spiritual advancement.
and the injured, is unfortunate, and that | On the long: railway to the Pacific I had
our jury

system so often

constitutes

them

matter béfore the membership of the church- |
es, through the "Star, giving the reason

why tmmediate action is best and decidedly
necessary.
The Institution is now paying from twenty-five to thirty dollars per week interest on
its lpan. Oar agent, Bro. Bean, is weary of
the work and longs to be relieved. © At the
annual meeting of the Trustees in July last,
his resignation lay for two hours on the
| the pleasure of meeting Rev, Dr. John Hall President’s table, and it was only by the
|.and family, of N. Y., and we spent the fol- | earnest solicitation of every member presit.
His
| lowinging three Sabbaths in the same plac- | ent that he, at last, withdrew
| C8,
In Salt Lake City, the capitol of Mor- Health is such that we may not long expect
|
mondon, Dr. Hall preached for the Presby- || to keep him in our service. Our. Bonds,
terians and the E, Methodists, and 1 for the | amountip# to 815,000, will become due ina,

a legal tribunal is quite deplorable,
"
And it is in the system of drawimg juryThe
men that the chief evil seems to lie.
abeve is a fair sample-of what it leads
safely be pronounced a fine thing, in design,
instance, the Republicans of Majne, in most | to. One may say that it is fixed by lot,
execution and appearance.
Good taste and
and nothing could be fairer than that. Bat E. Methodists and Baptists.
We were all { little more than a year, and must be met at
cases in the late struggle, have seemed
good judgment are displayed ‘everywhere.
more eager to ridicule the liberal movement | if a dozen teachérs were wanted, who | present at the Tabernacle service im-the | maturity. Bro, Bean thinks that he may be
In size the engraving is about 11 by 15 in- than to defend and advocate the great prin- | would think of taking them by lot from afternoon, This immense strocture will | able to raise the balance within a year, it
ches, and every part of it,even the typograciples of Republicanism ; rather inclined to | three or four hundred péople? You would | seat some 10,000 persons, or more. It was our Y. Meeting will raise forthwith the
phy, exhibits a chaste, ornamental beauty.
laugh at Greeley’s style of dress and re- | inevitably
get
some blockheads among probably two-thirds full.
Addresses were | amount proposed in the Resolutions passed
The chief feature is the symdolical design hearse Brown’s folly at Yale, than to ex-| them. What graver questions are liable to | delivered by one of their returned Mission- | at Dexter,—viz.,—an amount equal to two
at the top of the sheet, embracing about one plain to the people wherein the men -them- be decided by any body than by a body of |raries and one of the veteran apostles.
Lit- | dollars per memberin each and all of the
third of the area. There is nothing comselves are-unworthy of trust and their plat- | jurymen? Why, then, should these ques- tle was said of the peculiarities of their faith, churches in the Y. M., without calling upplex, nothing obscure, nothing incongruous.
form insecure.. And th&Same is true of the tions be submitted to a set of persons taken and that little in the obvious tone of apology on him to look after the matter, and so give
In the center is a tigure representing Chris- other side, Grant has been denounced as by lot from a certain number of people, aad defense... Brigham Young and several | him his time to work in.other Q. M's and
tianity, standing on a rock, the right hand | a butcher, his supporters as thieving office- among whom there must inevitably be in- of the apostles and bishops showed me the | elsewhere.
;
pointing to the cross olevated a little above holders, and the Administration proclaimed capable and irresponsible parties?
The greatest possible courtesy. The Gentile op- | Brethren, shall we do this work now,
and in the rear; the left holds a seroll con- a failure. People seemed to forget that it majority of reliable men can not success- ponents were still more kind, and the Trib- stop the interest, relieve the agent, ‘remove
taining the gospel commission which is held was a State election. Or, if they remem- fully control the corrupt few who may be une and its officials were al my command | the embarrassing debt from the 'Institation,
1 saw most of | and give its friends a chance tq labor for its
cut to three young men who take it in self bered it, it was only to speak of Gov. Per- associated with them.: The large cities for information and service.
dedication. The cross is Simply inseribed ham as ¢ the cider man,” and of Mr. Kim- have already furnished lamentable exam- the anti-Mormons, and the list is daily in- | prosperity in other directions?
with thre letters ¢“ I. N. R. I.,” the Latin in- ball as “the Portland carriage builder.”
ples of the results that may grow out of creasing. I think, with the Daily Press
Some earnest,
noble-hearted brethren
But in the smaller citieg, and the great Bible influence of the several | volunteered to bring up this matter in their
itials ‘standing for *‘ Jesus of Nazareth, There was this general feature of the whole this practice.
King of the Jews.” The scroll is inscribed, campaign, that one party devoted its talent where the individuals and the particulars Christian churches there in their very midst, Q. M's and either act as agents in this
¢ Mark 16: 15,” referring to the great com- and its energies to depreciating if not abus- of their offenses may be well known to the - Latter-day saintism will have enough to do. work or ask the Q. M's to appoint some
jurymen, it rarely happens that impartial I regret that profanity aad drunkenness are one to lo so, that by concert of action the
mission of the Master to his disciples. Seen ing the other, and vice vérsa.
justice
is meted out.
between the central figure and the recipients
fearfully prevalent among the mining por- entire matter maybe brought to a speedy
Sad to say, Maine is not alone ‘in this
We apprehend that there might,be & bet- tion of the new comers'in this city and dis- and Happy conclusion.
of the commission is-the open Bible, from
The following
kind of conduct. Neither is she the leader
which the rays of light stream gut for the in it. The State is only practicing the tac- ter way of getting'a jury than by drawing trict.
brethren were among the volunteers, viz. :
;
illumination of the woFld; whilé'above it is tics of the modern politician. That was the names from a box. Men known to be fair
The second Sabbath was spent in San Fran- B. Fogg, E. H. Kogg, A. Strout, W. PF.
thegycrown, atyouce the emblem -of victory course that was adopted a month or two and honorable could better be ealled to this cisco. ‘This is a marvelous city in growth, Kenney, Colby Knowlton, E, Harding, S.
and the promise of reward -to faithfulness. ago in North Carolina, It isthe prevailing service,and then paid wages for their time, magnificence and material prosperity, Here M. Haggett, W. N. Roberts and a brother
Near by are teachers, giving. instruction to method of conducting the presidential AAm- than thus to leave the gravest affiirs to the some of the thousands of the Chinese meet ‘from the Exeter Q. M. May there be a
We are petty you at every turn, and the various missions cheerful, united;-hearty response from all
white and colored children,
and an Indian paign all over the country. The great arbitrament of chance.
kneels and waits for the blessing of the questions of finance, of personal equality, of sure of securing the service of good men
for their Christianization are in. successful our brethren and sisters.
‘For the committee,
gospel; while in the distance are the impartial suffrage, (of general amnesty, by the old system. But we are also sure of operation. For our devoted Bro. Sawtelle
‘K. L. Gerrisn, Chairman.
drawing
the
names
of
bad
men,
and’it
is
of
theF.
B.
church,
I
preached.
The
Bapevidences of enterprise, thrift, education and | &e., on the present decision of which may
Pittsfield, Me., Sept. 7, 1872.
religion, Taken all in all, .the Certificate defend the future welfare of the country, are this that ought to be guarded against and tist paper of the city seems ignorant that so
worthy and dear a brother lives and labors
is a choice product of art, worthy to adorn too often ignored or passed by in silence. prevented.
in their midst, He and his church find no
the walls of any Christian home.
It will be Some disreputable or unfortunate thing that
Home Mission Work.
place in its columns ! Well, petty, paltry and
furnished, we understand, without charge,
a candidate may haye done twenty years
Braix Foon rroM NEw YORK. We men- contemptible persecution can go no further,
“Ifelosed is one dollar for the Home
to all who are constituted life members of ago is treated with as much earnestness as
tioned last week the large work of a BosHere it lives and thrives in its supreme Mission ; it is all that I am worth in the
the Society by the payment of the required though it were one of the living issues of
ton Publishing House as arranged for the glory. But Bro. Sawtelle is loved and hon- world.”
sum into its treasury.
We wish a thousand to-day.
The number of cigars that Grant coming season.”
We are glad to add now,
The above note was signed *‘Old Friend,”
of them might be called for before the ex- smokes in a day seems to be of more im- that Messrs, Scribner, Armstrong & Co,, ored by all the other churches who can not
and
inclosed one dollar, without the name
.
understand
how
a
good
man
and
his
people
year.
the
piration of
portance than the number of persons with- New York, announce a peculiarly choice.
And this is the fitting time and place to out representation in the South, and the lot of books to be issued during the ap- should be ignored for having larger hearts of the place, or anything to designate
ro doubt ..
say a word by way of putting emphasis up- cost of the presents that he receives of proaching season. The list is pretty long, and more catholic spirits than the avowed the name of the donor. We have
apostolic holy Baptist churches of the city. but that Jesus as in other days has his eye
on the
af
ad.
the Sécre ary of this So- greater moment than the millions of the
but quality rather than quantity is what espeIn the YoSemite Valley, that unbuilt on the treasury of the Lord, and the motive
ciety
/ tor finds. . Ne or before were the public debt that are being annually cancel- cially distinguishes it. They are to give us
temple of God, Dr. Hall preached in the and value of all the gifts are correctly esticalls for
#id'€0 many and urgent, mor the ed.
Stanley's Search aud Discovery of Dr: LivWith those that sacrifice to do
mated.
openings so full of promise, nor the needof
Besides being disgusting, this is no less ‘ing-tone, a new, volume of Poems by Dr. morning, and I in the afternoon, and an
well pleased. To our unknown
is
God
good
promptness in entering the waiting fields so than deplorable. What if Greeley does Holland, the third volume of Dr. Hodge's Episcopal brother from England in the
we would say, “Trust in the .
friend”
wold
imperative. « We take it for. granted that wear a white hat? ‘This does v’t unfit him Systematic Theology, -the second volume evening. The ‘scenery of the region, big
good ; so shalt thou dwell in
do
churches are intending to respond to the for the presidency. Itis the platform on of Ué¢berweg’s Philosophy, Lange's Com- rocks, big waterfalls and big trees, I am Lord and
verily thou shalt be fed.”
and
land
the
not able yet even to attempt to describe, I
call for the amounts that have been specifi- which he stands, the principles that Le mentary on the Psalms, a volume devoted
ary of the Home Mismission
Pitts,
O.
Rev.
ed a6 their proper proportion, in accordande would advocate as president, the present to the Reformation by Prof. Geo. P. Fish- intend to try it some day.
ced his labor in
commen
has
On the way back I attended an immense sion Society,
with the vote of Gen. Conference. That condition of the nation and the best way to er, another volume of Sermons by Dr,
M. ~ lt isa good
Q.
Maine,
eld,
Springfi
the
sum is little enough. To do Jess ‘than this improve it, that could better claim some of Bushnell, another volume by, Dr. Prime Mormon gathering at Lyon in Utah. I
we trust that our Bro.
is what none of us should for a moment the attention that is being bestowed on triv- on the Fulton St. prayer meeting and in- heard addresses on Tithes and. wifely good field of labor and
ia building up our
help
behavior, &c., and saw some. 5000 people will be of great
consent to. If farumore
is done, the “press | ial matters.
cidents connected stherewith,
a work by
M.
Q.
that
in
s
churche
ing wants willbe only very partiaily met.
Each campaign is witnessing more and Prof. Whitney on Oriental and Linguistic collected together at this the grand annual
Rev. L. D. Felt sends a part of apportionAnd not a little embarrassment is already more instances of this kind of folly. Let a Studies, the first installment of Froude's conference of that region. After spending
Wis., church,
sufferdd becatise’ the amounts looked for person become a candidate for office, and History of Ireland, Prof. Blackie’s Four the Sabbathin Chicago, I came and joined ment to ‘the Grand Prairie, soon be forwill
balance
“the
writes,
and
com? in so tardilfi Will not the churches immediately there is a searching in all dirty Phases of Morals, with additions to the the brethren assembled in meeting at Buffathe H. M. work."
raise and forward the-specified
sims at places, to see if there may not he found the Library of Travel and the Library of won- lo. Here I had preached 25 years ago, but warded ; and God bless
pastor of our
faithful
the
Rand,
J.
Rev.
once? The offering will be twice blessed if record of some discreditable or mistaken ders, &c., &c. This is a significant list most all the friends I then knew were passed
g village of Franklin,
growin
the
in
church
it is made timely.
bw
act to couple with his name. . It is desira- surely, and one that will both help to sus- away. The meetings from day to day were
ng encouraging reWe know thatthe local needs are real, ble that such a man’s career be known, and tain and elevate the high reputation which of the most cheering and edifying charac- N. H., sends the followiseveral hopeful conhad
have
“We
port:
many and great. “Btate and Y, M. societies allowed its proper influence in judging him. the House has deservedly won and is al- ter. For the first time I met my esteemed
general reviyal inter:
Bro. Ball, and was the guest of that large versions, though no"
find work in abundance near home. Of But can we afford to waste so’ much ink
most sure to keep.
The imprint of this hearted and noble-minded
n have becn
Fourtee
~
.
enjoyed
been
has
est
brother
Rob't
course they do. B ik it will not do to neglect and speech'and display in publishing that
ation 13
House on a book may be generally accept.
congreg
Our
church.
the
to
Dick. ‘Here 1 saw many brethren from added
the Parent Society, which sceks to meet the career, especially when the real principles | ed as clear and ample
proof that it lacks Otiio, N. Y., Mich. arid Canada. Here I increasing and-a good interest in the S. 8.
necessities of the whole field. Unless funds at issue are suffering from neglect? Hapneither character nor interest,” May their listened to the appeals’ of many devoted Our only real discouragement fs the want

are supplied to its treasury, the freedmen

py are the Maine - campaigners who,
in the glory of this victory that hag been
gained there, can solace themselves with
and the great work of chutch éxtension over’ the reflection that they threw no dirt and
the vasf fiddds that are Tnviting tis “to ‘plant told no lies
to help win it. Lei the conthe standard'in thé name of Christ and the geience-smitten learn “a lesson, and here:

must go-uneared for, the openings in the
West and South must remain as they are,

denomination, must remain undone. This
is the vital th'ng, and we can not afford to

~

rr

resolution to sow bountifully, and then the

There is lying before us the second An- roundings,—our churches generally must
‘nual Report of the “House of the Evan- - undertake much larger things in behalf of of stating the principles of those who bore
w ere meant as so many flings at the
gelists.” This is the name applied to an these masses who rarely hear and still more them,
institution in New Yorlgy devoted to the | rarely heed the call of the gospel sent to opposite side, while the most of the traustraining of men and women for the Chris- their souls. The day ought soon to be here parencics were ridiculous earicatures of
tian and missionary service, especially when every church is a true ‘House of the honorable men.
It is well enough, indeed, in seeking to
among the classes of our city population Evangelists,” and all its members have a
who are hardly reached in any effective part in the work of bearing good tidings to promote a cause, to show the danger that
lies in its defeat. And this can often be
way by the usnal methods of religions ef- the neglected.
done the best by showing the weakness of
fort. It is largely managed by Episcopathe cause that would triumph in its stead.
lians, but there seems to be nothing objecHome Mission Certificate.
| But where the principles that underlie it are
tionably sectarian in its plans, purposes,
——
lost sight of in the blind zeal of vilifying its
spirit, methods or actual work.
It asks, as
We have received the new lithographed
opponents, then it becomes another matter.
‘a condition of admission to its instruction Certificate of Life-membership in the FreeAnd
it seems to be to this level that the presIt may
and privileges,only evangelical faith, Chris- will Baptist Home Mission Society.
ent
style
of campaigning is degraded.
For
and
call
devotion to the proposed

Our Grand

en

*

18, 1872.

SEPTEMBER

STAR.

after set an example of stump-speech
ing that may safely be followed.

mak-

success never fall below their deserts.

“Frurr RECORDER AND | COTTAGE GAR:
DENER.” This is the name of a monthly
publication of 16 pages, edited by A. M.
Purdy, and published at Palmyra, N.Y.
at $1.00 per year. Mr. P. is an extensive

ministers, and trust
ures adopted

the important

meas-

«will do much to promaqte the

of funds to pay for ‘our house of worship, ’
The
and meet ow ourrent expenses.
brethrep and sisters are: struggling hard to

extension of” the F.B. principles in ‘these
Centrdl districts. The discourse -on Bap- carry >, load ; they ‘ave poor in this world’s
tists and their history was a masterly pro- | goods, the most of theni dre mechanics, oF
peratives in the

duction.
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Buffalo

much

refreshel

in spirigayl
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but

they are .de-
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perhaps be able to get along within ourselves, We feel grateful for the aid rendered to us. the past year, and pray that
the blessing of the great head of the church

x

Virtues shall be restored
and worl

»

nal letter of his: ‘My health is much imMy physical strength is almost
proved,
wholly restored, but I can stand only a very

STATE

done
your
man
have

voring

there I dare not undertake, and hope
Mission Board will send a suitable
to take this field. Iam very glad you
taken hold of ‘our H. M. work; and

OF THE COUNTRY.

circumstances

to set

it all ablaze

brothers and sons died to save, that we will

Resolved,

Resolved, 1.

That

we

should be

the’ in-

Bryant,

Wade, |
tried and true,

2. That we tender to the relatives of the
deceased the heartfelt sympathies that we
can never express when we think of those
we have loved so deeply.

to buildup a good, strong institution, re‘member it will cost something. Perhaps
there may be those about making their wills
in favor of some educational enterprise.
To such we say, do not forget Evausville

BIBLE

our Religion and the entrance
families and communities giveth

To those contemplating moving to some
place for the sake of school privileges, let
me say, come to Evansville. You will like

of it into
light, and

whereas the American Bible Society now in
the 57th year of-its age, and of “ny the
Rev. W. H.

min-

church, the

the place, the society, the

CAUSE.

Whereas, Bible Truth is the foundation of

Seminary.

Gilbert

is the

New

England

agent, is laboring to carry for the third time,

Come and see
ister, and all concerned.
our place, and you will say, we have one
of the prettiest villages in the west. Property can be purchased on most reasonable
There is a good graded school
terms,
where you can send your little folks, till
You can
they can come to the Seminary.
live as cheaply here as anywhere in: the

the authorized version of the Bible

note or cggnment into every

family

without

in the

United States, therefore,

Resolved, That this Yearly Meeting
heartily indorse this action of said society
in thus distributing God’s Word, and we in
common

with the other Christian denomina-

tions commend their agents to the hospitality.
and coiperation of our brethren and sisters.

A resolution

:

state.

was

introduced

Penobscot Y. M.
The Forty-first session of thé Penobscot
Y. M. was convened at Dexter Village,

|

Aug. 20, and contibued through the two
Rev. A.;Redion, pastor of |
following days.

to change

ple for their hospitality ‘and to the Railroads for reduction of fare.
A. L. GErrisH, Clerk.
MENA

——

+=

tt

Revivals, &c.

——

the Dexter church, was chosen President.
RicamoNp, ME.
The Richmond Village
A spirit of cheerful devotion to God's work
Thankfulness for Free Baptist church is enjoying increased
pervaded the meeting.

past successes and a firm determination under the Master's guidance to achieve still
greater

prosperity. It was my privilege, the
Sabbath of this month, to baptize
happy

every

at

apparent

victories were

stage of the proceedings. Our hearts were
cheered and the meeting made more interesting by the presence of several of our
ministering brethren from abroad. Bro.
Russell,

from

Penney, Allen, McKeown and Given from.
the Me. Central, J. Stevens and G. W.
Howe from the Me. Western, 1larmon from
the N.

Hampshire,

the

from

Mariner

and

R. I. Y. M., were among the number. Rev.
Mr. Thayer, of Garland, represented the
Cong. Conference, and Rev. Mr, McLaugh-

showers of Divine

H. Tarbox. Sister Dudley from West Virginia was present, and gave a report of the
Master's work in that section. . The following brethren were appointed corresponding

Rev.

and whereas

the

earliest

and the success of this Y. M.

hardly got into working condition, yet.they have

valuable material for labor both in the ‘ministry

school

require the

and laity,

speedy completion of this work, therefore,

Resolved, That it is alike the duty and
interest of this body to co-operate with: our
\
agent in every practicable manner.
9, That this Yearly Meeting through
agents appointed in each Q. M. make an
immediate effort to raise a sum equal to

$2.00 per member,

Whereas, Intemperance in its relation to
the. moral, social, financial and. religious

itself as the gréat.and

- therefore,
Resolved, That it is
tians and patriots to
means the advance of
form, until the traffic
ting liquors shall have
sobriety with all its

This people originated in Tennessee and formerly belonged to the Shelby association. They
have sustained a denominational existence in the

‘central part of this state for twenty-five years,
without forming any permanent conneetion with
any larger religious body. Their influence has
expanded to some extent into other states, and

they, seem

TEMPERANCE.

the highest: interest

distinguishes

alarming

of

church

interest,

delegates. The weather was fine, the congregation large, and although this "organization has

moment,

of the

‘welfare of our communities

much

The Ambraw Association of Sepaxafe Baptists

_~ whereas the Financial Agent is anxious to
usefulness

bear

of I1l., held their second annual session with the
Mount Zion church, near Mattoon, Aug. 80.
The churches were all represented by letter and

" tute have been so far improved as to render
the payment.of its debt practicable, and
at

and

Separate Baptist Association.

Resolu-

Whereas, the finances of the Central Insti-

the

others

was continued nearly two weeks, Four
were added to the church by baptism and
two by letter. More are expected at our
next covenant meeting.” Revs. H. J. Carr,
J. Wi Martin-and J. C. Nye rendered efficient sérvice during the meeting.
TroMmAS E. PEDEN,

C. Hulse, Me. Central Y. M.; Rev. A. L.
Gerrish, Cong. State Con. ; Rev. N. F. Weymouth, Baptist State Con. ; Rev. A. Redlon,
East Me. Methodist Con. ; Rev. T. Kinney,

close his services

grace,

which, on account of the manifest

Rev. W.

.
Christian Con.
The following were among the
od
tions passed:
ME. CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
3

two

PETREA, O. “The Lord is graciously reviving his work. in Petrea, Jackson Co.,
was held,
Ohio. July 27, a Basket meeting

F. Penney, J. Stevens, J. Mariner, and M.

Arthur Given, Me. Western Y. M.;

with

fruit to the glory of the Lord.
GEO. S. RICKER.

Sermons were
Jin the Christian connexion.
by Revs. C.
meeting
the
during
preached

delegates to other Bodies :
Rev. M. H. Tagbox, N. IL. Y., M.;

These,

first
five

who had been previously baptized, and four,
admitted by letter, eleven in all, received
the hand of fellowship last Sabbath, There
are several others who will doubtless be
baptized soon, The Spirit of the Lord is
manifestly with us, and we expect to reap a
glorious harvest the coming fall and winter.
The prayers of all Christians are. solicited
that this church, which has been too long as
a waste place in Zion, may be watered by

Bros.

Cheney,

Dr.

Minn,,

converts.

enemy
and

of |

state,

now to be anxious to find a home

with some larger body of Christian people, where
they may share in. the privileges of papers,
schools and ather helps in Christian work and

and not be ‘compelled to patronize
usefulness,

those whom they consider so opposed to the doc-

/trines

and

, usages they believe and advocate.
and

NEW

Q.

DUrRuAM

N. H., Sept. 2, 1872.

The time has now come when this people will
a
the duty of all Chris- be no longer under an outside pressure of a reaid by all’ laudable atricted communion iffluence. They now real
the Temperance = re- ize that they have those of the-same faith and
in and use of intoxica- usages on every side of them, reaching out the’
been overcome, and hand of Christian ‘fellowship and sympathy, and
accompanying bless | are ready to welcome and aid them, to a wider

SKIN

Home

its last session

church, Revs.

RENSSELAER . M.—Held its last session with
the Stephentown and Nassau church, and was a
More than our ordinseason of marked interest.
ary amount of business was done in Conference,
all in harmony though some of the discussions
The meetings of
were earnest and spirited.
precious, and well attended,
worship were very
larzely so on the Sybbath, and preaching.through
the entire session was with the demonstration of
In conference, Bro. P.
the spirit and power.
approval to held and conduct
Beers received
in destitute places.
meetings
prayer and social
The license of Bro. V. Elliot was renewed, and
Rev. W. H. Fonerden now of the PoestenKill
church, was formally recognized as a member of

and Q.

M.

A

church

of forty

members, called the Grafton church, Rev. T. CG.
Pratt, pastor, was received at this session. /Taking-it as a whole, it was one of the most encouraging sessions énjoyed for a Jong time. Collection on the Sabbath $22.64,to be equally divided
between Home and Foreign Missions.
B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
1.
X

WHEELOCK

Q.

M.—Held

its last session

at

The
North Danville, Aug. 30 to Sept. 1st.
weather being unfavorable and thessession being

held on the border of the Q. M., the attendance
was quite small. There was however a good
degree of interest in the preaching and also in

A few churches reported a
the social worship.
good revival interest and additions to their num“ber. Bro. C, W. Griffin of Albany church, was
ordained as a
examined with a view to his being
gospel, and ordination services
minister of the
huny on the 26th inst. A colare expected at
a good
lection of $15.50 was taken for missions and
degree of interest is manifest in and for our Litdesiring
Any church
erary School at Lyndon.
the Oet. session will please correspond with the

© 7 E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk,

Clerk.

Broadway,

Kor

the Maine

The

CURTIS,

G W Colby

plaints, as well as for Dyspepsia, Liver Complaints,
For Coughs ior) Colds,

MUNICIPAL
on hand.
4t37

B

Page,

$

L

10 50

Foreign
Rockingham Q M,

PERLE?”
.

Rev.) Fernald, Saco, Me,
Tamworth Iron Works, N H, per J Runnells,
Sauk Co Q M, Wis, per B F McKenny,
New Durham Q M, per C L Pinkham,
Lake Pleasant, Pa, per D M Baldwin,
Rev 8 D (Church, Blackstone, Mass,
Boston Q M, Mass, per J I, Roberts,
Doughty’s Falls, Me, per E Hobbs,
Wheelock Q M, Vi. per E C Smally,
Elton. N Y, per LD Howe,
4
*
East Troy, Pa, per J L Phenixq

150
135 55

500
12 50
8 30
825
6 00
500
21 50
500
620
10 00
73

>

C. 0. LIBBY,

’
:
Dover, N. H,

New York.

r difchine, and when it is pretty clear that whereve
acferent family sewing machines are brought into
Wiltive local competition there are generally more
ch
00x& Gibbs machines sold than all the lockstit
conmachines put together, there is no elcaping the
clusion that the Wilcox & Gibbs is, upon the whole,
the bést family machine.
as
VEGETINE.—The conviction ig, in the public mind
well as in the medical professien, that the remedies
supplied by the Vegetable Kingdom are more safe,
mineral
more successful, ih the cure of disease, than

medicines.
and herbs.
safe to give

hesitate to

$115 77
Treas.

full

particulars.

Address

“LA

CO., 90 Chambers St., |
4134

OF THE

AND BEST MUSIC

BOOKS.

|ITHE STANDARD!!

1ar friend in every Choir, Convention, and
»
Price, $1.50; $13.50 per dozen,
Class!

Singing

I SPARKLING RUBIES !

Let all the Sabbath Schools try it. Its Sparklin
by every child.
Gems of Songs will be appreciated

225 large pages,

full of the

best

Strauss Music.

Price, $2.50

| PILGRIM'S HARP!

L#vrence and Boston,

AM. AM. AM. P.M. PM.
5.50 8.00 11.20 5.14, 6.08; and on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 740, ¥. =.
Trains leave Dover
AM,

AM.

P.M.

for Portlan},

A perfect Multum in Parvo. Very large number
of the best tunes for Social Religious Meetings.
.
Price, 60 cents.
The above books sent, post-paid, for the retail
price, with the exception

Laconia

RETURNING,~— Leave

Wednes-

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford, Leave Alton daily fer Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester daily; from East Roéhester, with trains each way.
WM, MERRITT, Supt.

When death was hourly gxpooied from Consumpfailed, accident led to a
tion, all remedies having
child.

two

whereby

He now

stamps
ptom

to
_of

gives

Dr.

thi

i

There : is not a single
pay expenses.
Consumption that it does not dissi-

Irritation of the Nerves,
e. Night Sweats,
ificult RExpectoration, Sharp Pains in the
Stomach,

Lungs, Nausea at: the

3

1

%

3

Inaction

of

the

& MAIN,

STREET, NEW YORK, or
AVENUE; CHICAGO.

3%

8%

:

36tfeow

8%

A NEW PREMIUM
THE

SUBSCRIBERS

OF

THE

‘Fireside Journal,’
To any man, child or woman who will forward us
ONE DOLLAR for one year’s subseription to the
FIRESIDE
«New Dollar Weekly,” “ THE
JOURNAL,”

we will forward a

BEAUTIFUL CHROMO,
Size 13x18,

(in 12 Oil Colors,)

Incased in a Beautiful Rosewood and Gilt Frame,
with Glass and Back complete; this Chromo was
made expressly for us, entitled:

‘THE DARGLE
A

Magnificent

GLEN,

Landscape

Scene.

(post-paid)

for

We Nach

desc-ibe this elegant

picture

in words

—it is a a copy of the Original Painting by DORE.
Now is the time to subscribe and get a

CHROMO,

FoI %-RECObER
I
“FIRESIDE JOURNAL.
Beautifully Framed, by Subscribing
for the

R. R.

days and Priays for Alton, in season to connect
Leave Gonic
- with trains for Boston and Portland.

digoavely

BIGLOW
425 BROOME
756 WABASH

$5

Mondays,

by him

made

characteristics which have rendered his music so
:
very popular.
The CORONATION is complete in every department,

speci-

0. DITSON & CO. Boston.
tf38
C. Hi. DITION & C0. New York.

for Alton Bay.

WINNIPISEOGEE

STANDARD,

the present, for $1.25.

10,45 A. M., 3.00 and 6.08 P. M.
&

THE

men copies of which will be mailed

P.M.

10.10 10.43
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 8.10 ,p, M.
Trains leaye

of

MASON

contributions

to the CORONATION will be found full of the marked

TO

Gems of Strauss!

RAIL ROAD.
AND MAINE
BOSTON
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1872.
Trainsleave Dover
for

Dr. LOWELL
was interested, and the

and Chorister’s List

| HOUR OF SINGING !

Special Notices.

fo 4

ng”

with

For High Schools, Full of the best music, arranged in 2, 8, or 4 parts. Widely used. Price, $1.
Just Published,

‘Bowels, and Wasting Away of the Muscles.
VEGETINE is composed of roots, barks _ Address
perfectly
is
and
take,
to
CRADDOCK & CO.;
pleasant
It" is
1032.Race St., Philadelphia, Penn., giving name of
Do you need 1t? Do not
to an infant.
4136
Morning Star,
try it, You will never regret i',
o*

3

Indispen-

Price, 35 cents.

for Laconia.

money besides,
away at a pecuniary 1088, and paying
Sewing Mafor the Wilcox & Gibbs Silent Family

Satisfaction.

Its success can not be questioned. In beauty and
variety of music unsurpassed. It should be a famil-

TT,
Oe
——— ——————

DOVER

When we na the
and bright doable thread

Perfect

Requires them.

MANUFACTURING

NEWEST

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1872.
WAUPUN-Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Winnebago church, the last days of August.
Trains for Alton Bay,
interest
unusually
were
mmoetings
The pov
A.M.
P. M.
pleasant,
was
weather
The
.
profitable
ing and
3.16
1230
830
Leave Boston,
‘Dover,
10.45
3.00
6.08
the friendly greetings warm, and the occasion
&
@Gonie,
11.00
3.17
6.26
one to be recorded amongst our joyful remem¢
Rochester,
11.05
322
6.31
brances. Yet mingled with our joy there was a
“
Farmington,
11.17
336
6.45
bout an hour before our first
tinge ‘of sorrow.
¢
New Durham,
11.30
3.52
7.01
session a lovely and promising daughter of our
“Alton
11,37
359
7.09
dear Bro. Serois departed this life, Thus are we Arr. Alton Bay,
1040
404
7.35
admonished to be also'réad
Trains for Dover.
[TC PARTRIDGE, Clerk.
‘|:
A.M.
P.M
4.05
6.45 10.15
‘
eave Alton Bay,
| ROCKINGHAM Q, M.~Held its last session in
4.08
10.18
6.50
“Alton,
415
68.57 10.25
Zee New Durham,
Fremont, 4 and 5 inst. Good delegations, good
429
Since
.
10.38
712
Farmington,
¢“
attendance and most excellent meetings
4.42
10.55
7.30
to
baptism
“Rochester,
by
added
been
the May session 6 have
“
Gonio,
Ey
7.30 11.00
447
to
the church in Candia, 4 to Concord and 9
5,06
11.13
7.55
N
Dover,
Ar.
We rePassed the following:
146
Manéhester.
2.00
10.45
«Boston,
commend to the churches to make arrangements
the
during
e
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
for holding special meetings sometim
next
winter i report. such arrangements at the
leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
Stages
in
be
will
session
Oct.
The
M.
Q.
the
gession of
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
J. FULLONTON, Clerk.
Candia.
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
owners of beautiful
machines bartering them

Rapidly, Give

Absdutely

~ Teacher’s

562

Wheelock Hollow, Vi, per H Stiles,
”
Biddeford, Me, per J Malvern,

Sell

sable to every Household. Smart Agents can realize |
Fortunes. County Rights free. Send for Illustrated |
Catalogue

Mission,
z

They

Every Female

$1892
Treas.

DEERING,

COMMENTATOR

Popular Ifventions in every Village, Town and Coun-

ty.

WORK

and is beyond doubt the best Choir and
SingingSchool book published this season.
Per Dezen, $13.50.
Price $1.50.
One copy sent post-paid for examination on receipt
of $1.25. Address,

for Cobbin’s

.
LADY
AGENTS
WANTED
To introduce our Justly Celebrated and Immensely

14 92

R.

wanted

LAST

In which the lamented

1200 pages, 250 Engravings.
The best enterprise of
the year for agents.
Kvery
family will have it. |
Souijng like it BOW bublisher . Foreirculars address |
. S. tioofispeed
& Co.. 37 Park Row,
N. Y.[3m37 |

$109 14
. Ree’d up to Sept. 3, 1872,
Sept. 7, Revs D Waterman, A Redlon, ¢1 each,
200
Samuel Warren, $1, Mrs M A Waterman;
Mrs
Samuel Warren, 50 cents each,
Dexter ch, 6 52, Mary Cole, 85, Rev WF Eton,

:

of the highest grade always

THOS, PP. ELLIS & CO,
Bankers, 12 Pine St, New York.

ON THE BIBLE,
FOR THE HOME CIRCLE,

Blaisdell, A M Reed, F L Jones, B R Files,
Leighton, Eliza Rand, 50 cents each,

MASON.

NEW CHURCH MUSIC BOOK
THE

pay over 12
investment.

BONDS

CHILD'S

17 00

F A C Clark, L W Greenlief, Mrs M H Tarbox, SA Knight, A Clough, M M Keen,J A
Bridge, D Bridge,
E A Leighton, Ida M

G. ALLEN,

THIS

hat .wil
Fo? Sle it perprices
cent. on the

GUAR A iy

Agents

M

LOWELL

has become the Standard Medicine for all such com-

Joseph

B A Kinney,

F, SEWARD and CHESTER
ASSISTED BY °

Dr.

unsurpassed for efliciency and rapidity of action. In
the great cities of India, and other hot climates, it

. Knight, Dr D Dyer, Daniel Lasey, KJ Col, by,
Noah Ricker. Rev A F Hutchinson, JoBeattie, Rev B P Parker, $1 each,

THEO,

the extinction of |

ain. It is not only the best remedy ever known for
raises, Cuts, Burns, &¢,, but for Dysentery or Cholera, or any sort of bowel complaint, it is a remedy

437

Kinney, Ezra Andrews,

Mathias Ulmer, J W Hinkley, Green Carter,
W P Kinney, E D Wade, Jacob Berry, Thos

CORONATION,

¥

Just issued, is

Libbey,

10 each,

indicate a derangement ot the Liver or Digestive Or-

persons of the highest character and responsibility.
hysicians of the first respectability, recomend it |

Treas.

19 03
2000
12 16

3 40,

“Pain-Killtr,”

the most Yinguaiificd testimonials to its virtues, from

1375

E

Dea.

from a dis-

ordered Liver or Stomach, Constipation,
Flatulence,
Rush of Blood to the Head, Loss of Appetite, Nausea,
Heartburn, Acrid Stomach, Fullness or Weight in the
Stomach, Sinking or. Fluttering at the Pit of the Stomach, Dimness of Vision, Yellowness of the Eyes and
Burning
Skin, Pain in the Head, Side, Back or Chest,
in the Flesh or sudden Flashes of H eat,—all of which

After over THIRTY YEARS trial, is still receiving

¥. 1B, XH. M. Society.

Lary,

Nervous Debility, and all diseases arising

gans.
&a~ Persons living in, or visiting sections where
Malaria prevails, where Fever and Ague, Bilious Fever, &c., are the characteristic diseases, should be
rovided wth them. They are a sure preventive of
sever and Ague, Intermittents, Biliousness and all
ailments arising from malarious causes. Price $1.00.
Prepared by A. LITTLEFIELD & €O., Boston,
Mass. Sold by all Dealers in Medicine. 13eow26w

983
100

TF

5

Penobscot Y. M.,
Rev G W Bean and Andrew
Cumberland Q. M.,

Sarah

r and Debility
There is no remedy so good for Lan,
eneral or fo lowing acute disease. The
whether
acyity endorse it for Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Medical

% NY lis, Rev. Geo. H. Chappell and Miss Lettice Hu
illis.

as a most effectual preparation tor

Exeter Q. M.,

Morgridge,

our. Appetite, Facilitate Digestion,
ervous System, Vigor to every organ
ealth and Strength.
Ji the body, thereby imparting
It wil Improve
Give tone to the

Baptist

Whitfield, at the residence of the bride’s father,

25 00
15 00
12 00

2 95
1075
300

seph

Freewill

TONIC

BITTERS!

+

Sept. 9, by Rev. John W.
New Market, N. H., and

of the

YORK.

The best Tonic
and Stomachic ever offered the
§
public.

well, of Northwood, and Miss Electa O. Crawford, of
Nottingham .—A 180 in Strafford, Sept. 10, by the same,
Mr. Frank P. Hall and Miss J#dnuie H. Dame, both
of Nottingham.
In West Parishville,N.Y., Sept. 4, by Rev, Wm.

25

Church Augusta,
Church Auburn,
2d Buxton church,

Mary R Wade, M J Kingley,

\ UININE

1v18

Miss Julia A Wentworth,
Mission, Charlestown.

5

SILAS

yom Kk.

MARRIED

$243 40
Concord, N. H,

New

In Charlestown, Mass.,
Lee, David F. Mathes, of

2 3

#
J

i

Pa,

9

300

$e

NEW

ATWOOD’S

pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is ‘to
make any one their own doctor, Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which éach person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 8S. 8, FITCH & SON,

1110
300
1157
572

Freedmen's Mission.
:
N H Farr, Kennard, Pa. pledged at G Confer
ence,
Western R I Q. M., per Geo E Hopkins,
per J S Manning,
Pinkneyville, Ill.,

Greenwood,

PEIYSICIAN,”

points

DEPARTMENT,
NORTHERN
PACIFIC
RAILROAD, ST PAUL, MINN.,
Or 23 FIFTH AVENUE, cor. Oth St.,

13teow22

A
10 00

#®
4d
Ln
.

Union Hill, 11],
J G Whitford, Volga City, Ill, *

DR:8.:S, FITCH,

5 00
2 00

x

Vis

#

Myers,

LAND

50

J Myers, Larue, O, per A K Moulton,
Wm

harmless

16 75
10 €0

per J L Roberts,

Boston Q. M., Mass,

and

50

Walaut Creek Q. M., Ill,
i
“
£
M Rook Dekall
;
River, Q. M.,
ox
“
Li
Q. M.,
McLean
S Bloom ch, Ohio, per A K Moulton,
Col Cleave and Q.M, 0,
Mrs Fox, O,
Ashtabula Q. M., O,Rockingham Q. M., N H,

reliable

6 00

Chetauqué Q. M., N Y, per W U Edwards,

34

known,

senlls his “FAMELY

TR
741
250

Farmington $3 M., Me, per R Pease,
A Friend, Ill. per D G Holmes,

O

The well.

\..

400

Perry M Peckham, Liberty Hill, Ct,

Auburn ch,

RATES furnished from all the principal

remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face, Prepared only by Dr. B.C. Perry, Dermatologist,49 Bond
sireel, New York, Sold by Druggists everywhere,
hm

280

-

.

per 8/C Weatherby,

Chemung Q. M,, N'Y,

E. G. Knowles and L. P. Bickford; North Barnstead, Revs, J. Baker and D. L. Edgerly.
Also recommend that each church be requested
to report at the next Q. M, at what time it _desires the meeting to be held with it.
C. L. PINKlIAM, Clerk.

this conference

LOTION.

(2).

N Y Central Y. M., per J M Langworthy,
Grand Rapids Q. M.; Mich, per F F Baily,
“
oe
Paris ch, Mich

Meetings.

Quimby and D. I.’ Quint; Canaan

-

Belden,

Otsdawa ch, N Y, per H

Price of land clote io track, $4.00to

East to purchasers of Railroad
Lands, and to settlers on Government Homesteads. Purchasers,their
wives and children earried free over the
Northern Pacific Railroad, Now is the time for settlers and Colonies to get Railroad Lands and Gov-,
ernment Homesteads elose to the track.
Send for Pamphlet containing full information,
map and copy of New Homestead Law, Address,

Fare Worth Patches, Freckles
TAN, USE PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE

AND

Minsion.
Pet G H Howard,

DISEASES.

In Ossipes, March 3, by Rev. D. I. Quint, Mr. Freeman L.
Johnson and Miss Carre Churchill —In
Strafford, Sep. 1, by the same, Mr. William L. Cas-

Rev W A Potter, Monticello, Wis,
Geo 'W Carson, Chesaning. Saginaw Co, Mich.
Jas R Touville, Graham, N C

- Ch mm Wellington, Mich

rior to Dakota.

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.~The Skin Medicine of the Age.. 1s warranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions
BrLorcHep disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond St., New York.

MAL.

LS

Pd

2637

Forwarded,
BY

Fever and Ague is unknown.
os
Grain can be 8
hence
by lake to market as
sheaply us Jom Eastern Iowa or Central II fnols,

of press. THe price has been reduced from $1.00 to I $8.00 per acre; furt r away. $2.50
to $4.00. Seven
a nis, and will
be sent postage paid on receipt of Years Oredit; Warrantee Deeds; Northern Pasum.
7-30 Bo
now
at par, received
This little volume should be in every Freewill Bap- cific
for land at $1.10. § TY er vseling it) Lands pretist home, and would not fail to have a good influence
sent such
advantages to settlers
upon the readers of our Sabbath School Libraries,
SOLDYERS under the New Law (March, 1872
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.
Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H, get 160 acres FREE, near, the Railroad, by one an
two years’ residence.
TRANSPORTATION
AT
REDUCED

L Brackett—J M Balley—Mrs J Bartlett—S
Church—G W Corttis=0 N Cook—W F Eatog—Phebe
"Gilkey—
¥ ry=—W H Fordham-R D Frost-B 8 Gerry—J
I Hugg, J Henderson—Mrs D L Hurd ~L Kellogg—W H
Nutting
W
Warch-W
Litehtield=C Morrow—dJ Miller—8
—7 C Partridge—J M Pease—T L Pratt—M A Quimby —
Mrs R B Russcll—=A Redlon—A W Skinner—N L Skinner
—J Silvernail—S8 W Stiles—A Titus -O H True—J D Van
Porn—W Whitney—M W Wright —A J Wood—0O Whitney.
:
:

pastoral

and running streams,—in Healthful Climate, where

A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is how out

W. P, Koniy, Clerk.

Books

M.—Held

TEE VEEAT FIELD OF AMERICA.

Life of Wm. Burr,

|

’

I

Rev. G. H. Ball, D.

Sermon by

BN

substitute for Castor Oil—is a physic
distress or gripe, but is sure to pperate when all other remedies have failed. You may
confidently rely upon the Castoria in Stomach Ache,
Healthful Olimate, Free Homes, Good
Constipation, Flatulency, Croup, Worms, Piles or
deranged Liver, It contains yeither Minerals, MorMarkets.
:
phine, Opium nor Alcohol, but is purely a vegetable |
«THE
NORTHERN
PACIFIC
RAIL~preparation, perfectly harmless, and above all, pleas- ROAD offers for sale its Lands in Central
ant to take. The Castoria soothes and quiets..the
and Western Minnesota, embracing: 1. The
system, and produces natural sleep. It is a wondeiful thing to assimilate the food of children and pre- best of Wheat Land; 2. Exoellent Timber tor the
Mill,
the Farm and the Fire;3. Rich Prairie Pasvent them from erying.
A 35 cent bottle will do the
work for a family and save many doctor’s bills, [4t38 turage and Natural Meadow, watered by clear Lakes

S

Hourrox
Q.M. will hold its session with the
church in
Weston, commencing Friday, Oct. 11. The
churches that have not paid their ten cent tax will
please forward it to this session.

with the church at Northwood, Aug. 23, 1872.
Good attendence, business transacted harmonivusly, and ‘nearly all the churches reported.
Some 40 have been added by baptism during the
the Barnstead
with
Next session
quarter.
church at Barnstead Center, commencing Oct.
22, at 1 o’clock, P. M.
The Committee on Revival meetings make the
assignments as follows :—
:
Barrington church, Revs. G. 8. Hill and J. F.
Joy ; Barnstead church, Revs. G. S. Hill and G.
M. Park; Bow Lake church, Revs. N. C. Lothrop and L. P. Bickford; Chichester churchy
and J. Baker; Deerfield
Revs. D. L.Edgerly
church, Revs. G. S. Hill and A. Deering; Dover
church, Revs. E. True and L. Malvern; Epsom
and D. L. Edgerly;
church, Revs. I. Emery
Farmington church, Revs. E. A. Stockman and
Revs. E. A. Stockchurch,
Milton
A. Deering;
man and KE. True; Northwood eburch, Revs. A.
Deering and. G, M, Park; Nottingham church,
‘Revs. M. Rogers, T. Kenniston and L. P. Bick| ford; Pittsfield chureh, Revs. G. M, Park and J.
1st Rochester church, Revs. C. C. FosBaker:
Quint; E. Rochester church, Revs.
ter and D.-I.
E. True and N. C. Lothrop; Strafford and Barnand M. A.
stead church, Revs. G. M. Park
Quimby; 2nd Strafford ehurch, Revs. I. Emery.
and Wm. Rogers; 8rd strafiord ehurch, Revs.
J. Baker and J, I. Joy; Walnut Grove, Rev. T.
Kenniston and G. 8. fin ; W. Lebanon, Rev. C.
C. Foster: Rochester Village, Revs. A. Deering
and M. A. Quimby ; New Durham, Revs. M. A.

which was laid over under the rules.
Resolutions were also passed in favor of
the Dexter and Houlton churches, and the |
usual courtesies extended to the Dexter peo-

G. S. BRADLEY.

:

edueation,

IN

18, 1872.

‘Notice.
There will be conveyance at the depot at Potsdam
at 12 o’clock, Friday, Sep. 20. to
up friends
who come to attend Q. M. at Pierpont Center.
:
*WM. WHITEFIELD.

he will lie hardeneth !”

Quarterly

the time of holding the sessions of the Y.
In answer to inquiries, Ict me say that M. from August to some time in September,
music and German are regular branches in |

our school,—a native German being teacher.

Christian

Dover,

D: We expect a large gathering of: our friends,
and a season of rich blessings,
Those who come by rail should arrive at the
Alden station 20 miles east of Buffalo, on the
Alden
Erie R. R. by the early morning trains.
ALEXANDER DICK.
is four miles from C.
Cowlesville, N. Y., Sept 10, 1872,

Knight,

much

very

at 10: 80, A. M.

heed-

Sawyer and Page, faithful,
meet us no more in our éarthly gatherings.
We mourn theirdeparture, we render with
indeed.
Let me say to the Free Baptists of Wis- | emotion our tribute to their rare worth,
their sterling virtue and their fraternal love.
eansin and northern Illinois, that if you wish

fund

2

For FOREIGN MisstoN CARDS, SEND TO Rev. C,
0. LisnY, DovER, N.
H.
C.0. L.

¢hyrch, now
The dedication of Cowlesville
finishing, will take place in connection with the
next session of the Genesee Q.M., on Friday,
The services will commence
the 18 of October,

of

some memorial of those dear brethren who |
have been removed from our ranks by death |

year.

Hillsdale, Mich.

that

Dedication.

less of the promptings of _ our hearts,
should we fail to leave on our records
during the

hyper-Calvinism,

REV. A. REDLON has resigned the
¢harge of the church at Dexter, Me.

IN MEMORIAM.

apd what is better, all paid for. No debts
fenuble the institution. Several thousand
dollars of the endowment have been secured, and now if all will give a good,hearty
pull, the full amount pledged by the Yearly

with

sharp

MISSION SOCIETY.

That the methods and work

It is well finished and convenient,

80

A

{30g

§

J Mission Cards.

Ministers and Churches.

seek divine aid, that for worldly honor, pride
or pelf we may not prove recreant to trusts
MAINE

We need

pr Pol

HILLSDALE Q. M. will held its next session with
conducted with great harmony ,and the preaching the Pittsford church, Oct, 12. Opening sermon FriThe people are very day evening, by Rev. R. Woodworth. Those comin,
was practical and earnest.
coun- by rail will find tens awaiting thém at Pittsfor
The
orderly, devoted and hospitable,
Station,
Geo, R, Hout, Clerk.
try is fine, and their resources will be large, and ;
Le Sa
Poss Oice Addresses.
they can do a great work for the cause of Christ.
Rev WT Smith, W Lebanon, Me,
Resolutions were passed and measures were
—————
A
a ———————
adopted which look to a much larger work, for
Letters Received.
the year to come, and greater sacrifices to have
Allison—D Albee—Mrs A C Alshree—
J Allen—Mary A
I.
{
it accomplished,
Curtis—8 G

The fall term opens the best of any | our State Missionary Society commend
full since I have been connected with the themselves to our judgment and our symschool. We shall have not far from 90 pu- pathies, and we pledge ourselves to do our
pils during the term, No doubt but this utmost both by Prayer and effort to forward
its interests, and
that we recommend our
will be encouraging news to all the friends churches to pay ioto its treasury annually a
substangoad
a
have
We
seminary,
of the
sum equal to one dollar for their male and
tial brick building,in the center of a five acre fifty cents for their female members.

terest of this endowment

,

We are now
prepared to furnish Mission Cards
freeto all who wish to use them, Two kinds are now
Toady. The old card has been used for
years,
which
we call, for convenience, the ‘ Personal Card,”
because
in using them, oneis Jrosented to each member of the congre
on, to
subscribed and reof the church.
turned to the Pastor or
on
The other is a “ Collectors’ Card,” to be used when
collectors are appointed to solicit subscriptions.
These are for Foreign Missions only. Cards for
Home Missions can be obtained of Rev. A. H, Chase,

The business, with a single exception, was

defend for our entire country the free institutions which
our
‘fathers, husbands,

Evansville Seminary.

Meeting will be raised.

was

will” and “ whom

thus transmitted to us in blood:

park.

) bi /

NA

-

Notices and Appointments.

the work. qf converting the world. It is, with
a¥then, * God wil] convert whom he
them now

rebel victories at
ballot box than we
once could over rebel victories on the field.
8d. That we feel called upon to manfully

Cor. Sec.

A. H. Case,

a

were stigmatized with the name
Free
Will,” But they preferred the name Separate
Baptists, while the old church from which they
separated are now known as Hard shells, Ironglides, &c., and they to-day stand opposed to
every reform and good work, such as 8. schools,

again, and that we can no more rejoice over

our
and

in rallying
trust you will succeed
whole denomination under one banner
that a new era may dawn.”

Pry

a

Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery for a

always practiced.
It may be interesting to
know that this people had their origin m the
south, in the early part of this century, much as
the Free Baptists in the north did. The con-

{s not fully subdued, that it only awaits fa-

‘to be

The real’ work

wrt

ut a
v
Lo

Oastoria—a
aa $1000 Keward will be paid by the proprietor of | which
does not

They seenrto

sion the ghacklesof a restricted communion were

missions, temperance,

Resolved, 1. That while we joyfully receive repenting sinners into church or nation, we do not feel to clasp hands and press
to our hearts those who have not brought
forth fruits meet for repentance.
2d. That we are constrained to feel that
the spirit of rebellion in our beloved country

and

system,

9
a

STAR SEPTEMBER

fists in 'T11,, and also .to attend a convention of

necessary in order to greater efficiency.

must be content to keep from any work
that brings much responsibility for some
I preach nearly every Suntime to come.
day in the country, or in East Minneapolis
.to hold on to the Mission until a mission

ary can be secured,

i§

|
_

~.

.
a
\

yA
.

General Baptists inInd. This acquaintance we
trast will greatly strengthen these associations,
as well as aid the cause of truth, At this ses-

encouraging success, and the recent amendments to our liquor laws have been aitended with very beneficent results and should
be maintained with only such changes as
wisdom and experience may hereafter prove

of Minneapolis, Min., will be interested in
reading the following extract from a frater-

nervous

we recommend Yo our

the interests of.the cause,
prohibition of the sale | test
4, That the le
of intoxicating
drinks has met with - most they

The many friends of Rev. H. N. Herrick,

the

CW

Plat | 2 ane’

£3

rid

——
A
Ee
1

think this is an encouraging feature of their fu-

ganized temperance efforts to the support
and approbation of all who would advance

by

made

apportionment

* the Gen. Conf.”

on

Rm
teint

field of usefulness and ipfluence.

throughs

the friends of true reform, which entitles or-

hope the churches will respond

‘small strain

pS EEEL

v

and- other organizations is a cause of grati- unitedly thrown off; and thelr articles of faith
tude to God and of great encouragement to were made to speak what they believe aud ‘had

Bro. Lewis Dexter, Sabatts, Maine sends
$23.79. and writes, “We are glad to send
you so much more than ‘our apportionto the

po oR

course and endeavoring te keep their sever
al societies in lively sympathy with the:
work of the temperance reform,
3. That the work accomplished through
¢ Reform clubs,” ‘‘ Cold water Templars"

may rest on the H. M. Society in its future

labors,”

promptly

RX

™ tt

cine that will equal it in curing severe, and lingéring
mjnisters: ture snd they are beginning the work for a ‘bet- Coughs,
That
Bronchitis and all diseases of the Inks.
subhe
ter
acquaintanod.
Messengers
were
appointed
}mRing
the propriety and duty of
ject of Temperance a topid\ of public dis- to attend the next Yearly Meeting of Free Bap-

we

another year from the H. M.

We

.

eli

SWah
MG
ny
*
i

aana

———

here a success, whatever it may cost. I
think if we can have the same assistance | 2.
may then

ment.
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81.00 per year, edited
AMONTHLY of 16 pages, nt
Prrpy—a life-long fruit grower and
by A.
flower fancier, having now under cultivation at Pal-

Tigra) N.Y. and South Bend, Ind, two hundred acres

of fruits alone. Bigsilly pictures fashion plates.novels,
&c., find no room in it, but it is strictly depolitics,
FruiT GRowING AND HOME'S ATORNMENT.
voted to
1ts high moral toge and rich storg-of practieal, origi
tter (from “€ome £0 exchanges) ennal and copied
crib
dearsit to all. Tosee a copy is cquivalent to subi
fnee; or on « xcurgion trip of four
fea
ing. Specimen co
months (Sept.to Bec. for only S5cents, Don't judge
inland
it to be of no account because printed in an grower,
town and the editor a working, practical fruit
but try it four months, and be satisfied. Addrces,
A.M. PURDY, PALMYRA; N.Y,

SMALL FRUITS |
SMALL FRUI| TS
THE largest stock in the United States. Plapts ure
free;
and unmixed.© Wholesale and Retail List
wph2180 the SMALL FRUIT INSTRUCTOR, & 34 page
all k nds of
let—tells how to plant, grow and market
Small Fruit—price, bostipaid 25 cents. Private term
to Agents, or those desiring to sell locally, free to al
applicants, Parties have realized $100 to $200 in one
its, while others
our
or two week's time selling
free Shading afew to their
have got their own plants

peighbors,

Address,

PALMYRA N.Y.

AM. PURDY,

or PURDY & HANCE, 8oyTi BEND, Ind.
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A NEW QUESTION BOOK!
——

The Latest and

Best for Young People!

PRECIOUS WORDS!
Price

By

MARY

15

Cents,

LATHAM

CLARK,

Author of the 01d, Old, Story and the Wonderful
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them.
All orders promptly filled by

D. LOTHROP &' CO)

Publishers of Religious and Sunday School Books.

38 and 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.
2uf

Agents wanted to canvass for this Paper;

will

al-

low Agents 35 cents on each subscription; will give
a $65 Sewing Machine for 160, subscribers. Now is
your time. Speak quick!
; Send us $1,50 for an Agent’s outfit, and commence
canvassing for the JOURNAL at once; we will return the $1,50 after you have taken 15 subscribers.
Start at once! Don’t delay! Time is money |
» Our premium cannot be beat by any publisher in
the world.
?
Every Mother's Son and Daughter send ONE
DOLLAR and receive our Beautiful Premium, and—
be happy.
“Address,

OHAS.

THOMPSON,

Publisher of, the ‘Fireside Journal,

18433

BRIDGEWATER, CONN.

8.8

bog
Established

1860.

Randal H. Foote & Co.,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,
70 BROADWAY, N.Y.
GOLD, STOCKS AND BONDS, BOUGHT
AND
i
SOLD ON' COMMISSION,
REFERENCES.—Jay Cooke
0 4 N. Y, 3
ics Th
ng A S0CIION, OF "1 Re Bansiag. Honee
or Commercial Agency in New York.
:
N. B. Pampelet on “ WALIL:STREET AND ITS

OPERATIONS
C1v19

” furnished free on application,

a
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| women, with profanity ever upon their lips,
ry

|

The Birth Record.

|

—————

|

Sitting to-night in my old arm-chuair,
‘With niy Bible on my knee,

I read from its record-page of births
The names of children three ;
And written beneath, in the same strong hand,

While the heart was breaking with pain,
“The Lord hath given and taken
But * Blessed be His Name.”

away,”

With two, the record of life was short, .
Like a summer's day of joy ;
I cin see them now, with these dim old eyes,
y little girl and boy;

And Tthink of them when 'I read the words
n an old, old Book, which saith,
hey. were lovely and pleasant in their lives,

“

nd divided not in death,”

For'the otfier—“ my baby” I call him still—
Thongh he grew

to manhood

tall,

When they told me that God had taken’him,
. I felt he bad taken my all;
And long I cherished rebellious thoughts,
Before I'could learn to say,
¢Bless'd be the Lord:
Twas He that gave,

And ’tis He that hath taken aw#y.”
"We sometimes strain our poor, short sight,
Blinded by flowing tears,

“I am sorry, sir; I thought

would be just

my office, T found

that the priest could pardon me; but living
with you has told me better; and I want
to know the way; I want to be good; I've

Union.

No, we are not sleepy, mother,
See how wide-awake we seem;
Tell us something sweet to think of,
' Tell us something sweet to dream.

‘ If Larkin,

must

Che Family Cirle.
F. STURGIS.

fn

Reuben stood nervously fingering his
vest. It was Reuben’s way whenever he had
anything special to say, and so I waited for
him to begin; which he did after a little
ry

I am goingto

faithful Reu-

ben, who had been with me for three years,
and in whom I had perfect confidence—a
boy to be depended upon—trusted.
How
could I fill his place? The news teok me
so by surprise that it was a minute or two
before I answered hi

“ This is very sulfonic it not?”
*“ Yes, sir, it was to me. But I gota
letter by the morning’ post, from my Uncle.
He has taken the command of a ship and
will give me a good berth. I shall have to
give up being a doctor, but I suppose it's
all for the best.”

next

day, and I'm off then, sir.”
* Well, Reuben, I am sorry.

When

Wednes-

You bay

:

been a good boy, and T shall miss you.

~ Only do as well" as You have"Been

call

up,

and

him,

plenty

in the

chooses

Not

meantime

there

of sunshine; - so I-spoke

it

pleasant for him. He took readily enough
to his work ; was quick to learn anything
new ; but finally got to shirking, and then
was ready with a Triephgp d. At last I
spoke to him, severely it may be, yet justly, having the consciousness that it was for
his good that I was speaking.
‘¢ 1 can’t believe you, Barney.

You have

‘been working against yourself and against
me.
I shall give you one more trial. If
came.

Business

called me away for a whole day, and I
should have to leave the office in charge of
Barney. Oflate he had been more respect-

ful and worked better.
whether it was

But I could not tell

anything

permanent, and

whether or no he would not take advantage
of my absence and perpetrate some new
mischief. Somehow I felt as if this day
would decide for me whether he should go
or stay.
Tleft him the medicines for my
different patients, and

then

gave

him

my

final instructions:
“1 leave everything
in your care, Barney ; all my private papers

and money are in that safe.
Ilose all.

“¥ I lose them,

‘Will you promise

of them #
:
;
¢¢ I promise,—even if I lose

to take
my

care’

life for

it,” he answered, almost too earnestly.

It worried me a little, after I had started,

and I wished I had not been quite so confidential. Was I not rash in leaving everything, just so !
my papers and
might be a great
I had no right to
Some impulse,

1 might as well have taken
bonds into the Bank. It
temptation to the boy, and
put him to such a test.
unaccountable to myself,

made me turn my horse's head Homeward
an hour or two earlier than Thad intended.
As T neared my office I saw a large crowd

‘ Center St., sir, near the foot, I think
he said?
dna
fF LE Feivo of
Center St! Why, all the corruption and

the

seed,

mass daily surged forth which ‘they called

LS)

‘humanity. There
were drunken men and

for a horse

to eat,” she said

rolled

and reached the

a

ASMA

SM

MIRC

GY

sown

in doubts

city.

on,

Clover quite high in the

so dirty,

could

that

Everything
she

want

around looked

wondered how any

to live

there.

toamy thinking, it is something that it was

and

she

down

on

was

dirty street.
there,

and

“Not

even

sighed.

Thb little girl

tossed

up,

did

not

will assert

of Center

study my profession,

street;

be

eaten

by a horse,” she

and I believe he

may

blossom,” he said,

of a Clover

A bunch of pink
one

morning

her.

ed

in

the

near

the

country,

blossoms.

with

happy.

Pink

beautiful,

and

seemed

very

they

were

Clover

thought

looked

at her own dress as

well as she could.
“Am I like you?” she said to a large
clover that grew near her.
This clover had been in existence three
days, and her blossoms were beginning to

turn

it.

brown

on

top, but she did not know

She nodded her head to the young

clo-

ver, and said, “Just like me, only, as you

have not lived as long as I have, you can
.
not have so much sense.”
‘* Is my head turning brown ?” said Pink
Clover.
“No,” answered the other, ‘you are
quite pink and fresh. We clovers preserve
our beauty a long time.” And she straight-

ened herself, and shook a drop of dew
one of her leaves.
Pink Clover thought it very strange

off
that

the other did. not know that she was fading;

but she said nothing, for fear of giving
offense.
The door of the cottage was opened, and
a little girl came out and ran down the
walk.
Her eyes were as blue as violets,

her hair shone like corn-silk, and her cheeks
were as pink as the roses. She wore a
white frock, and along blue sash, She
ran to the flower-bedg, and began to pick
the flowers. Her mother came and stood
in the doorway.

*‘ Gather the most beauti-

her fragrant

Soon the sick” girl open®d her eyes, and

was one of a

saw the little blossoms. She held out her
hands toward them, and her mother gave
them to her. She inhaled their perfume,
and a glad light came into her eyes.

white shells, and filled with

other in the morning air, and

“Oh!

dear

that if I could

mother,”

she cried, * I said

only

before;

¢¢ whole

Her

flowers.

mother

came— with

her.

They got into a little wagon that rattled up
ing what course to pursue in regard to Bar- | to the gate. The childs futher stood by
ney,—for there was not the slightest doubt the wagon.
3
id
ot

~

Eata—

it was

Lite

acknowledged

know Faraday, and to judge intelligently of the

we shall be disappointed if it does not insure a
general verdict im which gratitude mingles with
the commendation, and help to set the real mis-

sion ot scientific study out in contrast with the
actual perversions which are almost as common
!
as they are painful,
of

unthought-of ways,
to fulfill

her

she

mission;

of Hope

when

she lay

unheeded in the dust she had been coming
nearer and nearer to the work of cheering
a human heart.—What

Nex..

4

es

of elbows,

gant, audacious, lacking in good taste, doubtful in
the opinions which she so confidently promulges,
unfair, intense in her prejudices, too strongly

One of the characters in a French story is

yourself on

your

instrument,

original, quaint, wide-awake, flesh-and-blood boys

and will not

disturb you.”
Could there be a lovelier way to drive off
wicked men from a good'man’s

by sweet strains of music?

home

Even

and

if burg-

which they have heard

Gail Hamilton has ever been especially distinguished. It is sure to be popular, and read over
and over by the real children, youpg and old, tor
na
whom it was written,

we can have one of these sweet-toned in-

not

heard

LIFE AND WRITINGS OF CHRISTIANA B. Cow
ELL, consort of Rev. D. B. Cowell, who died in
Lebanon, Me:, Oct. 8, 1862, aged 41 years.
Biddeford, Me. : 1872. 16mo. pp. 296.
.
This memoir of an excellent Christian womai
was prompted almost solely by the affectionate

had

appreciation .of relatives
Mrs. Cowell was

esteem

of this

know, we will tell you how to make this
little bearer of the ‘‘ music in the air.”

of wood

in a few minutes from
of the new teacher.

the

toes, with-

first

entrance

about

glanced up and down the table until he
spied a plate

of the

desired

article,

and

then, fixing with his eye the boy who sat
nearest it, said, in rather a loud and abrupt
tone, *‘ Cheese, please.”
Tey

It was sufficient.

The plate was handed

promptly, and there were no audible giggles. Bu! from that day forward the new
master was known behind his’ back by vo
other name than that of * Cheese, please,”

Brilliant wit, wasn't it, boys ? Well, Mr,

Halsted

didn’t mind

it much.

He

either

did not know of it or didn’t think it worth

aX

sit,

nor

rise,

nor

3

stand,

:

like

a

man

of

Literary Review,
MICHAEL FARADAY.
D:, F. R. 8. New Yor

| 1872.

16mo. pp. 223,

. Gladstone, Ph.
: Harper & Brothers.

Faraday furnishes a subject for the biographer
of no common prominence and interest.
Few
names have appeared in the list of those
which

represent the struggles of an earnest nature
to‘ward knowledge, and then stand for rare
gcientific attainment and new discoveries, that
signify

80 much as his. He rose from the level
of coms
mon life, and from the ranks of the'masses;
what
he gained in the way of position and
fame was
earned by self-devoted labor, which never
presumed upon his special intellectual endoyments
and large capacity, nor upon any external
ad.

in those to whom

to

inspire

she

stood

hearts close about her,
and perbaps made

her

distance, and judged her with the cool

and criti-

cal intellect instead. of takidg the enthusiastie
testimony

of

the

sympathies.

The

volume

of the pages are filled either with her letters and
Jjournalizings, or with the varied and more formal
productions of her pen, in prose and verse. There
is a high moral tone and aim apparent in every
one of these productions, and the warm, true,
Christian-hearted woman appears everywhere,
even when the literary merit is very ordinary.

Her special'and intimate friends will greatly prize
these memorials, and the general

reading public

may find much in them to exalt to the due place
of honor the virtues which adorn the ordinary
spheres of human service, in which the great pro-. -

portion of lives must be lived and the needful and
sacred work assigned to mortals be done. The
volume is well pricted and bound, and is sold,
without portrait, at $1.00 per copy; with portrait,
at $1.40. Tt can be obtained by addressing
D. B. Cowell, Box 220, Lewiston, Mec.

MONTEITH'S

COMPREHENSIVE

Rev.

GEOGRAPHY;

Local, Mathematical, Physical, Comparative,
Descriptive, Topical, Historical and Ancient,

with

Map-Drawing and Relief Maps.

By James

suspicion and distrust; or,
in case of being ace
cepted without discount, it may lead to some
after disappointment. But the work is one which
combines many qualities, «nd works them into as
real
a unity as could reasonably be looked for.
The relief maps are features of’ bpdeial interest
ind value, and the instruction .given in mapdrawing is timely, well arranged, and ought to
be really serviceable, There is a deal of informa~
tion crowded between these covers, and it has

been gathered, classified and stated with great
painstaking and fidelity. The whole mechanical
excellences are of a high order. $1.60.
Messrs, Harper & Brothers send us THE OLD
CURIOSITY

SHOP,

the

third

volume

in

their

unique, admirable illustrated Household Edition
of the works of Charles Dickens. Tt is a royal
octavo volume of 288 pages, and is attractive,
both outside and inside. They also send us THE
MAID OF BKEER, by R. D. Blackmore, which is

No. 881 of their Library of Select Novels, done

up in an octavo volume, with paper cover§, and
having 182 pages. It has merits, both constructive and literary.

vantages of position and association; and
he
gave himself, throughout his long and famous

Messrs. J. R. Osgood & Co., Boston, issue annoticing and wert calmly on his way from
other of their carefully selected and popular novday to day. A very good sort of way career
as a scientist, to the work of bringing’ els, entitled THE STORY OF SYBYLLE, by Octave:
the boys began to find »out it was, too,
by the great truths whichhe had gathered on the Feuillet, which has been carefully translated from
and by. They might make as much
fun hights of knowledge, down to the plane of ordi the French, and put into an octavo volume of 183.
as they chose of his short coat-sleeves
and nary thought, that they might bless the, multi- pages. The story lacks neither plot, incident nor
tude whom he ever carried in his sympathies,
scanty: trousers legs; of his large nose
literary art, and the letterpress is hi
and

his brusque manners’; but there was no possibility of making fun of his learning,
his
skill in jmparting knowledge, and his pow-

er of
ntaining law and
class.
4
How he managed it, these

gentlemen

order
sharp

in his
young

and mifister to the religious culture of the publie, which he held to be the vital thing. One of
the first men in his chosen department of inquiry, and closely identified with those achievements
which are the special boast of the age, and

which

often used to foster

intellectual

pride

and igtensify skepticism “over the teachings of
Scripture, Faraday kept the beautiful simplicity

did not quite understand ; but |
of a child even when bis fame was filling two

is

edited by her surviving husband, but a large part

Monteith, author of a series of Gep raphies,
Maps and Globes.
New -York and
Chicago:
A. 8, Barnes& Co. 1872. Large quarto. pp. 98.
This title-page gives a very large promise,~so
large that it may perchance exeife more or less

There are peculiar ways in men, which
discover what they are, through the most
subtle feints-and closest disguise. A hlockhead can not come in, nor go away, nor
sense,

Jove

persondl friends.

a person

seem something higher and rarer in her mental
and literary qualities than she could ever be made:
to appear. in the eyes of those who saw her at a

barp to cheer the dull hours of the poor and |
sick ?—Watchman and Reflector.

and

and

evidently

closely related.
Her natural amiability, her fine
taste, her love of whatever was beautifml and
pure, her large and unselfish service for others,
her unostentatious but deep piety, her fidelity to
bier trusts as wife, mother, friend and Christian,
—all these things gave her a firm hold upon the

simplest and sweetest of all instruments.
So, at the risk of telling what you all may
Form two little wedges

It is

Prudy and Dotty Dimple volumes, along with
the strong and incisive style of speech for which

struments at any time. We had thought
that every boy knew how to make these
harps, but having recently met with one
who

only half

but

developed

a book full of hfe and zest, having all the sparkle
and quaintness that Sophie May put into her

ZEolian harp, which
a jackknife, a bit of
of sewing-silk.
scare away burglars ;

else, but

the

of

tasks

the

understood in the dining-room and parlor.

in their ears, fromthe wind of heaven across

knew a great deal

through

social dignity and of caste in their associations

absent, they could hardly bring their minds
to such meanness and sin with such notes

who

they go

sery, get off their mimic criticism in the yard and
along the street, and reproduce the notions of

than

lars knew that the protector of a house was

the simple string of an
any boy can make with
pine wood, and a yard
Nor need we wait to

girls, as

school-room, discuss grave questions in the nur-

Tutor.

and treadings on

ail Hamilton, author
and Worthlessness,”
Brothers.
1872. 1Gmo.

an over-anxious householder who is full of bent on making her points tell and too careless
cares while preparing for a journey. He about their character. But. in this volume her
best qualities as a writer are prominent, while
writes out rules for his wife and servants in her worst sre measurably hidden, She pictures
case the house gets on fire, or robbers come (tlie life and experiences of a compavy of school
to plunder his goods. And his precaution children, here bringing out a character, there
against the latter danger is an admirable narrating an incident, now setting forth the comic
one. It is this: “Put Folian harps in the and then the serious side of juvenile life, witl
consummate art and a marvelous verisimilitude
windows at night, and any rogues prowling that almost make us forget that we are reading a
about will think you are at home amusing book instead of listening to the varied talk of

| sized thumb—whittling one end thin enough
+ | to be pressed between the upper and lower
—
Wr
| sashes of the window.
Draw u line round
The boys of the Thorncliffe school were the other end with your knife; and then
cut
as fine a set of fellows as one can find out enough wood to allow a
silk thread to
gathered in any school, butsfull of energy lie in the cavity. Cut
off your silk to a
and love of mischief, which seems to be length equal to the width
of the window
commonto the genus boy. So when they and enough more to tie round the
wedges.
were told that the new Latin teacher was Wax it well, tie it at each end to one of
the
to arrive one evening, they one and all set wedges.
Insert the bits of wood, drawing
themselvesto mark what manner of man
the silk very tight, into the crevice between
he was, and
to see what material for fun the sashes; and the harp is made and in
was to be found in this new subject.
place.
:
Unluckily for him, they found plenty
You may hear no music at first; but as
at once.
He was a talh lank, awkward
soon as a fresh wind rises there will float
young man, with along nose, bushy hair, through your room the softest and clearest
and coat-sleeves and trowsers both too short notes, purer than those of almost any costly
for his overgrown limbs. That, despite instrument.
And this may remain in your
these drawbacks, he had a good sensible window or be renewed at any time without
face, a pair of bright, thoughtful eyes, and costing you a farthing. It can be put
into
a very pleasant smile, they did not choose the poorest garret where other music is
to notice, and sundry nods and winks be- never heard. Would it not be a pleasant
gan to pass around the table, various nudg- work for happy boys to prepare this little

Latin

B

Wort,

vading individuality, when she sits down in the
capacity of author. She is sometimes extrava-

the size of your thumb—if it's a pretty good

The

LiFe.

pp. 219.
Gail Hamilton can
ver be dull, commonplace,
or free her writings from an intense and all-per-

Harp.

nets and flutes, who had

had been brought

that

Fork

“Woman's

New York: Harper

cor-

Then the little clover knew that, through

On

nature and value of his work as a physicist ;° and

by all that ‘* Cheese,

all revolved.—Band

°

the whole, it is a most excellent and satisfactory
piece of biography. It will enable the reader to

have a breath from the | never heard of one, we thought there might
country I should get well, and God has be others
in this generation who knew all
sent it to me in these flowers.”
about pianos and organs, trombones,

ful,” she said.
;
The leading wits of the school were alPink Clover watched the child as she ready revolving in their
minds the respect
went from flower to flower, She thought ive ‘merits of * Dominie
Sampson” and
she would not like to be plucked from her * Ichabod Crane,” as a
substitute for the
stem, and wither away.
She leaned for- Latin master’s own appellation, when their
ward and whispered to the rose that grew innocent victim suddenly
supplied them
near her, ¢ Why do you not resist? Your with a soubriquet far
more original and
thorns are long and sharp.”
amusing. Quite unconscious of any spe‘“We do not bloom for ourselves,” ah- cial observation,
he was addressing himswered the rose; ‘‘we are made to give self to his supper with
‘the appetite which
pleasure to man, and when we are gather- a iong journey had
made sharp ; and, his
ed, though we droop and die, our mission
supply of cheese being exhausted, he
is fulfilled.

countries would be desolate ‘without us,
At fifty it isn't easy for a man to look at We make glad the waste places.”
ruin “calmly. AW that evening 1 hunted | The little girl had gone into the house,
round for Barney, but could find no traces but she soon came out again, b¥aring her

told this, he stands back and lets it speak.

—

it in the street,” he

She held up her head, and
breath stole into the room.

and laid down one
young band, then,

indeed, the boys of Thorneliffe learned the
value of Christian character from *¢ Cheese,
please.” None so patient, so faithful, so
self-forgetting as he; none so quick with
kind
: offices,
ly with cheering words, with
loving, pleading prayers. A very angel
of comfort by the dick and the dying bed
they found their ridiculed tutor to be; and
when the dark hour had passed at last, and

up. the stairs, and went

found

grace

And when the small-pox, dread invader, |

broke into their ranks,
after another of their

Poverty’s

sprinkled some drops of wafer over her,
and she felt herself beginning to revive.

of a little

gaily-tinted flowers. There were pansies
with their purple vests, roses with pink,
blushing petals, fragrant white lilies, and
many other flowers. They nodded to each

‘I

sin, the

.|

said; “it seems like my poor sister fading
away in the close city. ‘I will revive it if
I can,”
He placed Pink Clover in a glass of cool
water, and set the glass on the table. He

large number of pink clovers.
On each side of the pathway, leading
from the gate, were little
flower-beds,
bordered

passed

their burden of

round which
Review.

and walked on, holding

The boy held up the buhch of clover-

opened her eyes

and

from

please,” was the central point of strength

that, she would live.”

Blossom.
gate

house,

life; qne

the scattered circle was once more reunited,

into a small room. It was clean, but very
scantily furnished. A sick girl was lying
in the bed asleep. Her hands were so thin
that every blue vein in them was visible,
Her mother was bending over her. When
the boy entered; she raised her head.
‘ How is sister ?” he asked.
¢¢ She.is easier now,” answered the mother, ‘ but she has been suffering very much.
She longs for pure air. If she could have

at sunrise, and looked-about

She grew

garden

clover

lease

her tightly in his hand.
He turned out of that street into one still
narrower and dirtier. He entered a wretch-

make a good, true man.

Story

His

clothes, were clean, though patched and old.
He looked sadly down as he walked, When
he reached the corner where Pink Clover
lay he saw her. His face brightened; he
stooped and picked her up. * Poor little

born
will

along the street.

toward a new

after anothér, guided by him to the feet
of his great Exemplar, found there the re-

She lay

* I must wither, and be trampled

A boy passed

itself,

but he

treated his help

the wagon passed out of sight.
to

briefly, modestly, clearly, and with a genu
ine
Success, No wordy panegyricis used. He makes
no attempt to give his readers a piece of fine writing, The biographer keeps himself as much as
posible out of sight. Everything is plain, thought
ful, manly, He satisfies himself mainly with
giving the unvarnished facts, He is content
that
theso should make their impression, and
form
the basis of the estimate to he put on
the great
man’s character and career. His characterizations are brief, but full of meaning, The plain
truth he deems sufficient praise, and 80, having

had been readiest to ridicule him, came to
him:and begged his forgiveness, and en-

the grass again, but right in the

No one saw her fall.

nating admiration for the min whose portr
ait he
sets himself to give us. He has told the
story

to help in time of need.

come

sun beat down upon her; the dust blew
over her; but she had not been stepped on.

natural instincts of good

that birth

ly, Christian life, and the power of his earn-

wondered, too; but her father told her they

when

blessing with it. Mr. Gladstone was
an eminently fit man to undertake this task, He knew
his
subject, intimately ; he had a high appre
ciation of
the sphere of inquiry in which Faraday did
his
great work, and he bad an intelligent, diser
imi-

found

est prayers. One after another of those who

one

would soon come to pleasanter streets, and
would see many beautiful houses.
At length, in turning a corner, the wagon jolted so hard that poor Pink Clover,

more than a dozen were

glad to attend; and in a few weeks the
large class-room proved none too large,
for those who felt the attraction of his man-

It jolted over the stones of the streets,

air sometimes.

and

in so honorable a way that he became crippled,—being true to his trust. I do not
think he will ever leave me; he says ‘not,
and I have great faith in his word now.
True, he has many faults yet, and his
tastes for the good and beautiful are very
slowly developing. Itis not so easy for
one to go from an atmosphere of pollution
into a moral one; there are many steps
between.
He will never be a gentleman.

SINE
PoP
Such a man deserves to
,
So much so, that when, one Friday even- lite told widely, and wherhave the story of his
ever
its lesson
learn.
ing, he openeda little prayer-meeting in ed'and understood, it can not fail to iscarry
‘a

his room,

wagon

and tossed Pink

fears, had taken good root; and there, by
Barney’s bedside, humbly I tried to teach
him the better way.
:
.
Barney is well now ; he will always be a
cripple, have to use a crutch; but then,

think’it over, and see you to-morrow,”

filth of the city seeme
todbe centered there ; of him. So he had failed me !
. and from the crowded tenement houses a ‘The next morning, while I was deliberat-

only

The

and

standing where it had been, I should say,
for only the inevitable charred wood and
piles of bricks remained of the large block
“Do you know of any one you can re- that had stood in the morning. One of
Theard the mother and child
the Ward policemen touched his hat recommend to take your place ? 1 queried.
talking last night about us,
We are to be
spectfully
when
he
saw
me.
“ Yes,—no,—that is,” he stammered. ‘I
taken to the great city, where people have
¢ How did it happen ?”
don’t know of anybody I can recommend ;
no flowers, and are to be given toa sick
* The fire, you mean ?
It caught in |
but I know a boy who wants the place.” ,
Varney’s Book Store. We've saved your servant of God. Whea he sees us his heart
* Well, who is he ?”
will swell with thankfulness, and we shall
* His name.is Bernard Kilgore; he has books and a good part of the medicines, be the cause of a loving
prayer.
Thus
bat——-"
.
been a boot-black, and the boys all call him
shall even the flowers glorify their Maker,”
**
And
my
safe,”
interrupted
I,
impatient|
‘ Barney’. I don’t know what he does now ;
" "Pink Cloyer was silent. She wished the
ly.
he was in this morning after medicine, and
little girl would pluck her also, that she
he wanted to know if you would take an- * '* We found it broken open, and the con- might gladden a human heart; but the
other boy. 1 told him I was going to leave. tents gone. If you can give usa bit of a child passed her by and took
the beautiful
I wish you could have seen his eyes, sir, the clew we can put on a detective, and no rose.
j
te
doubt
he'll
find
them
all
rights
There was
light that flashed in them, for all he’s so
‘“ No one thinks much of clover blosrathera
rough
crowd,
and
we
couldn't
keep
~ dull-looking. ¢ I Must have the chance,’ said
soms,” said a tuft of grass, “or of the
everything from “them.
Varvey suffered
he, ¢ for I want to be somebody.
Won't
grasses, but the same hand made us all.” ‘|
quite
severely.”
;
you speak for me ?’ I promised, and sol
‘““ We too have. our work,” said the old
*¢ Not to-night,” said I, wearily,
have spoken.”
« I'll clover who had spoken

doing,

and I will risk you.”
‘* Thank you, sir, I will try.”

“ Where does he live P”

N——

y¥

to herself.

;

and I can-not imagine a gentleman

to.

to Barney, and tried-te. make

you fail me, we part.”
The opportunity soon

Story.

“We will hope so, ‘at all events,

be

kindly

Four blue eyes and two sweet voices
Waited till
my tale was done,
Then they eried, * Why, that was Jesus,
These three stories are but one!”

Good,

you

Daily I prayed for patience, and day after
day my words seemed to have no effect.
You know it takes a long time for the seed
| to come

. hesitation :

as

Only a fixed scowl for my answer.
a promising beginning, assuredly,

Through the azure, in a body,
Just as here on earth he trod,
Up through shining ranks of angels,
To the very throne of God.

Truly,

in the heart

** and

city.
‘But

Will y& for-

sir?”

breeding,

Larkin off,”

disregard them, the officers have a right to
interfere. The law is alike for your protection and mine.”

told them of a journey

give me,

I believe in the

in course we had to fight ’em ;"—this last
half-apologetically.
‘“ But our laws must be obeyed,” said IL.

On a mountain-top begun ;

port

won't give me the chance to make any
thing ; I don’t care.” Iam no physiognomist, yet I caught something in the boy's
blue eye, I don't know what,—a glimmer
of light perhaps hadgentered the darkened

‘“ They'd no business to take

Tell us now the strangest one”—

leaves

plainly as words could have done,—‘¢ You

continued he in angry, defiant tones,

“Now, please, just one more, dear mother,

do you go?”
* The vessel

A Jak, hali-sallen,
half despairing, said as

ance.

For whose sake at last he died.

Goingto leave me!

Very unprepossessing he looked,—ragged, and his face and hands not over clean.

as bad as I wanted to,

acted just as bad as could be.

tor.

‘ Hurt in the row last night,” was the

Blessing those who most ill-used him,

Doctor,

of boys

laconic affswer. Very different from Reuben's respectful tones, but surely there was
all the more need of patience and forbear-

Doing good to all around hina,
‘Without fear, or sin, or pride;

¢ If you please,
leave you,”
:

crowd

to instruct him in the duties of the office.

*‘Now please tell us just another,
Tell the saddest one you know”
And I told of One who suffered,
As he wandered to and fro:

BY MARY

large

asked, after the boys had left, and there was
no one else but Reuben, who was waiting

In a voice of heavenly musie,
Came a loving message, given
For the sake of one sweet baby
That had come that night from heaven.

The Doctor’s

a

waiting for me. Such a medley ! Of all
ages and sizes, well-dressed and otherwise.
Among them was Barney, the boot-black;—
the boy who wanted to be a man and a doc-

of all the boys I chose him.
;
" * What is the matter with your face ?” I

In the very long ago,
When the sky was full of angels,
And from every shining row,

So

The next day after the "advertisement ap-

mind ; whatever it was, it decided me, and

Then I told them of a midnight

¢

By . and by he. grew more confidential, on by careless feet.”
Several hours passed, and the little bunch
and operied his mind to me.
of
clover lay fading in the street. The hot
“I didn't like to give in;—I thought I

peared in the morning papers, on ‘going to

Tell the very sweetest story
That you ever heard or read,
‘And you’ll see that we’ll remember
Every single word you’ve said.

‘

surely you

But, though we can nat pierce the vail,
Let us patiently wait His will,
‘Who, though He “spare not,” “though He slay,”
Is the same kind Father still.

The Evening Story.
+

gathered at the first hitimation. Stones"
I waited for no more explantions, ‘but
and missiles of all kinds were hurled, and a exchanged my dressing-gown for a coat, and
number of the pelicemen were severely, silently followed the man.
and one or two fatally, hurt. Night after
What a sight met my eye? Here was
night I had been called upon to attend to poor Barney, his face flushed with fever’
wounds got in drunken brawls.
and contracted with pain in a miserable
“ Rather a bad locality, Reuben ??
bed,
“ I know it, sir,”
By the side of the bed was my strong
‘“ And you.know also that I have got to box, —safe and unopened.
have a boy I can trust.”
“You had the keys, Doctor, and I had
“ Yes, sir; I've thought it all over, but I to break the safe open,” began Barney,
can't get his words out of my mind. And eagerly. “Larkin tried to get it away
as yet he’s had no chance. I've got a good from me, but I held on to jt, and I got an
mother, sir, and he has none.”
ugly hurt,
e men helped me home,
And then Reuben left me, and I thought and I've kept
the box all night for you.”
Ugly burt, indeed. It wis
the matter over, carefully weighing the pro's
a case of
and con’s. Was it worth one's while to compound fracture, and was so aggravated
make the trial? The more I thought it by the inflammation that had got in in conover the less inclined was I to look at it sequence of its not being-immediately atfavorably ; so I decided to advertise, and tended to, that for days it seemed asif his
life would be the penalty of his promise.
accordingly did so. I told Reuben of it.
would give the poor boy a chance.”

— Christian

yy

AR

“We had better take some grass with us’ this they knew, that there was no shufflin
g hemispheres, and every new discovery
and children who never knew the innocence the landlady informed me that a man: for the horse to eat,” said the mother
in the
; of feet, no * firing of spit-balls,” no chaf- world of scieti
ce only fed the fires of his religious
of childhood,—who would never know. its wishedto see me at the door.. A, bearer + cut that close to the gate.”
;
fering
”
of
devot
any
kind
ion,
going
When
on in the schoolscores of learned societies were
happiness. It was easy “to “Congregate a of tidings, probably; but would they be
The man brought a seythe and. did as she room
when * Cheese, please” was in honoring themselves by putting his name into
mob there in a few moments.
Only the good or bad?
their lists of members, he was
told him. He cut down Pink Clover, too. charge. And
ering lectures
night before, the police had endeavored to
“I've come from Barney,” ‘said he, hur- The back of the wagon ‘was filled with i Seven yet, strangeto say, he used othe workingmen and to youthdeliv
, finding some of
than
any
of the other teachers, is happiest
take a drunken sailor to the station-house, riedly.. “He's very bad, sir; what
hours in opening to
with the grass; the father took his seat, and Pink and was
dail
Wing the most
and was “yesisted by a crowd, who had broken leg and no docthur.”
popular whieh he had found in the templ them the glories
e of nature,
Clover found herself’ going to the great of them all, y

And murmur in our sinfulshearts,
So clouded by doubts and fears;

So when I take this sacred Book,
Where God hath writ bis will,
I can read in peace my children’s names
‘While I say, ‘‘ My heart, be still.”
And the dear, dear hand that wrote those names
Grasps mine in trust and love.
“Dear wife, their names are also writ
In the Book of Life above !”

|

in‘my mind, but that he was the criminal,—

IAI

Ditson & Co., New York and: Boston, issue in
splendid style MANHATTAN WALTZ, by Johany
Strauss, composed expressly for his Concerts in.

New York. It is one of his characteristio things,
giving us almost all the varieties of music that
enter into this class of compositions, and everywhere
gbounding in real character, A fine 'por-

trait

¢ author accompanies it, $1.00,

30 Bist
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that selfish or party interest, and mot the
public
goed, becomes the ruling motive in
political preferment ; and the results are

dilapidated,

and yet there, is .a

charmin their very antiquity. They ave
Out of not
convenient lodging-houses, are
dusk and damp and cheerless, but they ares

,uotive.

al the intrigues, bar
influence and patronage,

what

shall I say P

may
: mo other

ba

>

3

Tag

3

much amused at an anecdote
told of himself. It oc:

word

beries, corruptions and erookednesses
that make our
politcs
a reproach and’ our expresses it. With their. covered terraces,
their tumbling stair,
institutionsa by
among the nations, their obscure gorridors,
cases,
their
unswept
they are repul, ling black sand
‘about in streaks and figures
We are in the habit of ae our Li
sive to the Jousekeoper,, but attractive to over the white.
ment
pulags and of fancying that we have. the
ou respon them, but it is
antiquary.
This ‘wealthy man with whom the young
a good dealto do. in the mauagement of
our own affaire; but we would:like

to ask

0

AT

preacher .was to'dine,

grou

one more than to vote for those who have
managedto get themselves selected as can-

derives from the apartments in the front po)
the house: he and his family live in the
ear. _ In Rome industry is not aristocratic,

vernment ot the'nation.

Have they ever

didates for gilice; oF those. who,

reasons, de

for party

od exclusively

lenders—themselves ‘seekers
plunder—have been selected by

but dirt is.

by party

and sustain it.
:
To indorse and sustain the various
politi
<al rings is the whole extent, practically, of
the political privileges of the people of the
United States. The fact is abominable and
shameful, butit is a fact ‘‘which nobody
can deny.” It humiliates one to make the
confession, but it is true that v
rarely is
office who is
' any man nominated for a

so. manifestly

processions,

The people are treated like

and

“every

possible

effort

are never swept.

is

evils,

and

to this we are forced. Second and thirdrate men, dangerous men, men devoured by
the greed for power and place, men without
experience in statesmanship, men who have
made their private pledges of consideration
for services promised, men who have selected themselves, or who have been selected

entirely because they can be used, are placed
before us for our suffrages, and we are compelled

to

a choice

between them.

Thus,

year after year, doing the best we seem able
to do, we are

used in the

interest

of men

and cliques who have no interest to serve
but their own.
And all this in the face of the patent truth
that an office-seeker is, by the very vice of
his nature, character, and

position, the man

who ought to be avoided and never indorsed or favored. There is something in the

ed itself, and more in the immodesty of

its declaration in any form, which make
him the legitimiite object of distrust and
popular contempt.
fice-seeking is not
the calling of gentlemen.
No’ man with
self-respect and modesty that accompanies
real experience of character and
genuine

sensibility can possibly

place himself

in the

position of an office-seeker, and enter upen
the intrigues with low-minded and mercenary men, which are necessary

to the secur-

ing of his object. Itis a de sing, belittling, ungentlemanly business.
t takes
from him any
respect which
a life of worthy labor may have won, and
brands him as a man of vulgar instincts
and weak character. We marvel at the
«corruptions of
politics, but why should we
marvel ? It is the office-seekers who are in
office. It is the men who have sold their
manhood for
power that we have assisted to
place there, obeying the commands or yielding
to the wishes of our political leaders.
It is notorious that our best men are not in
politics, and can not be induced to enter
the field, and that our political rewards and
honors are bestowed upon those who are

base enough to ask for them.
A ‘few of
have, during
to that which
come seekers
Presidency.

the great men of the nation
the last thirty years, yielded
was meanest in them, and beTor the august office of the
Now to wish for a high place

tion, especially
those gifts and

when it is associated with
that culture which accord

of power and usefulness is a; worthy ambi-

with its dignities and retrider one fit for its

duties ; but to ask for it, and intrigue for it,
and shape
the policy of a life for it, is the
lowest depth to which voluntary degredation can go. These men, every one of them,
have come out from the fruitless chase with
garments draggled,and reputation damaged,
and the lesson of & great life—lived faithfully out upon its own plane—forever spoiled. How much more purely would the,
names of Webster, and Clay, and Cass
shine to-day had they never sought for the
highest place of power; and
how insane
are those great men now living who insist

on repeating their mistakes!
ungracious to write

It would

be

the names of these, and

it is a sad reflection that it is not necessary.

are dra ged from- their hights, and made
the footballs of the political arena. The

After

‘stood, They have made voluntary exposure of their weakness, and dropped into
fata) depths of popular contempt. Now,
when we remember that we are ruled mainly by men whe differ from these only in the
smaller,

have

and

not

because they had not so far to
fallen so far
fall, we can realize something of the degradation which we have

ourselves

received

in placing them in power.
What is our remedy ? We confess
well nigh hopeless in the matter.
and butter are vigilant. Politics to
itician is bread and butter, and we
so busy in winming our own that
+ not take the time to watch

and

we are
Bread
the polare all
we do

thwart

his

intrigues. The only remedy thus far resorted to—and that has always been tem-

orary—is a great uprising against corrup-

e huve seen something
‘tion and wrong.
rotests against the
‘of it in the popular
thieves of the New York
Ring.
What we
need more than anything else, perhaps, is a
fhoroyshly virtuous and independent press.

We believe it impossible to work effectually

except through party organizations, but
such should be the intelligence, virtue, and

vigilance of the press an

around

a

while

a:

servant .came, in,

all his energies, he made

and to his great joy. made
ty.—~ Pacific Methodist.

fact,

a desperate

and

and

h

President,

Rev. J. CALDER,

Gin-Stroke.

days.

or resolution in apy

he is

motion

of his limbs;

the. people that

party leaders shall be careful fo execute the

purty will. | We need nothing to make our

government the best of governments except to take it out of the hands of gelf-seek=
ing and -office-seeking politicians, and to
place in power those whom the people re-

The Age

guilty of mo great crimes, because he

rll

is guilty of nothing great; he is only hopelessly lazy.—Harper's Magazine.
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Latin

November

18,

1872.
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11,71873.

§ April88, 1873.

Summer Term ends July 2, 1878,
For further particulars, a
the Prinoiy :

VO, Od

New Hampton,
N. Hs, July 23, 188,

BATES

THEOLOGICAL

Sec. Trusted.

or

SCHOOL.

The next Term of this school will commence Ang.
22, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is org
d
as follows :

Nat

Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.

Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecelésiastieal
History and Pastoral Theology,

Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,
Rev. B. F, Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and

st 27, 1872.

Moral Philosophy.

ecembor 8, 1872.

begins

ns

Stuer Torm

LYNDON CENTER; VA.

and Greek,
(extra),

French

-

-

-

.

-

Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex’ra),

Instruction on Guitar,

Vocal Music,18 Lessons,

-

-

.

-

-

-

.

£00 | ETberal aid is rendered to thosg'needing it.

-

-

i

3.00

-

Funeral

J. H. STEWARD.

1,50]

WILTON

COLLEGIATE

Commences

WiLroN,
its Fall Term

6.00

.

For further particulars, address the Principal
Lyndon Center, or I. Ww. SANBORN, Secretary,

The Fall Term of this Institution will commence
Tuesday, Aug, 20, and continue eleven weeks, under the instruction of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently
Principal of Greely Institute, Cumberland Center,
Me.

Tuition from $3.50 to $5.06.
Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at rea-

sonable rates. Board in private families from $2.50

thorough

COLLEGE.

that

the

Foss, Sec.

SEMINARY.

This institution 18 under
consin Yearly Meeting,

the control

and

has been

of the
in

Wis-

successful

operasion for three years. The coming year promises more enlarged usefulness.
The village of
Evansville is finely located, and few
places
the
West surpass it
point of moral and religious influences.
Expenses are reasonable.
;
Prof. JacoBs will have charge of the Music De-

Prof. Nat, Science.

'F. WAYLAND DUXN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and
Belles Lettres.

0 LAURA ROWE,A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Departm’nt
Prin. Com. Department.
LEX. C. RIDEO
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanshi
GEO, B. GARDNER, Instructor in Diwing and

partment.

CALENDAR:

’

1

.

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,—oontinuing 13 weeks,
closing Nov. 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dee 10,—oontinuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address
:

MELVILLE ¥ . CHASE. Instructor in Ins trumental
and Vocal Music.

| JENNIE de 1a MONTAIGN, Teacher of French.

Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

CALENDAR, 1873.
March 29—Spring Term begins:
June 20—Commencement.
September 4—Fall Term begins.

December 4—Winter Term

begins.

For College Catalogue RPNOL.DS, Seo. ¢ Treas,
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The

INSTITUTE.
VEGETINE is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully selected barks,
roots and herbs, and
80 strongly concentrated that it will effec!
eradicate from the system every taint of Scrofula,
Scrofulous Humor, Tumors, Cancer, Can-

FALL TERM will commence on Monday, Aug.

1872.

Complete courses of study Jor hop sexes.
.H,
RICKE R,
North Scituate, R I., July 13, 1872,

Prin.

/T cerous Humor,
Erysipelas, Salt Rheum,
Syphilitie Diséases,
.
;

hy Stomach,
and all diseases that arise from imIn Boston now, they advertise paper joined the 1st church in Sandwich, and when the
GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
ure blood. Sciatica, Inflamma
and Chronic
suits of clothing for sixty-two and a half Sandwich and Tamworth éburch was olEabized
heumatism,
Neuralgia,
Gout, and S;
Complaints,
WATERBURY
CENTER,
VT.
he became one of its members.
His Christian
can only be effectually cured thro:
the blood.
cents a suit. This is cheap enough; though life was uniform, and his quiet, earthly career
Faculty:
For
Wicers,
and
Eruptive
Diseases
of the
if a person wearing one of them should get closed amid the clearest apprehensions of the rest
Skin, Pustules, Pimples, Blotches, Boils,
All About Printing.
caught in the rain we imagine he would awaiting him. A large audience attended his
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
Tetter,
Scaldhead.
and
Ringworm,
VEGEBR
I. D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department. TINE has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
feel still cheaper. They ought to be cool funeral sues esteem for the departed and
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
FOR PAINS IN THE BACK,
Kidney Complaints,
sym athy for the bereaved.
Funeral services
not
were
printing
and
comfortable,
especially
if
they
are
made
for
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
Movable types
Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leucorrhea, arising from
conducted by Rev. J. Runnells.
CoM.
internal ulceration, and uterine diseases and General
of wrapping paper, but they would hardly
used until the 15th century.
:
>
4
Calendar:
Debility, VEGE I'INE acts directly upon the causes
ELIZABETH P., wife of Alpheus F. Holt.and
Books were printed by the Chinese and keep their shape with the thermometer at
of these complaints. It invigorates and strengthens
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3 ie
daughter
of
Amos
and
Mary
A.
Rich,
of
CharlesWINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Qpeus
the whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, alother Eastern nations from engraved blocks ninty-five and one hundred. We are not ton, Me., died in E. Bradford, Me., Aug. 18,
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks. | pens Feb. ‘25, 1873.
lays inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates
informed what sort of paper they are made after a sickness of only one week,
long before the invention of type.
aged 37 years.
The first types were of wood. The same of, but they might be the means of dissemi- She was converted and joined the KF. B. church
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50 theForbowels.
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Habitual Coscheap literature; one could wear at C. at the early age of 16 years, and ever re- pet week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boards tiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Headmaterial is still much used for the larger nating a
ng at reasonable rates.
ache,
Filles,
Nervousness, and General prosmained
a
firm,
consistent
and
devoted
Christian.
a small volume, so that he that runs could
varieties of letters.
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
character was one of rare loveliness, and attention given to those desiring to take a thorough tration of the Nervous System, no medicine has ever
Johannes ‘Guttenburg is” generally be- read. It wouldbe economical toshave the Her
ven
suchp
erfeet
satisfaction as the VEGETINE.,
for her the abiding love and respect of a cotifse in
Music.
t purifies the blood, cleanses all the organs, and
printed..on hothosides, so that they won
lieved to have been the first to manufac- suits
For farther particulars, address the Principal.
large circle of friends.
She loved to hold composzesses
a
controlling
power over the nervous sys;
¢ turned the second day, and a per- munion with her Father in heaven and delighted
| could
ture movable types.
m.
>
:
book
first
the
was
in
the
8,
8.
and
social
meeting,
where
her
testison
could
in
this
way
wear
a
serial
through
Donatus
of
The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE have
An edition
RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE
induced
many
physicians
and
aj
ecaries
whom
we
mony
was
always
heard.
Ag
a
wife
and
mother
the week, ‘‘to be continued” being stamped
printed from movable types.
was always gentle, loving and faithful, con‘The FALL TerM will begin Aug. 20 and close Nov. know to prescribe and use if in their own families.
The first letters were characters imitating on the coat-tail. On Sunday, he could put she
In fact, VEGETINE is the best remedy “id discovBeeling wisdom and ‘grace to train her 8, 187
:
ered tor the
gpove diseases, and is the 0
reliable
on good clothes, with a sermon, or relig- stantly
handwriting .
’
EXPENSES.
little ones for Jesus. She
prayed earnestly that
before the
PURIFIER yet placed
BLOOD
$7.00
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
Printing was introduced into Paris in ious extracts from the secular papers, print- her life might be spared for her husband and
publie.
1.00
Room rent, per term, from
,
:
ed on them. There is no end to the variety children’s sake, but as she neared the cold stream
Prepared by Hl R. STEVENS, Boston, Mass.
3.00
1470; inte London four years later,
Board, per week, in private families,
eow3m6
Price $1.25." fold by all Druggists.
2.00
“
“
“
clubs,
in costume that can be attained in the use of death, grace trinmphed aud she was raised
Roman type was first made in 1465.
above all earthly cares and sorrows, and joyfully
of paper, or to the good that can be done. entered
Italic about the year 1500.
E
HARGES.
upon that “ rest that remaineth for the
or you will
10.00
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
Type founding was formerly a part of the Business men will come down town to their children of God.” A husband aud seven chilUse of Instrument for practice,
ared a offices in the morning in a suit of the morn- dren mourn their irreparable loss. Funeral servof territory
.
1.50
business of a printer, and was
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
XO LEWIS’ last and
(there is a rush for it)on
1.00
“
.
Ladies,
ing daily, cool and fresh ; and sure that they jces by Rev. H. Grayes, from the words,
distinct art by a decree of the Star Chamber
;
greatest work.
50
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Precious
in
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sight
of
the
Lord
is
the
death
Penmanship,
fifteen lessons
padi
|
have
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latest,
because
the
telegraphic
in 1637,
of
his
saints.”
CoM.
{)e had at reasonable
~~Rooms
for
self-boarding
may
books
news will be on their backs.
They will
The largest size of type-used for
rates. Students may enter sc! ool at any time of the
[CORRECTION.]
thus be the means of spreadiug information
from such time to thé close of the term
or, MY JOLLY FRIEN®'S SECR
is Great Primer; the smaller sizes are
Tm, Pa,
Primer,
It is by odds the most taking and saleable book 0
Deacox JoHN H.
RAND died in Parsonfield, at the regular rates.
go to non-subscribers.
wherever they
English, Pica, Small Pica, Long
delivered the fleld. 1. Jtis on a vitally important subject :
Wille
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oil
Kisetutes
ha
Kote
A
a
onpareil, Summer clothing will hereafter ‘get. out Me., July 13, in the 87th year of his age. Bro.
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Bourgeoise, Brevier, Miiion,
ogue a
For
rm.
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health. :
uring
came from Buxton to Parsonsfield some 60
WM REED, Sec. & Treas.
1t is, for the price, the largest ang handsomest book
of date, for a man’s old suit will be at once Rand
Acate, Pearl, Diamond and-Brilliant.
years sinee,~where he resided till death.
He
Ridgeville;
16d.
July
10,
1573.
ever
sold by subseription.
nts, the 7 les:
as
at
ordinpointed
in’
recognized. ‘Instead of being
Pearl is the smallest type found
was father of Rev. J. Rand, of Franklin{ and
eager for such a book, and will
urge you
ring
ie
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andfather of Prof, Rand, of New Hampton.
havittg old clothes, he will be noted as
ary printing offices.
z
to them. Write for terms, &c., free. Publisher,
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‘Agate is the smallest type used for setting wearing old news. We are evidently only tion.
At their home the Christian Phgrim was
3 SCHOOL ST., BOSTON, MASS
The FALL TERM of this institution will open Aug. | 1¥17
advertisements in any American biWapIDar: just in the beginning of our discoveries of ever made
ayelcome by Bro. Rand and his amia- 28. Six complete courses of study for both sexes, in
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is little demand.
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In America printers are pald by the 1,000

The Looks of Literary Women.
—

Gr

more

or

Very intellectual women are seldom beautiful ; their features, and particularly their
foreheads,

are.

less

masculine.

But there are exceptions to ‘all ‘rules, and
Miss Landon was an exception to this one.
She was exceedingly feminine and pretty.

ems, (M) an em being equivalent to about
a handsome womIn England the matter is Mrs. Stanton,likewise, is and Mrs. Liverthree letters.
Anthon
Miss
but
van,
equal
which
of
2,000
measured by ens (n)
aria and Jane Pormore are both plain,
1,000 ems.
brows and irreguhigh
of
women
were
ter
A good compositor will set, correct and
as was also Miss Sedgwick.
distribute about 6000 ems in a day of ten lar features;
Dickinson has a strong masculine
hours. Several of the New York newspa- Anna Kate
Field hus a good-looking, though
;
face
plates
stereotype
pers are printed from
a pretty one, and Mrs. Stowe
means
no
by
and
which ‘are prepared with great rapidity
homely. Alice and
posetively
thought
is
melted over for use again in printing the
in features, Hough
plain
were
Cary
Phebe
So rapidly is this work pernext edition.
of disposition added greatly
sweetness
their
have
forms
instances
some
in
that
formed
personal appearance. Margaret
been got ready for the press in twenty min- to their
a splendid head, but her features
had
Fuller
to.
given
baen
utes after the last page had
and she was anything but
irregular
were
‘
the stereotyper.
sometimesin the glow of
though
;
handsome
The hand-press was invented in 1450 and
she appeared almost radiant.
ig still used without any important improve- conversation
had wondrously beaatiment in the majority of country newspaper Charolotte-Brontéeyes, and a perfectly shaped
dark-brown
ful
=
offices.
was small to diminutiveness,
Ink rollers are made from a mixture of head. She
as a child.
molasses and glue, and were first

by

one

Paris,

Gannal,

invented

a glue manufacturer of
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and was as simple in her manner
Julia Ward Howe is a fine-looking woman,
‘wearing an aspect of grace and refinement

him. He professed faith
in Christ at an early and for business.
age, and united with the F', Baptists, and main- [* The Music Department has

tained an exemplary
Christian character and
He was widely known and rewalk till death.
He was deacon of the
as a Christian,
spected

1st Free Baptist church of Parsonsfield bill 1863.
'Five children survive him, 8 sons and 2 daughters, who with the church and community mourn
him,

His death was peaceful and calm,

close for an honored

and

well-spent

mon by the writer from Rom. 14: 13.
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and exténsive mercantile

(male and female), many of whom are now
of extensive establishments, while thou-

sands hold responsible positions in this and other
cities.
THE THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL CATALOGUE AND
CIRCULAR containing full information, with styles of
HANDWRITING taught, and list of Mr. Comer’s works
>
on
Penmanship, Book-Keeping, Navigation, &e.,
sent by mail, or may be had FREE at the College.
Morning Sessions, 9 to 2, every business day
fhioughotit the year.

Evenings, 7 to 9, from

tober to 1st April,
GEORGE N. COMER,

J, 8. GARDINER,
Whitestown, N. Y., July 2, 1872.
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ment.

and

Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal De:

Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
MRS. J, F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.

Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
and

Book-

Keeping.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
Half
terms
commence
ut. the
‘account of sickness.
beginning and middle of the term.
varies
from
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to
he price of board, in clubs
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ cJubs as well ns gentlead
men’s are formed.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.

For further
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Street,
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AGENTS and alt Men WANTING
LOO

K

THEBESETRAVELING

BUSINESS

[ies will furnish a ¢ nance with
hut little Capital to clear
from $100%0 $200 per month. REMEMBER
THIS, and dg not fail to send for our Circulars
giving full description of the business, before engaging
elsewhere, AGENTS andPEDDLERS willfindit to
their interest to do 8o, and will be honestly

Address at once for terms

dealt with.

.L.GUERNSEY,

Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD,

N. H.
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SOMETHING
NEW!
PAYSON’S INDELIBLE INK

AND
.
BRIGGS’ MARKING PEN.
In a Portable Case, Cannot tip over. Always ready. Never fails. Sold'by
all Drugsts and Stationers. GEO. C.
DWI

o

particulars, address the Secretary, at

ington street, corner
Pilleted, Maine.
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary,
and great force:of character in her face and
The first newspaper ever printed by steam, carriage. Olive Logan is by no means
A
RY
was the London: Times, of November 28, handsome in. person, though gay and at- NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINA
i
1814:
. WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,
SUMMER TERM Will commence on Tuesday,
Laura Holloway Mayie 14th,
in conversation.
and continue ten weeks.
Hand presses are still used in large offices tractive
personal
in
both
Bronté
Charlotte
resembles
AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA,
M. K. MABRY, Principal.
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,
ortant. and
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the
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Board
.
Marinor
Booth
Mary
,
life. Neither
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The Hoe press was patented in July, |¥ oung
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e
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a
Circular
to
handsom
to
claim
lay
can
Harland
term,
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rs
newspape
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.
1847, and is indispensable to all
M.’E. SWEAT, Sec.
Ad
“though they are splendid specimens of cult- |
with large circulations.

AGENTS,

on loan,

in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
Insurance companies have failed.
NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST
here, and to place on loan,
rer
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

REV. A. I. GERRISH, Principal Normal Depart-

Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship

DOLLAR,

45tf

MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French
Mathematics.
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.

& (O.,

LOAN

166 LASALLE

7, 1872.

A. M. Principal.

artm ent.

PERRY

Ofall the money we had placed

INSTITUTE.

Furnishes Colle 6 Freparaiory, Normal,
ul 1 course of study.
ical and Ladies’
weeks.
Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.

DIGESTION;

After the Chicago Fire.
not lost

PITTSFIELD,
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connections, to possess great advantages, the confldence of the community, and has thereby peculiar
suitable employment for its
facilities tor providing
gv.luates
at the head

largest and beat in the State.
‘
'erms moderate.
Send for Circular.

a fitting

Education and Employment.
COMER’S COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, conducted
with signal ability and success for thirty-two on
yours past under the same management, and attended
)y seventeen thousand (17,000) students, continues
from

just beep enlarged
with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments and
The
School
is one of the
experienced teachers.
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C0., Ag’ts, Boston.

CO., Springfield,
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GEORGE MCMILLAN, A.M., Prof. Anc| ient LanA.M.
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EVANSVILLE

REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D.; President.
¢“ RANSOM DUNN A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
« SPENCER J. FOWLER, A.M., Prof. Mathe8.

academical
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FACULTY:

COLLIER
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| has presented for yearsFor particular information address the Principal,—
; Al
Runisy, Jr.
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AIRAM

INSTITUTE,

Iowa.
September

Cttalosues sentto inquirers.
AUSTIN ACADEMY,
STRAFFORD CENTER, N. H.

a

31

HILLSDALE

:

to $3.00.
T
location of a permanent teacher, and the conat | tin
interest of the Trustees in the Academy, comfer the best inducements to those
desirin
at bin

corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
Lyndonville.
;
yndon Center, Vt., 1872.

Sec.

J. J. BUTLER,

Lewiston,

LOCATION:
:
The new, commodions Duliding, ample in its arof
ot g Jor
rangements,
recently
erected
fo ihe uso of the
eminence
village
Schools situ ated on a gentle
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of The universally admired Rill scenery of Vermont. The bya
donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all Jags of the country, and
from the activities and
at the same time remove
temptations which tend to divert the attention and |

a

Me., July 16, 1872.

10.00
2.00

1.50
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
A@-Clergymen’s children and Students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at reduced fuition.
:
Board from $2.50 t0'$3.50 in families; in clubs at|
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
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Howe, A. M., Protéssor of Systematic
Rev.
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eology.
TUITION
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prescribed; one em
Two Courses of study are
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Primary Studies,
7.00 | bracing and the other omitting the ancient lan.
Common Engiish, A
7.50 | g
jHigher English

72 years. Bro. Pray had been identified with the
F. Rapes church many Soa, having joined the
Me., the place of his na‘| echure in Parsonsfield,
tivity, receiving baptism from the hands of Rev.
John Buzzell. Removing
to New Hampshirehe

of Paper.

nter

yds

Winter Term of 13 weeks,

late in the evening; there is no

tent fire in his eye, no determination in
the lines of his effeminate mouth, no vigor

D. D., or the

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, heging A

KIRNA L.,son of James M. and Jenett A.
Sears, died in Ri¢hford, Tioga Co., N.Y., Aug.
21, of cholera infantum, aged 6 months and

4

" CALENDAR:

Four terms of
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, id
erm
8
rRAry
873.

| Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

joined the Free Baptists, with

services by the writer.

:
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Fall Term be,
August 26, 1872.
rd Tern cister November 1, 1872.

Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Mathematics and Rhetoric,

ters and other relatives that mourn.
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Faculty :

BATHSHEBA, wife of John Seekins, died near
Orford, Tama Co., Iowa, August 19th, aged 76
years. Sister 8. experienced religion 42 years

the trip in. safe-

Six Sepular
regular

$1756 for College year of 40 week ;

M188 Lizzie CALLEY, Preceptress, French
"
ural Soience.
g
ign

ten cents a line, to insure

whom she remained until death
to join the church triumphant.
husband who lived with her 57

Not sectarian,
but

Miss JANE W. HOYTE, A. M., Agricultural c ollege

Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary. Verses areinadmissible.

ago in Vermont,and

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

{For Catalogue or farther information, ‘address’ the

PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do
not patronizeit, must accompany them with cash
equal to

scanning, &c. The location of the school so
near:
the College
and heolog
tages of
As
on wit Lo dons bards a ak
aud culture: The publiclecturesos
these institutions
are invaluable.
A. M. JONES, Sec.

Three full courses of study :

J. 8, BROWN, A} B., Principal, Latin and Greek,

Obituaries.
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spreading down a piece of linen in the middle of the room, placéd the dining-table on
it and began to set it.
The preacher was greatly troubled; he
did not know how he was to get from the
naked place where he satto the piece of
linen on which the table stood. He knew
he could easily jump. it if he had a fair
chance; but how he was to manage with
the chair between his fget he did not know.
But then the thing
must be done some
way; so when
dinner was announced,
he arose from his chair, and summoning
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nonpareil.
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we, 80 manage
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as, to keep up, the full tension, of the. sys.
tem ; we do it hard, The result
of this exs

side of his chair so-as net to touch it.

th
large editions and the great demand
They rise as quickly to him who reads as to] their
he great, proud names for their columns, are necessitated to econo- him who writes.

fact that they

drew his

Open to both sexes.

diversion breaking out at Tash To, some sens
fous and destructive form, — Christian

chair.

era aud

* OF PENNSYLVANIA.

A gentleman connected with the New
.
y
:
A.J. WooD.
York Daily Witness, called.at the City
in Hartland,
Bean,
, of Tevi
ROXANNAwife
light in the hall. We earry matches and a {"Hospital one day recently, when so many
She proJuly 14, azed90 years and 3 mogtbs,
taper in our pockets, or grope our way u
persons were reported as having died of fessed religion af the age of 18, and\was a worthy
to our own a
ent as best We can, vivi
sun-stroke,
to ascertain the particulars. member of the F. B. church until ber death.
A. PETTIGROVE.
ly remembering and vainly striving to for- That day there were (so he reports) upget fearful stories
we have
read in ward of one hundred cases.’ Sixteen of
Capt. JosePH TRICKERY, of Jacksor, N. H.,
childhood of Italian assassination.
them were so dead drunk they
did not died of paralysis, Feb. 10, aged 80 years. Bro.
enthe
characterizes
decay
of
aspect
T,
was zn active Christian, and useful citizen,
This
know avhat struck them, and the others,
tire city of Rome. Itis the very opposite without an exception, were users of intoxi- until the last few years, in which he has been
of Paris. One typifies the modern, the other cating
drinks.
They
were gin-struck. incapacitated by mental debility.
the ancient. Shiftless! is the exclamation They were struck in the mouth, and down
$' JOANNA, wife of the above, died May 1, 1871,
which springs involuntarily to the lips of the the throat, and down to the stomach; and aged 74. A life spent in the serviee of Christ,
Yankee tourist a hundred timés a day, im- the stroke reached the heart, lungs, and was closed in sweet assurance of heavenly rest.
.
.
presses itself upon you at every turn of brains. Of course the sun had to bear the
e markets are held under blame. The “smile” they took was not a
1saAC WEBBER died in Boothbay, Me., Feb.
every street.
is a smile from the sun—it was gin. If gin- 22, of cancer in the face, aged 70 years and 9
umbrellas, The barber's shop
1
Bro. W.was a member of the F. B.
litte awning stretched across the sidewalk. drinkers will wear a shade on their lips months.
church in Swanville where he formerly lived.
There is no Snetgy, activity, industry. The and never raise it when they want to drink
He maintained his Christian character during his
very sports are idlers’ sports, in which two the poison, they will
“hever be gin-struck. residence in Boothbay and bore his sufferings,
while
engage,
or three stalwart Romans
A cabbage-leaf in the hat won't answer—a which were intense, with the utmost fortitude
half a score of idle lookers-on gather round whole cabbage-head in the hat won't save and Christian patience. Although he desired to
live, yet he was ready to depart, and frequently
to see.
*
them when they fill up with gin. Gin said, * The will of the Lord be done.”
rmon
enjoy much; yet strikes
In such a city one may
at all seasons and in all countries,
by the writer.
0. F. RUSSELL.
it is a city of pitiful sig ts.
Rome is like an and at all times of day and night. We
HENRIETTA, wife of Jacob Prilliman, died
"s red neither wisdom
old man who
protest against charging to the sun the
Westchester, Jay Co., Ind, Aug. 9. Sister
nor experionce. His hair is white, but accidents, misfortunes, misadventures, and near
P. had seen almost half a GentuFkp( earths disand awry; his clothes are not only disasters due to gin. Would it not be wise | ¢ iplive. About 85 years were spent in the
scraggy
threadbare, they are tattered and not over- to blot the gin luminary out of the firma- Christian service. She was known as a devoted
clean; he totters and trembles as he walks, -ment of society? It gives mo light, it adds Christian, an affectionate wife, a tender mother
a kind and generous neighbor.
Her heart
and loves better to sit dozing in sunny no beauty, it is not useful for any purpose and
was always warm toward the needy and the
nooks; his face is not haggard with dissipa- whatever. It jg more dangerous than an suffering. Such are the virtues that hallow her
tion ; there are noble capacities in bis broad explosive lamp, and, it strikes more vic- memory. Funeral services by the undersigned.
. D. ADKINSON,
brow, and restfulness and repose in the ex- tims in a single year than the sun has
but thera is no smitten in twenty centuries,— Tem. Adv.
sion of all his features;
IRA PRAY died in Sandwich, Aug. 7th, aged

especially

candidate is precisely what he is not and
never was—the candidate of the people,
Our candidates are all the candidates of the
woliticians, and never those of the people.
between

They constitute, in

and

a sort of private street, for there is no porter, and the main door stands open day and
night; a rather disagreeable street to enter,

to believe that the

Jur choice is-a choice

The father and his son frequent

wall,

to. take amusement,
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gessive pressure is not only physical disabil-

It was the first carpet the
cher had
ever seen, and he thought it
would not do
to step on it. 80 he took a seat near the

may to the heart of a citizen of the Fourih
Ward of New York city. The public halls
partake of this Romish characteristic. They

children. Songs are made for them to sing.
Their eyes are dazzled with banners and

made to induce them

| round the room about the width of &

t

and confusion which reign would strike dis-

the choice of the people that his sworn
supporters do not feel compelled to sustain
him by lies and romances and all sorts of

humbuggery.

pe

intemperate—réad newspapers, and talk
Italian politics. The on
adies, of whom
there are two n if
slatternly morninggowns till the afternoon promenade, when
you may see them’ on the streets dressed
like ladies, and carrying themselyes as those
who know by experience nothing of poverty. The aim of a true Roman’s life is to do
nothing, or as near it as possible. If you
are inclined to find fault with your own
apartments—and they will not bear to be
ohsured by American standords—go into
theirs, They ave mere kemmels;
the dirt

is all a “Ring,” and has heen for years ; and
we, the people, are called upon to indorse

so much aboye reproach and

‘the

a cafe, drink water—for the Romans are not

er or
}..4t
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y

had a car

pet; but it tvas not large enough
to: dover
the floor, «so there was a ndked place all

those who mxy ehance to read this article
how much, beyond the casting of their
votes, they have ever had to do with the
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College, and it is open for both
being edmposed of oni one depariment, uth
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® Pay, Of all the arts, we ‘are 'the most
ward in thi® ; 'we'can fight-—-but we can
b
play. We are always
not play. We donot
intent on business.
Our very fun flashes
knew but
liftle of the ways of the. world. out as an incident in’ the midst of strenuHaving
iy admitted into Conference he ous activity. We are forever doing: When
was sent: to a circuit, and upona certain it is not vur,own business, itis the business
of the ¢hureh or of soetéty.. "We stop long
man,
:
enough to eat and sleep, simply because we
Carpets were not near so. common then can not help ourselves. But the eating and
as they are now. Most people had their sleeping ave thrustin’
edgewise,
as it were.
floors scouredvety clean, and nice White They are intrusions;and we déspatch them
sand Sptihled over them. Sometimes an at the Bight speed, and carry our cares to
extra touch
was given the floor by sprink- our meals, and. into our dreams. If we

teriorly grand, they are old, decayed, in a
measure
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Principal. .
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an old FERS

Th tulton will be as follows:
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It sometimes looks to us as if this American
people were destinedto break down in
thé very flashof its powers, from Jhysioal
onuses. As a péople we do not Khow how
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We are not at a hotel ; we are too familiar-with European travelto pay first-class
accommodations.
We have ‘taken apart
ments in the house of a ‘Roman family, who
reserve whatis cleanly for their tenants,
and the opposite for themselves, In all
these Roman lodgings thereis nothing ex-

candidates for office, 1 1s, ninety-nine times

this motive
spring
ins, sales of

man, an

Lodgings in. Rome.
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ceeds all others in speed, pHinting 20,000 is just as pleasing in features as her writ.
copies
per hour, upon both sides at the same ings are graceful and popular,
time,
‘an endless sheet, clipping off
each paper as fast as printed.
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ured women, while Mary Clemmer Ames

The Bullock press, a recent invention, ex-

be

temptible among the nations as it is unworthy in itself.—Scribner’s. -

ce-seeking, Almost neyer does
a political office come to ‘a man in ‘this
country un
it;and the exceptions are
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itable to political purity.
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Ne ews Summary.

Iron shingles have been recently patented, and

are said to be less expensive than slate, They
are made about six inches by thirteen inches in
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The New
ber 1.

York hack drivers

will

strike

and giving his reasons, is published.
of outrages in Alaska, and there
government except in the
Sitka.

is nothing like

immediate
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eight hours, is the rate at which they ure rebuilding Chicago.

couple

of the room. Being of soft and porous wood it
cracks open easily for the admission of dust trom
furnace, cellar,or whatever is underneath. . This
dust insinuates itself into the carpet from the uns
der side, while from above, the. chimney, win-

of

reese Fleavy rains have prevailed throughout the
northwest for the past week or ten days. There

‘the

controversy by quietly remarking: ¢ Gentlemen,

whose doleful story
has gone

Six hundred and fifty persons were examined,
and only one juror obtained for Mrs. Fair's trial.
The judge severely reprimanded one Mr, Cardinell for talking about the trial to the juror.

the

rounds.of

the annual

kee village

Three irr
fell from upper story windows in New York on Sunday night, and are all
dead.
The Yellowstone Valley expe ition is a failure,
the surveying engineers after reaching the mountains, refusingto go further through fear of the
Indians.
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set on, or rather thrown oul ata perfect areh;
eoat smooth, shising and light, the ‘mane long;
but not overgrown ner heavy, and air and steps
that seemed to say, ‘ Look at me; am I not pret
ty?” their appearance justified all reputation,
all value, all poetry.
The prevailing color was
chestnut or gray ; a light bay,an iron color, white
or black, ‘were less common ; full bay, flea-bitten
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ligent and yet singularly gentle ‘look, full eye, a
sharp, thorn-like ear, legs fore und hind that
seem as if made of hammered iron, #0 cléan, and
vet so well twisted with sinew; a neat, round
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Remarkably full irr the haunches, with a shoulder of a slope so elegant as to make one, in the
words of an Arabian poet, *‘ zo raving mad about
ite q little, a very little, saddle-backed, just the
curve which indicates springiness; « head broad
above, and tapering down te a nose fine enough
to verily the phrase of ‘‘ drinking from
a pint

|

oh
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up,
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of greater size seemed hardly, if at all, a defect.

or piebold, none.

process the air is kept perfectly free from dust,
and the delightful freshness which this gives toa |
|
{ house is indescribable,
We scarcely realize to |
what base tests our lungs are ordinarily subjected

Motil

Mous

WHEN
You

well known that horses in Arabia are much less
frequently vicious or refractory than in Europe,
and thid is the reason why geldings are here so
rare, though not unknown.
No particular prejudice, that I could discover, exists against the operation itself, only it is seldom performed,
because not otherwise necessary, and tending, of
course, to diminish the Value of the animal.
But to return to the horses now before us, never
had I seen or imagined so lovely a collection.
Their stature was indeed somewhat low; I do
not think that any came fully up to fifteen hands;
fourteen appeared to be about their average, but
they were so exquisitely well shaped that want

oiled, or painted in ‘diamonds of color and varnished. For longer purses there are the hard
woods in all combinations, from a simple striping
of walnut and maple to the elaborate and beautiful designs, which may be laid down at your bid-

for stains and Smutches soda and hot water should
be applied with a serubbing-brush. The caipet
| or rugs should be beaten ‘once a week. By this
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should the animal be restless and troublesome, a
fore leg is put under similar’ treatment. It is

need not, however, be an expensive thing. Pine,
nicely laid and treated to a coat of oil or shellac,
costs little and lasts long, the wear coming upon
the carpeted portion of the room.
Or the edge
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fastened to the ground at some distance by an
iron peg; such is the customary method. But
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and connected with an iron chain two feet or
thereabouts in length, ending in a rope, which is

The thick Turkey w«bs which warmed their feet
were too precious to be chopped and carved to
suit the irregular shapes of rooms, and were reserved for their legitimate position and use.
This theory of a carpet, it is true, necessitates

of the floor may be stained in a broad
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No Arab dreams of tying up ahorse by the
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more carpet than

The * greatest gas well éver struck” in the oil
region is six miles north of Titusville, on what
ding. Or there is *‘ wood carpeting.” This conis known as the Nelson Farm.
The outpouring
sists of narrow strips of wood, alt ternately light
The example of Ben Wood in paj ing $1000 forof the gas makes a
roaring
that
ean
be | and dark, glued on to strong canvass;
and it can
feit money on the bet of $10,000 that Greeley
heard for two miles, It sounds like the rushing
be ordered by the yard like drugget, cut to fit any
would be the next President is being followed by
of a whirlwind.
The column which at first rose
room, and,
when no lounger required, rolled up
many other persons -at .the [Fifth Avenue Hotel,
fifty feet above the derrick, éan be seen at the
and put away. For lining a bow window wheje
Astor House, and other resorts.
Bets amounting
distance of a mile. No tools can be put into the
plants are to hang, and water is to be freely
in the aggregate to $13,000 were compromised
well, for as soon as the attempt is made the
showered, for closets, vestibules, recesses, it is
lately by men who wagered on Greeley, paying “force of the gas throws them into the air.
At
extremely pretty,
from eight to fifteen per cent. for release.
One
first the people were much alarmed; and the
A word in passing on woods.
Black walnut is
bet of $100 was compromised by a Greeley man
cattle ran about the fields wild with fright.
the darkest,
A blacker shade can be gained only
by paying $s
od
Some of these gas wells have been run forseveral
by staining: - Of the light woods maple has the
years, and are utilized for heating steam boilers
Maine has ‘done nobly and the Greeley party
finest grain, and is perhaps the most satisfactory ;
and others purposes.
How long they will last
but ash and oak are also used, and. Georgia pine
has received a staggering blow,
The republican
nobody cageonjecture.
givesa fine yellow for patterns, A coat of shelmajority is wellup to that of 1868, and can not be
much less than 18,000. This is a gain of 7000 on
Jac or oil every few weeks keeps the'floor bright.
The Freneh are now experimenting with the
last year’s vote.
Every republican candidate for
Prussian powder, which differs from that used. Wax ereates a ‘beautiful polish, but has the bad
Congress is elected and every county, gives.a reeffect of darkening the wood until the contrast
by any other nation at present.”
Tt is made of a
publican majority.’
The State Senate will be enbetween colors is lost.
Its use, except sparingly,
given quantity of saltpetre or nitrate of potash
tirely repubiean andthe Fiouse will have from
is'fiot therefore to be recommended. A damp
mixed with sawdust which has been thoroughly
120 to 125 republieans ont
of 151. Speaker Blaine dried in an oven.” Whenever a rapid combustion
cloth passed over the floor easily removes all dirt;
and a spontaneous explosion are needed, the
mixture is moistened with water charged with
sulphiric acid, after which it is again thoroughly
dried.
The propelling force is said to be astonishing.

raise

y

those of President Grant $200,000.

has receiv ed a majority kt than ever ‘before.
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where the sides of the carringe-track yield from

did not, nor do we, require_to have the spaces
beneath sofas and sideboard®coy vered [rom sight.

| The China merchant selects the blocks which |

A statement has just been prepared from the
official records of the losses to the government
through the defalcations of the collectors, assessors and other officers of the Treasury department,
from which it appears that the losses by the appointees of President Lincoln were $700,000, by
those of President Johnson $2,000,000, and by

deal

of square or oblong

ing the edges bare and

They have

surmounted the difficulty in this way:
thousand of the characters most used
upon wooden blocks, On the opposite
each block is its number.
Duplicates
numbered blocks are at each telegraph

the farmer

grass.

perihelion;

rr,

ing off and seeding
each side of the beaten track,

laid over the floor in the center of the room, leay-

The Chinese language, which has some fifty
thousand characters, has been a source of great

Grant, in response to a letter inviting
present at the soldiers’ convention at
has written a letter expresging his full
with the movement, but saying, ** My
tells me to leave celebrations to those

fitted to all juts and

15

PICtOt.s ses s+00 0 @ 6 25
Anthracite,
.. 7 00 § 7-50 Phniect
COFFEE,
|

equinoctial-day.— Harper's Magazine for Sep-

highway running through one’s farm, by smooth-

unimal’s hind legs is encircled about the pastern

apparently

operators.

arrangement a great

necessary is used, and

as poor Miss Barber is miserable.

perplexity to telegraphic

In numerous instances when we have been
traveling through regions of country noted for
fine crops of grain, the highway has been so completely occupied with Canada thistles, henbane,
and other noxious plants, that in many places
two carriages could scarcely pass each other, If
there should be orly one-fourth of -a mile of the

ring and ada

was able to

and

the idea of a carpet

of comfort in the small affairs of life.

taste, because the. floor-being of necessity the primary and the carpet the secondary object in designing a room, some portion of the former should
be left visible; of economy, Hecause by our pres-

effect much good.
When the Indian wife of
Colonel Downing died, she married him, and

now is Queen of the Cherokees,

particles, over

of health, of taste, and of economy; of health
and convenience, for the reasons aforesaid; of

to advancing

Downing,

with

Canal.......

and when two or more planets happen to be coming to or going from
helion at the same time,
and are in, or nearly in, the same line with the
sun—being, of course, nearly in -the same plane
=='he combined violent action produces a maximum of sun-spots,
and in connection with ita
maximum of cholera on the earth. The number
of deaths from cholers in any year (for example,
the deaths in Calcutta during the six years 1885
70) increused as the earth passed from perihelion,
especially after March 21, came to a minimum
when it was in aphelion, aud increased again
when it passed to perihelion, and notably after

nag only enhance the pecuniary value of the prem-

MOLASSES,

128.

Sperm....... 10430 @.. 56
"COAL.

pathetic. action produced within itself—internally

comes

charged

Mold8..eu.e Ww

manifested by earthquakes, and externally by auroral displays and volcanic eruptions, such as
that of Vesuvius at the present moment; in fact,
Just such an action as developes the tail of & comet

ises, but they speak largely of a refined taste, of
thoroughness in business, of good citizenship and

thoroughly

CANDLES,

to ‘and going from perihelion (more especially

The borders of the

_

| BosroN WHOLESALE PRICES.
For the week ending Serr. 11, 1872.

about the time of the equinoxes) produces a violent action upon the sup, and has a violent sym-

when it is coming to and going from

Markets.

|=

cause, possibly acting upon the earth and apon
the sun. He thinks that each planet, in coming

dows, and doors pour a fine, insensible stream in.

angles of an apartment, and immovably fixed in
its place, is repugnant to all laws of convenience,

the

their religious training and their educational interests.
She soon became a Lady Bountiful
among the Indians, and by the friendship of the

grateful chief,

red clover, or ‘grass seed.

which the housemaid flirts her broom in vain;
only a superficial rise rewarding her pains, A
sound beating, and washing of the floor alone can
remove it, and this is impossible, the carpet being
nailed securely down. The floor thus becomes
the guardian of a noxious deposit which, week
by week and month by month, is insénsibly fm.
parted to everything in the room, walls, farniture, pictures, and human lungs.

papers,a New York journal tells us of Miss Ayres
of Philadelphia. When Colonel Downing, chief
of the Cherokees, was in Philadelphia, his eloquence so impressed Miss Ayres, that, disregarding the remonstrances of her friends, she resolved to cast her lot with the ‘ noble red men.”
She established her home at the beautiful Chero-

State fair had a very successful
Johnsbury, Thursday.
Horace

of brush, stones, and

highway might as well be mowed as to be occupied with worthless rubbish.
Besides this,
smooth and grassy ways around about one’s home

to the upper surfice. Besieged thus on either
hand, the unlucky carpet in a few months be-

doubts the actual exist-

As a contrast to the case of Miss Barber, who
married the Sioux chief ** Squatting Bear,” and

in shocks and stocks.

delivered

ended

to order?

are reports from some points of damage to wheat

and

then

Is there an * Oliver Optic” really alive, in a
house, eating breakfast and dining humanly, or
is that the name of a handmill with a crank,
which a small boy turns till the stories drop out

dent,

General
him to be
Pittsburg,
sympathy
judgment

a

ence of certain authors who turn out a large
amount of matter.
It says: Is Sylvanus Cobb,
for instance, the name of a man with a braif, or
the name of a machine that grinds out stories?

Duties on imports from Japan in Japanese vessels are abolished by proclamation by the Presi-

Admiral Winslow, who
sarge when she sunk the
$24,000 as his share of the
gut received about $89,000

while

of an act of the legislature, and

The Church Journal

Chicago free library was a copy of John Bright's
speeches, presented by the author, with an appropriate inseription in his own hand-writing.

#

days

piles

no more right to obstruct the highway than they
bave to drop their rubbish -on the ground of a
railroad company near the track. Let every stone
be collected in a neat heap, the worthless rubbish
burned, and the borders of the highway on both
sides of the carriage-track be .smoothed off with
plow, scraper, and harrow, and seeded with

tice, amounts to this: it is the principal dust-trap

the law is repealed.”

The first book placed on the shelves 6f the new

Grealey wasAf.s
address,

two

aside, and

cholera, since both may be the effect of the same

The street belongs to the traveling public; and

his space to the modern floor,
The popular theory of a floor, reduced to prac-

wordy lawyers contended about the construction

One house per hour of every working day of

The Vermont
opening at St.

silently for

He is not prepared to say that sun-spots originate

loose stumps have no right along the highway.

When Mr. Ruskin chronicled the * Ethics of
Dust,” he should haye devoted a large portion of

The most extraordinary instance ot patience
on record is that of an American judge, who listéned

cast

The

to one and a half of those of the sun-spot periods.

timber, old vehicles that have been smashed up

those persons who ownrland on either side have

heathen writings of Cicero ‘and Virgil,

The Indians are said to be committing all ‘sorts

summer, or ratum. Next, pick upEn smooth
off the barders of.the highway. Logs, sticks of

Floors.

Lafayette College has established a course of
classical reading in the * Christian Fathers” for
the use of persons who object to Teading |the

A letter from Charles O’Conor, formally declining the. Louisville nomination for the presidency,
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size, and fasten with headless nails.
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Three of the European
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thing but to keep up the same abstinence and
crew and thirty, Chinese steerage passengers
she has laid not less than 20,000 miles of deep
made of the new Venetian earpeting with border
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labor conjoined under the burning Arabian sky
were lost.
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sea electric cables, the capital invested in which
to match.
Turkey or Persian rug
s of large size | for forty-eight hours at a stretch, is, I believe,
|
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKT.
is estimated at $35,000,000.
But for the Great
are always beautiful, but their rarity makes them || peculiar to the animals of the breed. Besides
The award ‘of the Board of arbitrators in the
Eastern some of these could not have been laid,
expensive.
A good substitute is the Dresden, or, | they have a delicacy, I can not say of mouth, for
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